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The Woming Star,
JULY

True friendship and true love stand fondly

With willing sympathies, yet helplessly
As though true friendship and true love were
all unknown.
‘With awed and reverent mien they wonder why
A soul must be in its sublimest hour
So far beyond them and theig loving power.
So near, so far! Oh, wondrous mystery.
— Carlotta Perry in Christian Union.
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PRESIDEN? CHENEY'S ADDRESS ON
BENJAMIN E. BATES.
EY

REV.

A.

Ls

who was then just deceased.
memorial

address was

delivered in City Hall, on Sunday, June
23, in connection with the usual Baccalaureate exercises of the college.
The
time, the place,and the speaker were most
fittingly chosen.

‘As might have been ex-

- pected, Dr. Cheney

did

not

this oceasjon, a ** eulogy”

attempt, on

of his

friend,

in the common acceptation of that term.
Instead of mere words of praise, which,
though well merited, are empty in themselves, he simply songht tu portray the
prominent features of a life. whose activity was only equaled by its beneficence,
and which is'still fragrant in many hearts,
The name of Mr. Bates has become endeared to so many readers of the Star
that anything concerning his life must be
of interest. Dr. Cheney considered that
life under

three

divisions:

(1) His home

years;

(2) his life in

life of twenty-one
Boston,

of eighteen

years,

and

(3)

of two

school,

and

an

attendance

years at the academy

tham, though in later

years

in Wren-

he often

marked that the great desire of
had

been

to secure

a liberal

re-

his life

education.

His home influences were
eminently
religious. Iis'parents were. Congregationalists,
and at the time of the Unitarian
revolt, adhered
to the
Orthodox
church, of which his™ father became deacon. At the age of twelve years, he be-

came one of the first members of the first
Sunday-school established in the town.
The natural diffidence which he always
exhibited was very apparent in his boy-

hood.

A'friend says of him at that fime

¢“ You could not speak to him without his
blushing.” At the age of twenty-one, he
left

in New

We are well assured

England

that Mr. Bates

home for Boston, and entered

the dry

goods store of Barnabas T. Loring. By his
own merit he soon won a place in the
firm, where he continued in business for

eighteen years. Of his business record
in Beston it is unnecessay to speak. The
panic of 1837 is still remembered with
terror, but the house of * Bates & Turner” was able to maintain its credit.
At
the close-of a meeting of Boston merchants, at a critical moment of

the panic,

a ‘gentleman is veported to have

asked

Homer Bartlett who was the strongest
man in the meeting, ‘when he replied,
‘ Benjamin Bates was the strongest man
there.” Three years after comingto Boston, Mr, Batés made a public profession

of religion.

:

His first pastor was Dr. Lyman Beecher. He soon became a Sunday-school

teacher, and a temperance worker.

It is

said that the old Bromfield House became a temperance house through his
It wasin 1847 that Mr.

Bates began

his

sided here, itis also true that, in anim-

portant sense for thirty-one years, he
ltved here. Very regularly once a month

he walked our streets, and mingled with
our people.
Our desires were his de-

sires ; our interests, his interests; our af.

fairs, his affairs.” In all the toil and struggle incident

city, Mr,

to the founding

Bates

was

foremost.

of a new
Of the

$50,000 capital necessary to-establish the
first bank

$13,000.

in

Lewiston,

Mr.

Bates took

But that part of his life which

the

excel-

lent judgment and taste of those zealous
officials,

Professor Selwyn and Dr. May,

whom I have to personally thank for their
urbanity and painstaking readiness to
communicate all required
information.
The enormous sections of woods, call up

California big-tree reminiscences. = The
blocks of coal, of plumbago ; the monster
apples, the reducing furs, &c., indicate
that the Dominion flows with a peculiar,
but valuable, milk and honey. In the
corners of this trophy court, are exhibits

friend of the college.

commission.
The Prince of Wales, ¢ multiplies himself,” in the energetic assistance he lends
to the administration of the Exhibition.
A few hours after®his arrival on Saturday

wines, preserves,&c. That of Victoria is
not only striking from its look of robust
plenty and richness, but also from its remarkable artistic arrangement, due to M:
Savile Grant, member

If it did not deal

in high sounding panegyrie, it had the
basis of simple fact, upon which all lasting honor rests; and it gave fitting expression to the respect and loving regard
with which all the friends of the college
remember its distinguished patron.
sure,

last, he delivered

an

of the

address

work.

does not to-day remember Mr. Bates as a
friend and benefactor. The year the first
class graduated, he made a quiet visit to
the college.
When his presence was
known the classes assembled immediately, and.chose a representative of each to
convey to him an expression of respect
and gratitude. The writer, then a mem-

Mr.

Cunliffe

to time,but

jury-man

not

put

a

has

responsibilities are

augmented.

We

lost

a

in an

which

fp

PARIS CORRESPONDENCE.
HoTEL DE L'ATHENEE,

PARIs,

June 21, 1878.
There is nothing serious in the violent
writing

of the

predicts,

like a weather

reactionist

press,

almanac,

or

an

Italian

appearance.
weak

in

The

business

which

catastrophes for France, about the autumnal equinox, because the nation has decided to govern by itself rather than a
right divine king, or an arbitrary emper-

A OONSTANT SURPRISE.

versity.
made

men, but they

stepping-stone
close

contact

present intrigues are of no importance ; it
is'a conspiracy of moribunds, and quite

worthy of being set to Mere Angot music.
There will be no more ‘coups d'etat at
home, the play is too perilous, and there
‘will be no monarchical crusades, on the

part of Europe, against the

most tranquil

Last

Monday there

were

199,000 vis-

itors registered at the Exhibition; there
would have been 15,000 more, only the
supply of tickets ran short, an unpardon-

able negligence on the part of the public,
to leave,till their arrival at the Palace, the

purchasing of their tickets; the consequence was, that many persons hadto return to the city to purchase tickets.
The
greatest number of visitors, during

1867,

was 172,000; and we are not yet in *‘the
hight of the season.” Why this popular
success? Beoause the native aristocracy,
and the monarchists, surely, from being
politically outin the cold, have taken the

the

ob-

It is

truthful assertions.

go? Well then try and see through the eyes of

Your friend will call

person,

and if the

through

in-

carelessness,

have devel-

oped them so that they can
taken.

the

not

be

mis-

The next best thing to having
from

secret

foes.—Rev.

a hun-

Dr.

Deems,

in

and, if he distrust his own ability to

grasp the opportunity, he is resolved that

the

his children shall be and is assured that
they can be placed on a level higher
than his own. He sees that the laborer
of to-day is the capitalist of to-morrow;
that the great fortunes of the country are

of life, and not more from one quarter or

circle than from another. We are all born
to possible greatness, if the conditions are
favorable by which we march out from
boyhood. Ifin one generation a family
steps into the first rank, it is by no
means certain that it will retain its. posiEverything
tion in the second or third.
is shifting, and a coat of arms with us
practically goes for nothing.—Boston Ad-

village

near

the

river, about a mile

distant.

Our way was abross rice fields, but’ dry and
naked at this season.” For quite & distance werode along beside
boos, and listened

beautiful clumps of .bamto the merry song of the

birds, ere we found

an

entrance.

At

length'

of the floods

at high

water,

the houses’are built on raised mounds, and’
surrounded by bamboos. - We are strangers:
here. The men look shy, and as for the women they disappear, double quick, . We stop and

dismount at a good-looking house.
Two or
three men come up, grinning, and offer a seat
on the raised verandah, A variety of small
talk,about domestic affairs, serves to allay anx-

COMMUNISM.
The Fourth of July oration in Boston
was delievered by” Joseph Healy, Esq.
We make an extract :
:
I can not believe that the American people will follow these delusive phantoms
of a French philosophy. In this country
each man feels that the chance is open to
him of advance and improvement for him-

peculiar experience of American society
that its leaders come from all the walks

fam-

another,
0
a
At5, p, M., yesterday, the heat. of the day
having passed,we started for Baggarda,a large

out of the reach

Sunday Magazine.

self;

heathen

ily; enter a little into the facts of their every
day life and then draw a contrast. You can’t

we found a path and entered the village. To be

dred real friends is to have one open
enemy.
But let us pray to be delivered

the

The

mind is, or may be very slight.
But suppose
we look a littlein detail,
Go into a heathen
village, converse with a purely

find your friends, for he will

ambitious

loss in the actual work of life.

generally held by men who began life

poor; and that inherited wealth is dissipated in one or two generations.
Communism in America means the combination of all the elements which intelligence,
Christianity, decency, the instincts of human nature, regard with abhorence. It
proclaimsthe sword and torch; it pPeaches
vertiser,
:
infidelity ; it aims at the abolition of the
a.
A EB I’
family relation ; it desires the overthrow
THE OREAM OF SOCIETY.
of all that the world reverences as holy.
Does the difference between ‘the best Its only opportunity here is in the inciteand inferior grades of society consist sim- ment of unthinking men to violence for
ply in the fact of one being overdressed, the redress of some real grievance or imoverfed, and pedantic apd idle, and the .aginary wrong; and then, having once
other being hungry, ill clad, and over- aroused the whirlwind, to” pour the offworked, and not in the difference between

oF lofty aspirations; setish or gener
Hague where a | Tow

Pré Catalan, in the Bois de Boulogne. A
committee of five members was selected
by ballot as follows: Dr. W. E. Johnson,

Minister,

Secretary

Hitt,

the

Consul General, and Commissioner-Gen_eral MacCormick were added as honorary
members.

|

Lous.
>> +O +

EXCHANGE NOTES AND: QUOTES.
| We do not believe that patriotism is
dead. We do not despair of the republic.
But certainly this sentiment should be

evoked into livelier exercise.—
11]. Christian Weekly.

The intelligent, ambitious, self-supporting class—the professional and business
men of the near future—are not attached
as they should be to any stated religious
services.— Golden Rule.

The great struggle between the Liberalism of to-day in religion and evangelical
Christians, is over

the

question

of what

our Lord terms being ‘¢ born again," without which, he says, a man can

not

enter

into -the kingdom of heaven.—Zion's
Herald.
A subtile heresy may lurk under words
of honest worth, for error is constantly
alert to find a covert for its advantage.
Thus the notion, idea, or sentiment of in-

dependence has been made the originator
of a vast brood of pernicious imaginings.
—Christian Intelligencer.
The student who supposes that he has
gained knowledge enough, during the
school-days that preceded his graduation,
to carry him along for at least a little
time, has failed to profit even measurably
by his preliminary educational life.—8, §.
Times.
Who of us has not gone to the social
meetings of the church, despondent and
heavy-hearted, with wounds
bleeding
from some recent defeat, perhaps, or with
souls weighed down by some trial too
great for us to bear alone? And how has
our spiritual tone been keyed up, our
hearts cheered and the burden lifted by
our going thither! - We have gone out
from that meeting new men, and have be-

‘MIRSION WORK.

b-bd
+>

CONDUCTED

THE USES OF AN ENEMY.
hearty, active enemy.
Remark the uses of an enemy :

1.

never

have

enemies.

Men who never move never run against
anything ; and when a man is thoroughly
dead and ‘utterly buried, nothing ever
runs against him. To be run against is
proof of existence and position: to run
against something is proof of motion.
2. An enemy is, to say the least, not
partial to you. He will not flatter. He
will not exaggerate

your

virtues.

very probable that he will slightly. magnify your faults. The benefit of that is
twofold ; it permits you to know that you
have faults, and are therefore, not a monster, and it makes them of such size as to

be visible and manageable.
Of course, if
you have a fault, you desire to know it;
when you become aware that you have a
fault you desire to'correct it. Your enemy does for you this valuable work which
your friend can not perform.
3. In addition, your enemy keeps you
wide awake.” He does not let you sleep
at your post. There are two that always
keep watch, namely, the lover and the
hater. Your lover watches that you may
sleep. He keeps off mnois8s, excludes
lights, adjusts surroundings, that nothing
may disturb you.’ Your hater watches
that you may not sleep. He stirs you up
when you are napping.
He keeps your
faculties on the alert.
Even when he

iety, and put
them a little at their ease.
Soon others gather around. Wehave
a com-pany of & dozen or so. The soul and its salvation is proposed as a theme of conversation.
No opposition is made, nor any skepticism as.
to a future state of existence, dark and dismal as that state is at once admitted to be.
No hope! Allis dark and utter uncertainty.
The gods give no hope, no peace to the troub-led mind.
Christ and his salvation are pro~
posed in the igost plaid and simple manner
possible. They listen, but an air of curiosity,.
if not distrust, marks their countenance rather
than one of interest in the subject.
How caw

this he wondered at?

5

But a look at the family.

On the

end

of the

varandah, curled up like a large dog, lay some~
thing covered with a dirty cloth.
Who is.
sick?” Iasked.
“ Brudhi”? (old woman), replied the man who had offered us a seat.
¢ Your mother?’ ¢ No, grandmother.” ‘How

old is she?” ¢ Eighty or more,”

‘ How long

has she beenill?” ‘ Three years.”
Near us
stood a pretty little girl about five years old,

loaded with ornanents and a silver chain about.
her loins, entirely destitute of clothes, but as
much at her ease, and at home as: a pet.lamb
would have been. Soon, slte was seen with

another child, about half her age, on her hip,
Half, three-fourths, nine-tenths and entirely’
naked children gathered around and stared at
the strangers.
Soon the man of the house
came in from the Bazar, with his purchases.
The old woman had meantime raised herself
‘and sat up., Her son greeted her roughly as
he passed into the house.
The poor old waif,

other; -grandmo ther; great-grandmotirer ath

\

4. Heisa detective among your friends,
You need not know who your friends are,
and who are not, and who are your enemies. The last of these three will dis-

criminate the other

two.

When . your

enemy goes tq one who is. neither friend
nor enemy, and assails you, the indifferent one will have nothing to say or chime
in, not because he is your enemy,

but be-

cause it is so much easier to assent than
to oppose, and especially than to refute.
But your friend will take up cudgels for
you on the instant. He will deny every-

C.

WATERMAN.

Jeremiah Phil-

stage and passes away!

And this family is but

the type of thousands, yes, millions of others
in the same, or even worse condition.
Now"
draw your own contrast, by looking in upom

have moved from’ Santipore,

benevolence!.

where

they

additional

aid

both of

men and money.
First, our numbers
were cut down one-half; and now, for the

past two quarters,
expenses such as
other necessary
minus quantity.
treasury in debt,

anywhere.

But

our supplies for station
schools, preachers, and
matters, is indeed a
‘No funds and the
sounds badly enough

in this

foreign field

where suspension of schools means nothing less than dispersion, and of preachers,
dismission or transfer to other fields, it is

a most unwelcome
|.

Christian reader, ponder a moment, over this‘
well-to-do heathen house-hoid, with its four
generations all huddled together.
No school; not a book or a Bible, church or:
Sabbath, sheds a benign ray on them.
And:
thus generation after generation appears
on the-

lips, D. D., in which he gives a graphic
picture of some phases of life as he finds it
among the natives of that country. From
a private letter, we learn that he and his
wife have suffered somewhat in health
during the past winter and early spring.
The cough that has formerly troubled
Mrs. P. has not yielded to remedies so
readily this spring as heretofore.
They

we greatly need

does nothing he will have put yeu in such
must be worth something.

G.

had been for some years, to Dantoon, a
city offering much larger opportunities
for missionary laber,and combining many
advantages.
Dr. P. speaks in touching
terms of his advancing age, and the consequent necessity of care in using his
strength. We venture to quote a paragraph in relation to their work: ¢ We
are still striving to maintain our position
and make some inroads on the powers of
darkness at our extreme outpost.
But

Itis

a state of mind that you can not tell ‘what
he will do next, and this mental qu vive

REV.

missionary in India, Rev.

The having one is proof that you
somebody. ~~ Wishy-washy, empty,
people

BY

LIFE IN INDIA.
We are glad to be able to present this
week a communication from our veteran

Always keep an enemy in hand,a brisk,

are

more being attached to the Republic. The

men,

scarcely a

repeats the assertions of your enemy,he is
soon made to feel the inconvenience thereof by the zeal your .friend manifests.
Follow your enemy around and you will

idea of making one’s way to something
more than he was born to, is quite as
powerful an incentive to general culture
as the college, and, while it will never do
to say that learning canbe dispensed with,
it is a constant surprise to find how abundantly quick-witted men make up for its

worthless

present constitution. As the parliament
will be prorogued till Oétober, the legal
measures for the Senatorial elections will
allow the condemned no time for twelfth
hour repentance. The nation is more and

with

else.

as a part of their social environment,

W. Seligman, and Mr. J. H. Harjes. The

the

to something

is

truthful man in the world that could afford
to undertake to prove one-tenth of all his

different"

spirit which is infused into American youth

American

could not be carried (0 the credit of

somehow

the university, which, in fact, is only

comntry before the world, as the responsi-

that may please them best. There is another explanation for this childish display
of war paintand feathers. , Of the seventy-five Senators to be re-elected at the
close of the year, forty belong to that
group of re-actionists, whose sole aim
and labor have been to obstruct the settling down of the Republies~and prevent
all reforms from being effected, so that
the honor and glory of the ameliorations

have

tained essentially the same results by that
social attrition and keen common sense
which make a college-bred man a great
leader, and make a man who steps out
from the ranks to make good in part what
he must always feel to be defects more or
less in his training. The truth is that our
ideas of culture need to be broader than

and proving is

There

your enemy to the proof,

They may not always be self-

Dr. T. W. Evans, Mr. James Phalan, Mr.

of government

T

It is a constant surprise that so many of
the men who stand high in the professions, in political life and in general society have never been trained in the uni-

or. The spectacle for evén a stranger
is still very painful to witness; defeated
politicians in their rage denouncing their

right fo select the form

thing and insist on proof,

very hard work.

4+

‘decided thatthe celebration should take
the form of a perte champetre,with music,
dancing, and fireworks, to be held at the

terrible

ble agent for the attempts on the life of
the Emperor William.
To find even a
weak parallel, it would be necessary to
go hack to the days of the First Republic; to emigres, and the Duke of Brunswick's proclamation, refusing people the

with new

ous aims, between ideas clothed in mean community af large, involving those who in one, set up.a piteous howl and called out
¢ Pana, Pana, Pana.”
Thisis a spicy quid,...
language and elegant periods without the were at the beginning its unwitting tools much used by all classes, The Pana was give Hamburg and Copenhagen, where he will bone and sinew of great thoughts beneath
in the common ruin. We must resist it at en her, and she became more quiet, but called - ©
be the guest of his brother-in-law, Minis- them? Knight tells us that Shakspeare's its first appearance. Itis a social tiger, out to Mrs. P. to tell her when death would“
ter Cramer. Thence he will go to Nor- father was but a yeoman, Burns guided that we can not tame. Half-way measures come! Life to her, stript of all comforts,” had
to .
the plow through many a furrow, Hayden are an insult to intelligence, anda cruelty ‘become a weary burden, which she: longed
way and Sweden, and then visit Russia,
shuffle off. Butwhat of the future?: How utgoing by way of Stockholm and Helsing- sprang from a wheelwright, Linngeus cob- to the poor and rich alike. New York’s
terly shrouded in darkness amd.gloom!. Not
fors to St. Petersburg. From Russia he bled shoes, the Ettrick Shepherd began blank cartridges, fifteen years ago, cost it one ray of hope to pierce the dark abiss which. will return through Austria, Bavaria, and life as a cowherd, and Franklin served in three days of blood and conflagration.
the aged mother must soon enter! Nér is:
Switzerland to Paris, which he expects to a tallow-chandler’s shop ; yet do not these Pittsburg’s inefficiency last summer put there a better prospect for the son, mow past.
reach by the end of October. The Gener- and such as these constitute the best so- life and property at the mercy of the ri- middle age, or the grandson; in’ the vigor of
al intends to spend the winter in Europe ciety of their period? If ve could hob- oters, and gave the signal for like out- life, or the great granddaughter, the nude,
little Miss, that nursed her brother on her
and to return to the United States by way ‘nob with these, should we not be able to breaks in other localities. Boston’s one hip!
As for the other female members of tlie:
congratulate ourselves.as moving in the volley of grape and canister, at the Coop- family, who hid themselves, at our approach,
of India next year.
A meeting of American gentlemen took ¢« first circles?” Who should belong to er-street armory— fearful as was its ne- one did venture to come and stand in the déorplace at the Legation on Friday last for the cream of society if not those who have _cessity—quelled in an instant the rising and gaze at us, while others could bé&:seen’
made the world richer by their thoughts, turbulence,and won for the city continued peeping round afcorner,or through a-erevice in
the purpose of discussing and determining
the wall, but with minds as blank, vacant of
upon a fit way of celebrating the coming their examples, their heroisms, whether | peace.
all that is good, elevating, refining as the cows. anniversary of the Fourth of July. It was in hovel or hall, in homespun or cloth of
+40
that shared a part of the same house.
Dear
gold.— Harper's Bazar.
:

friend.

institution

all

gun again the battle of life
courage.—
Lx. & Chronicle.

reception will be-given him.
From the
Hague he will go to Amsterdam,Hanover,

shall best honor our

of the

had

punctuality.
General Grant left Paris last Friday for
Brussels, where he will stay one day.

friend by steadily carrying forward what
he helped us to begin, and the highest
tribute which we can pay to his memory
will be our fidelity to the sacred trust
committed to our keeping,in an united and
hearty support
bears his name.

Owen,

French

Latin race seem to be

shall never have reason to be ashamed.”
A good man has fallen.” The college,
our

as-

papers &c. ready for the English jurors
to attend on the following Monday morning, at the Corps Legislatif, and meet
their international colleagues, as invited.
The English and American jurors weré.up

On Suiday
he will reach

his decease

the

He spoke well, and did not appear

hand man,

took us each by the hand, and his only
words were these,—** Boys, we_ will try

and the denomination

to

fatigued after his nightjourney; he seems
to be at home on the road. Hisable right

ber of the Freshman class, was chesen as
its representative.
We were introduced
to Mr. Bates in what is now the readingroom, and 1 think no one of us will ever
forget that meeting,
As we withdrew he

By

Australian

sembled British class-jurors, preparatory
to their commencing their associated

who

influence. - He was also a member of “and prosperous portionof the continent—
i
‘“ The Temperance Bromfield Club.” ‘Republican France.

work in Lewiston.
It was well said,
‘ While it is true that Mr. Bates never re-

to

of Australian produce, wools,ores, woods,

his

life in Lewiston of thirty-one years.
Mr. Bates wis born in Manbsfield,
Mass., in 1808. His advantages for early
education were limited to those afforded
by the town

believed that a

There is no alumnus, I am

allied to all the interests of the city, and
a

He

loved the college. “Tell the trustees
that I love the college,” was a special
message which he once sent. The whole
of the President’s address, presenting the
salient points in a long and busy life, was
a manly tribute to his friend and the

HOUGHTON.

Several months since, the officers of
Bates College, the city government of
Lewiston, and the manufacturing corporations"invited Pres. Cheney to deliver a
eulogy on Mr. Bates, who was so closely

Accordingly,

fectively arranged, thanks

was adopted.

| no better way to prevent avarice than to
¢ keep the channels of benevolence wide
open.” The motive which is above all
others springs from a pure love..
Without this there is little real virtue.

by

ex-

name

He is known to have said that he knew of

’Tis one of life's sad mysteries that every great
And deep experience, whether it be
Joy's sweet delirium or the agony
Of bitter sorrow, must so isolate
And set one so apart. Who joyful stands
“Upon the hights touches no other hands.
Each dweller in the valley is alone.

Section, where, not being a Sunday,

name, for he was never consulted about
that, nor did he know of it until after the

would open the way for the liberal education of a large class of young men who
would otherwise fail to secure such culture, and he. gave his money to this end.

10, 1878.

LOVE'S LIMIT.

=n

Bates to
of $200,asks. It
bear his

hibits were no longer en chemise.’ The
Canadian trophy, chronically on the point
of being inaugurated, had gaping thousands,to admire the gigantic specimens of
the Dominion’s natural products, most ef-

Free Baptist college
v

WEDNESDAY,

resolution to keep aloof from the Great
Show. This is a perfect example of cutting off the nose to vex the face. Theimmense crowd on Monday had room enough ;
they trooped, above all to the English

3

MORNING

THE

will be longest and most tenderly remembered is his connection with the college
which bears his name. To this institu-

STAR,

sound

to

the ear of

the hard-working and often sorely tried
missionary. , What does it avail to support missionaries in a heathen land and
then withhold
from them the means
with which to carry on their work?”
Surely, our brother is right.
We must

not only send men and women, but give
them money to work with, furnish them
a working capital, or working supplies,

the happy Christian family, where parents ané
children grand-parents and grand-children,.all

in unison gather around the family altay,and.
offer up prayer and praise, and make supplications to the great Father of. all.
yourself these two questions.
1.

made us to differ?

2.

Then ask
Who hath

How much owest thou

my Lord? And the.Lord give you wisdom and

J. PHILLIPS.

- Dantoon, May 15,78:

The value of system in missionary ef-forts has a good illustration in a report.
from a Baptist chapel in Liverpool, England. While taking simply an annual
collection, the congregation raised for
foreign missions from £70 to £100 a year
(350 to 500 dollars).
They then, last:
year apparently, tried the plan of monthly contributions by

means

of envelopes

furnished by lady collectors,
the first year £660-($3,300.)

and

raised.

PRAYER AND MISSIONS.
(FROM A SERMIN BY J. W. HOUGH,D. DJ)

“A Christian prays that there may
in him

‘that mind,

which. was -also

Christ Jesus,’ and wondérs much

that

fails to obtain and enjoy that sweet

hei
in
he.

con-

sciousness of Christ's indwelling presence:

and power that he sees to be possessed :
and felt by the more spiritual ones among ,
his fellow disciples, yet this praying
Christian, lamenting over thé: failure of
his prayer, has never taken any but the’
most vague and general interest in Chris-~
tian effortsto send the gospel to those:
who have it not. He asks for the- mind
which was in Christ Jesus, yet keeps himself out of sympathy with that one thing
in Christ's i which supremely characterized his earthly mission,—the desire:
and purpose to seid the glad tidings to
every creature. To say, ‘I take little in-.
terest in the conversion of the world,’ is
to acknowledge a discord between one’s

heart and the master chord of Christ's
heart, which will go toward explaining

as well as a chance to work. = But we are "any failure to receive the asked. for richpresence.
detaining our readers quite too long from’ ness and sweetness of Christ's
A
man
might
as
well
pray
for
the article referred to, for which we ask a while heaping ice under the boiler,steams
as

careful reading.

THAT HEATHEN FAMILY.
We

speak

of millions,

or

pray for the

- .

ten millions

while
op

heathen living and dying without the light of
the gospel and the impression made on the

mind

withholding

which

was

in

himself from

Christ

broad

and hearty sympathy with Christ's effort.

to bring the world
Herdld.

to: himself."—Afiss.

-
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~ Sabbath - School Lesson.--July 21.
QUESTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.
(For

Question’

see

Lesson

Papers.)

MINISTRY OF JOHN THE BAPTIST.
GOLDEN TEXT:
‘ For he shall be greatin
the sight of the Lord,
and shall drink
neither wine nor strong drink’—Luke
1:15.
ELukee=

3:

“ All the people

‘Those

who

had

the wilderness of Judea,

attracted by the singular character and
preaching of John the Baptist. =
I77%¢th:

.

Lord may

be

said

to date

from

event.

this

;

The lessons to be learned are (1) that
the servant should hide himself behind
the Master; (2) that Christ is ‘a sifting
power in society, separating the chaff
from the wheat; (8) that if Christ without command was baptized, we by command should be; (4) that Christ speaks
with the authority of God's beloved
Son.

15-23.

Notes and Hints.
gone out into

Matthew reads, * This is my beloved
Son.” Mark here is the same as Luke.
God thus set on Christ the seal of his
love. . The public Messiahship of our

SUNDAY-SCHOOL ' VAGRANCY.
There
isa class of children who go roving
about from one Sunday-school to another.
The S. S. Times, speaking of these
says:

MORNING

STAR,

‘| name whosoever believeth in him shall
receive the remission of sins.” But the

THE MERCY OF GOD.
The mercy of God is often spoken of in
the Bible.
Mercy is a disposition to
overlook wrong doing, and to remit or
diminish the penalty incurred by it.
It
is allied to goodness and pity.
But we
may be good to those who are not moral
agents, and therefore can not properly incur penalty.
And we may pity those
who, without any fault of their own, are
in circumstances of suffering. But mercy
includes pity for those who are exposed
to suffering on account of wrong doing,
and goodness which desires to avert from

to which

that” wrong

doing exposes them.
And this is the
mercy of God to which our attertion is
s0 often directed in the Bible.
But what are the grounds on which
God exercises mercy? God isa perfect
being. His mercy can not be exercised
in opposition to truth and justice, and
what he says and does at one time must

In the cities, and at the season of summer
or winter festivals, this evilhas maner he were the Christ.”
John preached
“the kingdom of God is at hand.”
To ifested its largest proportions. «Children
the Jews that meant, the reign of the of the poorer class in hundreds have had
Messiah is soon to begin.
John had not’ a nominal connection with from two to. be consistent with what he says or does
convinced the Jews that he was the fore- half a dozen Sunday-schools each, so as at another time; and as God isa loly
runner of Christ, ¢ the.friend of the to claim a share in the Christmas festivals being, and has declared himself opposed
bridegroom.” His boldness and zeal for or the summer excursions of all. The to sin, and as he is a righteous being, and
righteousness were qualities to be expect- different session hours have enabled some has declared that sin exposes to penalty ;
ed in the Messiah. Every one was on children to attend two or three schools in here are obstacles in the way of hisvexthe watch for the advent of him whom the a day; and in other cases the ingenious ercising mercy towards sinners.
And
prophets had predicted, and priests and voungsters have been every second or here is just where the atonement effected
‘kings had long/'prayed might come. The third Sunday at each of the two or three by the Lord Jesus Christ comes in,” and
day of the Lord was at hand, but none schools on their visiting list which meet opens the way for God to exercise mercy
Again, the children towards sinners, for the Bible teaches
knew how to distinguish him from other at the same hour.
have been found to try one school for a that it is through that atonement, and
1en.
“ John answered.” To the people who few weeks, and then another, and so to only through that atonement that God can
inquired of him if he were the Christ; or wander about without any enduring at- manifest his mercy to sinners.
But God
Nor has it is not merciful to sinners because Jesus
to the deputation from Jerusalem which tachment.or steady progress.
Joyn mentions as sent to him; John been ‘alone among the poorer classes,and Christ died for them, but Jesus Christ
1:26, 27; or else to the questionings in the mission schools, that this evil has died because God is merciful.
¢‘ God so
which he knew the people had concerning been manifest. . . For now more than a loved the world that he gave his qnly beyear an active committee of superintend- gotten Son, that whosoever believeth in
him.
“Baptize with water.”
Literally, “im- ents in New York city has been looking him should not perish, but have everlastfairly at the facts in the case, and plan- ing life.” It may be “difficult for us to
merse in water,” or ¢‘ baptize in water.»

The origin of baptism is probably due to

John.

The claim of an

earlier,

Jewish,

proselyte baptism has no historical basis,
that can be traced.
¢‘ One mightier than
I cometh.” John does not dupe the people. He bears witness to ‘the Light,”
and denies that heis ¢¢ that Light.”
In
respect to works, teaching, character, Je-

sus was indeed, mightier than John.
¢¢ Latchet.”
The string by which the
sandal (which the word ¢¢ shoe” denotes)
was fastened on the foot. A sandal was

little more than a sole of leather for the
bottom of the foot.

It left bare

per surface.

When a house

the

were

sandals

left

the

up-

was entered

outside

at the

SRE scone
lOOT
"2 ¢ With the Holy Ghost.” = * Inthe Holy Spirit” is the more correct translation.

Baptism in the Spiritis higher

in nature

than baptism in water; but not higher
than the character of Christ to that of
John. This prophecy of John came to
pass on the day of Pentecost, and under
the preaching of the apostles. * With
fire.”
Fire is here a symbol of the Spirit. A similar use of language will be
found in John 3:5; ¢ born of water and
¢ of the Spirit.”
*¢ Whose fan is in his haud.”
A winnowing shovel is meant.
In the East,

grain is winnowed by
the air with a
may separate
.*¢ Purge his
“‘ cleanse his

throwing

it into

shovel so that the wind
the chaff from the wheat.
floor.”
Instead,
read,
floor.”
The floor was the

place of threshing.

It was a hard, circu-

lar place in the field.
the grain, andso

The oxen

separated

trod on

it

from

stalk ; then it was winnowed.

ning measures for the

abatement

of the

evil involved.
And recently, from various parts of this country and Camada;
hive come assurances. that the matter is
being generally discussed in its various
bearings. Out of all this examination and
discussion a wise conclusion will hardly
fail to be reached.
Among the recommendations of the
New York Vagrancy Commission
are
these: Schools should clearly ascertain
who of their scholars are rovers, and for
what reason;

who

of them

attend more

than one school, and who have left former
schools without a sufficient cause.
Certificates of dismission should be - issued
by all schools to every scholar wlio honorably leaves his school.
No scholar
without such a certificate of dismission
_shonld
be received: from .a neighboring
school until the officers of the two schools
have been in communication on the subject. Scholars should be labored with on
this point, and they should be urged to
have

a Sunday-school

home,

and

adhere

to it faithfully.
As fat as practicable,
neighboring Sunday-schools should hold
their holiday festivals simultaneously, to
prevent ‘ repeating” by the scholars.
So far all 1s well, and so far there will
be a general agreement concerning the
evil of Sunday-school vagrancy, ard the
necessity of well-considered efforts for
its remedy. - But there needs to be caution in discerning the difference between
the aimless roving from

school

to school,

and the intelligent attendance at’
schools than one.

more

. .». In short, Sunday-

school vagrancy is an abuse which ought
to be (vigorously handled. It must be
borne in

mind that

there

are

scholars

who
ould do better by going toa
second ‘Sunday-school than by going to any
other place which is fairly open to them
at its hour, or which they would be likely
to seek.

sufferings

Christ, the law of God

was

of Jesus

honored, the

claims of divine justice were

satisfied,

and the way was opened by which God
might consistently bestow pardon upon
‘those who believe in Jesus Christ. Some
persons say that there was no need for an
atonement; that if God was merciful, he
could exercise mercy.
But “the Bible
teaches that there were obstacles in the
way of his exercising mercy, and that
the atonement

removes

those

obstacles.

The President of the United States may
feel pity for those who are suffering the
penalty of crime, and may wish to restore
thepr-to

them-to

liberty;-but—if-he—exercises~the

pardoning power merely on' this account,

be blamed for interfering with
er exercise

of

the

Jesus Christ died
can be

“just, and

laws.

But

for us,
the

the propbecause

therefore
justifier

God

of him

which believeth in Jesus.”
He can exercise his mercy consistently with justice.
Let us look at some of the characteris-

tics of the mercy of God.

It is provided

for those who are in a hopeless

A man who has injured
for’'mercy, and be

condition.

another may ask

refused;

sults of that refusal may not

but

be

the

re-

very se-

rious in their character, and will be only

for a limited period. But if the sinner does
not receive mercy from God, he is ruined
forever, and is therefore in a hopeless
condition. The mercy of God is extendas

well

as to those whose sins are less in amount
or degree. In cases of rebellion or mu-

NATURE
BY

REV.

[A trip to the

the

his garner.”

of Aretas, king of Arabia,

then Herodias,

seducing her from her lawful husband,
his brother Phillip.
The divorce of his

first ‘wife, and other causes, involved him
in a war

with

Aretas

in which

Herod

. was beaten. In the end, his kingdom
was given to Agrippa, by the emperor at
Rome.
¢ Tetrarch”
means ruler of a
fourth part of a country; -then it came to

be used loosely for a ruler of a country
smaller than a kingdom.
*¢ Reproved.”
Not only for this but for all the evils .of
his life. ¢“ Added this above all.”
Luke

considers this treatment of John as the
_ blackest of Antipas’ crimes.
account of this event, read
19.

For a fuller
Matt.

14:1—

- i

¢¢ All the people were baptized.”

- were

baptized on

profession

pentance, and were brought to

ance

by the

preaching: of

They

of re-

repent

the near-

* Having been baptiz-

ed” ig the more correct translation.

Je-

sus was baptized, not as a symbol of re-

of the

world, does not seem

A few men'and

particularly

women,fmost

of them but ill-prepared for the duty assigned them, meeting a company of chil-

pentance; not as needing it in any way, dren and adults for a few minutes once a
butas giving an example of respect for week, to pray, sing and talk in a desulrighteous laws and requirements.
‘To tory way about a few verses of the Bifulfill all righteousness” was the reason. ble—that is about all that the average
Praying.” Sunday-school amounts to, in its external
forit which . he assigned.
Matt. aspect ; and how very deficient in all the
After he came out of the water.
elements of success it appears to be! Yet
3:16.

the statisticsof our schools and

churches

chains under darkness unto the judgment
of the great day.” They are under the
power of justice. But man is the object
of the mercy of God, for ¢‘ the Lord is
merciful and gracious, slow to anger,

and plenteous in mercy.”

hi

God is sovereign in the bestowal of his
mercy. He said to Moses, ‘* I will have

mercy oft whom

I will. have mercy.”

No one has any personal claim to metcy,
and if God'wereto withhold it from any

At the foot of this mountain, we

resides I did not
metly Miss

found

The yracidus presence of God has for

time past seemed
to hover over the
place. This seemed to give an impetus

PRESTON.

Lake George Q. M., holden at’

Johnshurgh, N. Y.]

A trip through this part of the State of
New York, where every moment you are
struck by marvelous suggestions of the
wisdom, almighty power and glory of
the Creator, is indeed delightful and instructive’, especially when favored, as I
was, with the company of those who are
acquainted with the country

and its mag-

nificent scenery.
How much we may learn of God from
his aperations as seen in nature. Surely,
the same Hand that made nature gave us
the Bible, therefore

a

knowledge

to this session of the Q. M. holden
a

low

state,

spiritually,

wav-

ing trees confront the dark waves as
they come up to attack the shore. This
affords a striking contrast.
As I looked; I thought

of the dark rivet of

death,

which everywhere washes the shores of
mortality.
“As we come down to the dark

The topic seems not to be exhausted.

from various quarters may be admissible.
Therefore, with your leave, I also will
offer my views, and
k
Firstly, there may be those ‘who can
never edifyingly preach unwritten sermons.

there

choose

AN

terms,

correspondence.

bell was striking for

half

stepped out to mail my

Soon my

ruins

attention

of the old

was

fort

called

to

the

of Ticonderoga.

This was built upon an elevated

pointof

land, which projects considerably into
the lake. There is now only one corner
of the old fort that stands upright.
The

rest shows that it has

been touched by

the dissolving hand of time, which crumbles the monuments of human genius and
power to the dust.
There are two small apartments in the
wall that remains. One of them memorable for the thundering tones of the voice
of General Allen, the hero of Vt.,when in
the name of the great Jehovah, he de-

manded of the English general the surrender of the fortress.
The scenery from this point is indeed
improving and soul-inspiring.
We lift
our eyes from the sheet of water before

Leavscenery is very romantic indeed.
ing this point we found ourselves for
two hours on the up-hill grade, and some
of the way so steep that I congratulated
myself, on the fair prospect of

having a

horse trained to walk on his hind feet,
exclusive of the rest, like the one driven

by the horse-trainer.

If this hill will not

‘tame a horse, you might as well let him
run wild.
:

This is said

"said, and the connection does not determine.

*' Thou art.” Spoken
a

to Christ.

show that these simple methods of work,
weak and rudimentary as they are, are

the multitude who come within its reach.
—Ex & Chronicle.
+

freely, and purposes to bestow it upon
jolt who seele it. To Jesus Christ * give

being involuntarily

made

to

ride

over

such a rough roadas this,incumbered with

sermons,

on difficult

sub-

der these conditions - should be written.
Some hearer may misapprghend the

out

preacher, and misrepresent
him to the
detriment of the hearer, the preacher
and the cause. Bui if he writes, in such

specially difficult case as now supposed,
and literally adheres to his manuseript,
misapprehensions . and
misrepresentations may -be corrected.
And such
cases, in many an extended pastorate,
may arise.
After all, it depends very much upon

as

the man; whether it be best to adopt this
method,

that;—upon
habits,

Doubtless, some can
they can write,
vantages ~ and

the

nine,

or

constitution,

I

letters and take

his

and

speak better than

others i There are addisadviintages. .in each

mode.

When
carefully

mental

temperament.

‘

one writes his sermon, he can
weigh

every term

and

form

of

expression, and adopt the fittest, having
that beautiful, quiet street, and gazed at: time for reflection and revision. What
the lighted windows of thé dormitories, seemed accurate .and pertinent in the
old days, old scenes, old faces, old friends glow of composition, may, after the excame back tome.
I remembered the hilaration subsides, and one has slept
hopes and fears, the joys and sorrows, the over it, be found faulty, and can
be
rivalries and ambitions, the classes and amended.
It is sad to throw off crusocieties, the examinations and anniver- dities, which may be falsities, among a
saries, the students and teachers of twen- confiding congregation, or a captious one,
ty-two years ago, and contrasted the past
as even a careful extemporizer may
and present. Since those student days, sometimes do. Then if a man is senwhat changes have taken place! Many sitive,—as
ministers may occasionally
a bright vision of youth has vanished;
be,—it is assuring to havea sermon well
many an. an castle has proved to be prepared. Av unperturbed frame is surefoundationless; many a dear friend has ly desirable in leading the sanctuary servpassed ‘away to the spirit-land.
On ice.
;
It is indeed hurtful to the best impresSouthern soil, in Western wilds, on foreign shores,
in
quiet
New
England
sion, for the preacher to be closely congraves, the bodies of old school friends fined to his notes. But this need not,
are moldering back to dust. But their and ordinarily should not be. If the
spirits seemedto come to me as I stood preacher will write his sermon in a
there a stranger amid scenes which were large, bold hand, or, in revising, copy
his orignal manuscriptin a very legible
once so familiar.
The lights in the windows went out, style,—better still, ifthe’ will familiarize
one by one, and when the last was extin- his sermon to his mind, and to his eye,
guished
I turned my steps toward my and if he will place it at the ekact proptemporary
home, with my head filled er dist ance for easy reading,—as he can
|
with sacred recollections, my heart full usually manage to do in his own pulpit,
of conflicting emotions and my eyes he need not be very injuriously hampered by his notes. Indeed, in preaching,
almost blinded with tears.
I remained in’ the place several days, it is not well to confine one’s self always
went
through
the
cabinet, reading to what is written. To break away and
rooms, and libraries; visited the cfasses; give utterance to a stirring thought, not
became somewhat acquainted with the put down, or recite a pertinent impress,
teachers; and was pleased to find the ive fact extemporaneously, may happily
which is
Institution in so prosperous a condition. interfere with the monotony
wont to accompany all but superlative
Instinctively, the question arose where
are the teachers of twenty-two years ago? reading. The tone and manner ,too,of such
From various sources I learned the fol- digressions, being different from the readlowing facts, which may be of interest ing style, will give additional variety,
and arouse the flagging attention of a
to some of the old students.
Prof. Fullonton—now D. D.—whom all weary hearer.
+ Yet, there are great advantages in
loved, feared, respected, is teaching in
preaching often without full notes, or
the Theglogical School of Bates College
—an institution which then had not even from a skeleton. One would naturally
feel bis dependence upon Divine aid

a name.

Prof. Butler—now

D.D.—is

teaching in the Theological school of
Hillsdale College; where his son John
H., then alittle boy, is professor of
Latin.

of

Professor

Mathematics,

Hayes,

is

now

our

teacher

Professor

in

Bates Theological School.
~Al that I ever heard against him in those days was,
that he was’ sometimes
tardy. Prof.
Smith, afterwards principal, died in Minnesota, seeking health among strangers.
He taught too long—he rested too late.
Prof. Sargent left the Institution for a

pulpitin R.L;
grave in N.H.

work and excessive
application killed
him. Prof Rowe, the accomplished elocutionist, died, of typhoid fever at his

father’s house in Gilford.

Prof. Shattuck,

veteran teacher of Penmanship, died of
cousumption at his home in Lynn, Mass.,
and his life-size picture hangs in the

married a
and

went to

more than when his

sermon,

all

written

out, lies before him. It may not be necessarily so, but probably is usually so.
For an unhappy term, or a crude, a
in exciteerroneous sentiment uttered

ment ;or a frivolous and ludicous incident
thrown in, may

do more

evil than

the

entire discourse besides does good. He
who is aware of this, and from his mental habits is thus liable, will probably’

pray the more for help. Men of an ardent temperament can appreciate this

dependhe left the pulpit for a observation. And to feel one’s
is an excellent prepar‘deeply,
very
ence
He died too soon, Over-

But after a while we reached the summit library of the Social Fraternity. Miss
of
Hague mountain,then there was a sud- Whipple, who was lady Priucipal when,
: in Matthew, to have been: visible to
one, he could not be rightly charged
Jesus, and the implication is, to him really Frening a most powerful influence with injustice. But God bestows mercy den change, a radical one. We are now | I went to Néw Hampton, went to
upon the youth of the country, and upon
on the down-hill grade.
One extreme California several years ago, but no one
alone. This manifestation was designed the
growth apd prosperity of the churches. certainly and freely to all who seek it of
follows
another.
I
confess
this transi- seemed to know anything ef her present
to give Christ the proof of the Fathers Out of the Sunday-schools comes the him, and are willing to receive it on the
larger number received into our church- terms on which he offers it.
It is a tion was not a very pleasant one to me. location, Miss Clara Stanton who took
favor. |
sg
adit»
~ % A voice came from heaven.” Whether es ; and the elevating influence of the lit- pieasure to God to bestow mercy. ‘ He I enjoy a ride on horse-back under prop- Miss Whipple's place in the fall term of
brief instru
, 80 feebly admin- delighteth in mercy.” And he offers it er circumstances, but the anticipation of 56, and who was a universal favorite,
it was audible to any but to Christ is not tle
istered* week by week, is deeply felt by
Descended dike a dove.”

self-possession, exact cita-

ing unwritten

river, and take a retrospective view, shall | a hasty glance dt the Institution by.moonwe have a beautiful picture to. confront (Tight. AsT stood Deneath the stars in
*‘ My

entire

jects, in the hearing of the prejudiced
and the skeptical. Usually, sermons un-

three

Just

past

they will

:

in the midst of cogent, arguments, and of

terms at the New Hampton Institution as
a student. Recently, it has been my
privilege to pass a few days in New
Hampton village as a visitor. Several
letters awaited my arrival, and it was
quite late in the evening before I could
finish my

to do.

the extreme of concisenessor redundancy ; and most men, probably, can not
thoroughly attain these ends in preach-

1.

1836, I spent

This

tion of Scripture-proofs, avoidance of irrelevant matter, the keeping clear of weak,

ALUMNUS,
—

During the year

if such

Secondly, there may be those who never will read a sermon, or any other production, well, but who can speak with
sense and force. Let them, if they please,
speak, and not try toread their sermons.
Thirdly, there. are subjécts requiring
in their exhibition a careful selection of

NEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION
REVISITED.
BY

such,

unfit to preach at all.

if they understand themselves,

Sab-

came up, Glory, glory to God, rang
over the water, and I said glory, too.
hn
a

Some might count

are,

would, I think, be a rash judgment. Let
these good brethren write, as of course,

of the Q. M. I witness-

where the pastor was ready to baptize
those who desired to go forward. Among
those who presented themselves
was
one feeble old lady, I should think beyond 70 years, who had been a member
of the Methodist church 40 years, but was
never satisfied with sprinkling. When she

D, D. TAPPAN,

And, ever and anon, till it is, suggestions

than the power of God began to be felt.
Under the searching power of the truth
many were pricked to their hearts, and
were led to ery out, What shall I do to
Le saved? Some twenty-two have been
baptized, and many more are to follow.

may give us a bettet understanding of
the other.
I find nature to be, in many instances, a
beautiful commentary on the Scriptures.
Did not Jesus send his disciples forth into the various departments of nature to
gain religious instruction ? It was here
that he found many beautiful illustrations. He often took natural objects as
the theme of his discourses. In this way
he used the lily of the valley, the little
seed and the way-side tree.
Heralds of
the gospel, imitate him!
His sermons
are your patterns. Imitate them. Nature
affords many beautiful objects for thought
and contemplation.
An hour's drive brought us in full view
of Lake Champlain.
Here, for two or
three miles, the road threaded the shore
and

BY

spring Bro. J. Hcag came to their assist-

bath aftertnoon, we repaired to the water,

of the lake, where green fields

SERMONS; WRITTEN AND
UNWRITTEN.
|

ance after an absence of 22 years.
No
sooner did he commence his labors here

On the Sabbath

there is

+044

last

ed a scene long to be remembered.

isin Lewiston,

from when

Such were the responses which I re.
ceived in answer to inquiries for the old
teachers.

there.

until

Mrs. Hayes, for-

Carry,

any good work ‘to be done by the ladies.

For some time past this church has been
in

learn.

Alice

andis always heard

a

of one

brilliant.

into

back was anything
%
\

R, L.D.

being baptized.”

Gather the wheat

my

AS A TEACHER.

ness of Christ's kingdom, for which repentance was preparatory.
‘Jesus also

*

The righteous into heaven.
* The chaff
he will burn.” The wicked. Hence, John
says, Christ will divide men into -two
parties, the good and the wicked; and
will save the one, but will punish the other.
“ Herod the tetrarch.” The son of Herod the Great. He firstmarried the daughter

my carriage on
but agreeable.

mercy of God

THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL AND THE HOME.
If the Sunday-schoclis a supplement to | tiny, where, on account of the numbers us, and looking eastward we behold the
the family, it is beneficent; butif it isa involved, it is thought desirable to par- green mountains of Vermont, crowned
with bright clouds, changing now and
substitute for the family as a religious in- don some, those most guilty are usually
anon from crimson to gold, as it is touchstructor, it is harmful.
The mother may
excepted from the offer of mercy. Bat ed by the gentle mountain breeze, and
well rejoice to have the aid of the school | God offers mercy to all who will yield to
bright rays of day’s luminary.
in her work of religious training; but she his terms, without limitation, or referLooking westward the scene suddenly
can not abdicate in its favor.
No teach- ence to the character of their sins.
The changes from. the beautiful to the subing, however skillful, can ever take the
mercy of God is provided for and is ofThe gigantic Adirondacks of
place of the teaching of a mother’s love. fered to those who will not accept it. lime.
N.Y. loom up, partly enveloped by a
It is, therefore, the duty of the parents to’ Men may perish in their sins, and the
dark and angry-looking: mass, which
know what the Sunday-school is doing, Bible teaches that some do thus perish.
awakens apprehensions of an approachand to use it; and it is the duty of the But this is not because God is not dising storm.
:
Sunday-school to act back on the family, posed to be merciful to them, or has
A
short
drive
from
Champlain,
brings
to ascertain what the parents ure doing placed any obstacles in the: way of their
us to the shore of Lake George. Here one
at home for the child,to advise with them,
and so to secure co-operation between the salvation. But it is because they will feels as though he must stop and take a
churchand the home. For this reason, too, not accept the mercy which God proffers long survey of the lake and its sublime
whenever it is possible, the parents ought them, because they choose their own way scenery.
This is doubtless the most
to be in the Sunday-school, that the whole and take their own risk; instead of turnbeautiful
and
attractive sheet of water in
family may join in the common study of ing to God's way and seeking to escape
America. When the wind does not blow,
the
Word, and that the school may become a bond of union,not a dividing line, the danger in which sin has involved it is so quiet that one might well suppose
* As I live, saith the Lord God,
between the elder and the younger mem- them.,
that, it n ever experienced a ruffle, but
bers of the household.—Chris.
Union.
Fives no pleasure in the death of the
soon as there is a brisk wind,
it beseni
wicked ; but that the wicked turn from
comes an angry, surging, and terrific
his way and live.” And Jesus Christ ‘scene, and apparently trying to engulf
THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL. In the i
school, as in_ all other departments of said to the Jews, ** Ye will not come to everything within its reach.
labor where human hearts and brains are me, that ye might have life.” And as far
When calm, it is so clear and trausparthe instruments with which the work is ac- as we know, the mercy of God is only ent that one may look straight down into
Creatures who
complished, there will always be much exercised towards men.
are
unintelligent
can
not
have mercy; the water twenty-five feet, and see the
imperfection
both
in
method and
shining trout as he is decoyed by the
achievement. Looking at the means used because they are not moral agents. God bait to nibble the fatal hook.
This lake
is
good
to
them.
Unfallen
angels
do
not
from a merely human point of view, the
is
thirty-five
miles
long,
and
some
three
prospect of attaining great success, or need mercy. God manifests love to them. miles wide, seemingly hemmed in on all
of making a deep impression on the life Merey is not extended to fallen angels, sides : with mountains and hills. - The
for they are * reserved in everlasting

the floor denotes separating, and removing from the floor all of the chaff.

5

down among the hills a little lake callmay be received is limited.
Hence the ed Grant lake, A person passing through
injunction, ¢¢ Seek ye the Lord while he this country might well conclude that
may be found; call upon. him while he geography makers were mistaken when
is near.”
And the Bible teaches that they ‘said that the surface of the earth
those who do not receive the mercy of’ was composed of land and water, for
God before they die will then be left ex- here it appears to be all hills and waposed to his justice, for Jesus Christ said ter.
Johnsburgh is: a beautiful country
to his hearers, ‘Except ye repent, ye
shall all likewise perish.” The mercy of village, at the foot of the Adirondacks,
God towards men is a wonderful theme. the grand terminus of the Adirondack
One that claims our attention, that we railroad. This makes it quite a lively
may understand it, receive it, and be place during the summer months, for
many pleasure seekers visit these mountthankful for it.
W.H,
ains and streams. Our church at this place
RIAN Sr CUS
is at present enjoying a refreshing season.

period during which

or because of the importunity of a pris- «death? Shall we be able to say,
oner, or of his friends, he must expect to work is done, and well done”?

ed to those who are most guilty,

the

Cleansing

explain the atonement, but the Scriptures

intimate that by the

AU

10, 1878.

all the prophets witness, that through his

Communications.

them the penalty

JULY

is.

Congregational
Maine,

clergyman,

but where she
ha

now

ative for preaching to the best effect.
To extemporize well, and even comfortably, a certain mental wakefulness,
‘and glow of the affections, is with some,

not equally

indispensable,

demanded

in delivering a sermon from full notes.
necessity is another incentive to
This
prayer for due vigor of mind, and holy
affection. It is something, too, toward

the effect of preaching,

simple

style,

Saxon

to employ that

which

one

more

readily adopts, in speaking, than in writing,—at least commonly.

But every

one

°

must judge for him-

compeself, and no one has a right, or is

tent to prescribe a rule of universal ap
‘plication. :

¥

THE MORNING STAR, JULY 10, 1878.
.

| the Bible transcends that of all other sa-

Selectrons.

cred writings.

The burden of sin is as heavy in India
as it ever was in Palestine,

REUNION.
‘Where shall we meet who parted long ago?
The frosty stars were twinkling in the sky,

Great Britain or the

United

as

it

is

in

States. . But

Christianity is the only religion that even

THE BIBLE.

any

“cut-

and-dried” plan to be followed in all circamstances, for one of the prime attractions of such an exercise must be its freedom from the restraints of a set form.
The family worship should be as spontaneous in its expression as the family life.
It should be warm, loving, hearty, and as

Take a concordance ; see how the Bible

abounds in hope; and then look in the
ethics of Confucius, the sacred poems of
the Brahmans or the teaching of Buddha
for parallels.
In thee;O Lord, do I hope.
Hope in God; for I shall yet praise him
who is the health of my countenance and
my God.
Thou art my hope, O God.
Let Israel hope in the Lord.
Happy is he that hath the God of Jacob
for his help, whose hope is in the Lord
his God.
There is more hope in the single Psalmist than in all pagan sacred writings put
together. There is more hope in the
Christian experience embodiedgin a single hymn-book like the “Gospel Hymns”
than in all heathen hymnology.
The
voice of paganism is the plaintive or the

several subjects,

any

often

at the time of the division, a half century
ago, carried off more than four-fifths of
the whole denomination, have steadily

life, from childhood onward,
‘maturity, until the extremest

one of which

form a better lesson for a
than all of them at once.

would

single reading
Itis especially

CENTRAL

IDEA

OF LUKE'S GOSPEL.

DOING IT ON BUSINESS PRINCIPLES.
So many Christians and so many people

think

that

sound

business

principles—

which are, in the last analysis, only sound

for a church to do.

A pastor

of our

ac-

quaintance once proposed a plan of this
The central idea of the third Gospel, in sort to a church, and quite lost his temper
its internal aspect, appears throughout.
because a wealthy ‘and liberal business
Little folks whose active limbs can hardly brook a moment's quiet, can not be ex- | It is this : Jesus s the perfect, divine man, | | man of his congregation oppesed it. _To;
day that church may thank the sense and
pected to take much interest in prayers | the Saviour of the: world.
Luke takes the point of view of the
that would tire a saint.
firmness of one man that it is not staggerThe subjects of | |
ing under a crushing debt. The pastor
prayer at the family altar should be few | Greek, and maintains it to the end.
and simple, and mainly devoted to the | The perfect manhood of Jesus, with the thought that ¢‘we ought to trust God for
Ex. and Chronicle.
personal wants, duties and experiences | consequent mercy and universality of his the future.”"—
0-0-6
of those present.
Praise, thanksgiving, covenant, rather than the temporal rela+04

in prayer. |

desirable to avoid tediousness

petitions

for

guidance

and

the duties of the: day,
ple,
hearty,
reverent

be the chief elements
The

church,

help

uttered
words,

in such

the

in

in simshould

a prayer.

Sunday-school,

the

spread of the gospel at home and abroad,
may be appropriately referred to but not
in detail. It is wonderful how much can

be compressed into a prayer three minutes leng,
if unnecessary details are

tion:

or the eternal

basis

of

Christianity,

furnishes his central: subject.

‘In

through suffering, tempted in all points as
we are, but without sin, —so that each

trait of human feeling and natural love
helps us to complete the outline, and confirms its truthfulness.

I'he Gospel seizes upon the humanity
omitted. ¢¢ The Lord's Prayer” is a mod. elin this as in other respects—all of it | of Jesus as the idea most attractive to the
may be distinctly and reverently uttered | mind of the Greek. Jesus is pre-eminentHe is neither Roman,
in a minute and a half.
+ After this ly man, the man.
lle rises above the conmanner, therefore, pray.” From five to Greek, nor Jew.
eight
minutes is ordinarily’ enough, “ditions of time and place. What the Greek
to reach, what Paul in
where there are young children, for the { blindly strove
whol2 service of family worship, includ- | some measure approximated, that Jesus

| illustrated in his perfection,—the univer| sal man, the pattern and brother of all the
tis well, also, to introduce some vari- { race.. This man Luke exhibits in the variety. inthe exercise.
Avoid ‘doing the { ous stages of his human development; in

ing the singing of
appropriate hymn.

two

verses

of some

same things every time.
It is a good { his intellectual grasp ofthings earthly and
plan occasionally to $¢ read around,” each heavenly : in his marvelous sympathy with
taking a verse alternately until the

chap-

all of human

kind ; in his matchless

work

ter or passage is completed; or a psalm | as the one who was to give light to them
may be read responsively, the leader {| that sit in darkness and in the shadow of
“reading one verse, the others the next in | death ; in his consummate genius : his lofty
unison,

and

so on.

thus read should

But

passages

to

be | enthusiasm,

be chosen with care, and

it is sométimes expedient for the leader
to control the reading himself.
Singing
might always be a part of the service. In
some families, also, the repetition of the
Lord's prayer in concert at the close of
the voluntary prayer is regarded with
favor.

In such simple ways as these,

an

attraction may be given to the exercise,
without loading it with forms destructive

of spontaneity and genuine spiritual

his divine inspiration.

Especially does the third Gospel present
the universal grace of God. A very large
portion of it is taken up with what is now
quite generally acknowledged to be
Christ's ministry in Perea, or across. Jordan, and on his last journey to Jerusalem
(chapters 9:51; 18: 30)—a ministry to a
(zentile race,and therefore peculiarly suited tothe Greek, and to all the world
represented by him. The grace of God

feel= | for all men, foreshadowed in the

song

of

"the angels of the annunciation (chapter
ng,
But, as already intimated, nothing can 2: 10—14), is made luminous in the
impart attractiveness to this service if teachings, especially in the parables of
this heart of the third Gospel.
heart-love and heart-worship be wanting.
At the same time, as will subsequently
There is no warmth in a hearth without
fire. To make family worship interest- appear more fully, the evangelist intelliing, family affection and home religion gently aims to correct the false Greek nomust be cultivated, until the worship at tions. He shows him man as he really is.
the family altar comes to be the real ex- He reveals his true position and destiny.
pression of the thought

and

life

of the

circle gathered about it. We know no
other way in which family worship can
be made

attractive,

in

the

best sense of

the word.— Examiner and Chronicle.
————

HOPEFUL

:

may become

too

broad.”

If we

formerly erred in condemning all pagan
religions as monstrosities of cruelty s ignorance and superstition, there is a tendency to-day to over-praise them as, the
peers of Christianity itself. It certainly
18 true that the same aspirations and de-

Sires which find expression in the relig-

lous literature of the Hebrews find expression in

the religious literature of other
. lands.
It is certainly true that the ethi.cal rules o fthe best ‘pagan writers
corresp

he exhibits

the shallowness anfl absurdity of the
Greek theogony and theology. He unveils the invisible and future worlds to
him. He shows him God as he really is,
not in relentless Fate, but in the person
of Jesus, the God-man,

RELIGION.

If our old religious opinions were somewhat too narrow, there is at least a possibility that in the reaction our present
opinions

By contrast with the truth,

as

the

infinitely

compassionate and gracious One.
The external form and historical aim
of the Gospel; so far from being out of
harmony with this its internal idea, furnish rather the perfect vehicle for its presentation. ‘The evangelist prepares for
the Greek—as he announces "his purpose
to do—an accurate
and systematic exhibition of the facts

of the

career

MINOR

other

gospels we find our King, our Lord, our
God ; but in St. Luke we see the image of
our great - High
Priest,made
perfect

of Jesus;

but this is only the more perfect framework for the exquisite portraiture of the

perfect man, who is himself the pledge of

the blessedness of faith, and the exaltation
of the lowly, and who appears in the
world to give light to them that sit in
darkness and in the shadow of death.

of the Bible is easily distnguishaby, from
all others. Itis the onl
hopeful relioion; it ‘is the only one which over against
every
aspiration sets an anticipation of its
fulfillment, and over against every law a

Divine Influence potent to secure’ obedi-

ence to it. A broad charity
sonably expect to find in the
the human heart everywhere
verisimilitude. It is in what
offers to ‘the human that the

would realongings of
a ‘certain
the Divine
religion of

Horace Bushnell.

**When ye pray, say, Our Father.” If
there be any truths which are only appreciable by the acute understanding, we
may be sure at once that these do not constitute the soul’s life, nor error in these
the soul's death
.”— Robertson.

How is it possible to expect that mankind will take advice, when they will not
so much as take warning P— Swift.

Large Increase of our ORGAN

A

sents the Southern Baptists in Rome, has,
after considerable effort, obtained, at a
cost of $25,800, an eligible building near

A

WATERS’
BEST

Died—In Laodicea, the Prayer-Meeting,

aged three years and ome. month. The
health of this little meeting was poor most
of last year, during which its life was often despaired of. A few anxious friends
kept it alive, and at times it would so revive as to encourage

them.

Discourage-

ment at ]ast prevailed, and the meeting
died from neglect. Not a Christian was
present when it died. Over forty were
living within a mile, and not one was
there. Had two been there its life might
have been saved, for ‘‘where two or three
are gathered together,” ete.
Two-thirds
of the forty might have been there, had
they been so disposed; but they were
not, and the Prayer-Meeting died.
An

cash,

is

not

executed

speedily,”

persevere in wickedness: ‘Look
grain,” said a scofling farmer

to

at my

a

The Key Stone.

We attach much importance to certain
arguments from nature, but we admit that
when they stand alone they are inconclusive. 1tisonly when they are kept in
place by the key-stone, the resurrection
of Christ, that they form an arch strong
enough to bear up our hopes.
He
brought life and incorruption to light.
And His reswrrection is no
doubtful
event; it is attested by such evidencesas
no other eccurrence in the history of our
race can boast ; and the forces of skepticism are broken to pieces when they
dash against them.— Watchman.
. Refined

Noble sentiments

may

remain;

God doth not need
Either man’s work or his own gifts; who
best
Bear His mild yoke, they serve Him best ;
His state is kingly ; thousands at His bidding speed,
¢
And post o’er land and ocean without
rest.
They also serve who only stand and wait,
—John Milton.

are

some

people

who

never will feel about their own souls

un-

til they ave driven to it ‘by seeing that
other people feel for them.— Spurgeon.
The munificent sum of £1,130

and

(about

$5,650) has been raised for the use of the

United Presbyterian mission in Egypt, by
the Theological students of that
denomination in Scotland.
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can take. It is the greatest and grandest Railway

by

sessicns.

sirable church covenant.

Railway.

nization inthe United States,

sixteen

Ministers Manual,
just issued, designed especially for ministers,
but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Sele
or more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a’ dozen
different meetings;
Xormulas and Suggestions.
The Rules of Order ar® comprehensive, and yet
very concise and well Ruranged
stating in fifteen

CHICAGO & NORTH - WESTERN

trols

35

held by the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
Our Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de-

R. V. PIERCE, I. D., Prop,

VS

25 cents.

-

The Treatise

It will not disappoint, nor will

the

35 cents.

-

Whe Minutes of the General Conference
. are published in pamphlet form at the closa
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace

This medicine I do not extol as a

Trunk Line between
and the West.

one ad-

.

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
cents; postage, 2 cents.

it do harm, in any state or condition.
Those who desire further information
on
these subjects can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S
COMMON SENSE MEDICAL ADVISER, a book
of over 900 pages, sent, post-paid, on receipt
of $1.50.
It treats minutely of those diseases
peculiar to Femaies, and gives much valuable
advice in regard to the management of those
affections.
:
FAVORITE
PRESCRIPTION
SOLD
BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Great

-

beautifully illustrated
gize, but the LITTLE
of readers than the

will be at the rate: of $7.00 per hundred. Pay
men in advance. Sample copies sent f-ee.
The Psalmody
is the demominatiofial Hymn
- Book, exten
sively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Morocco, $1.10; Morocco Gilt, 1,5¢; Turkey Gilt, 2.00.
Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts;
postage 8 cents.
Z
The Sacred Melody
:
is a small book of 225 hymns and severai

cure-all, but it admirably fulfills a single
ness
of
purpose,
being a most pericet
specific in all chronic diseases of the sexual sys-

The

papers, printed alternate

address
for $6.00. If the order
. I-100co!
is_for less than four months at a time, the charge

its

N,

sup-

- $2.00

Sample copies sent tree.
Lesson Papers
f
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are printed monthly, at the rate of

not

DBUFFALC,

each,

$3.00
$2.50

Payment always in advance, and no commission

In all affections Of this nature, my Favorite
Prescription works cures —the marvel
of

tem of woman,

for the

allowed on money sent.

lapsus, or falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
Retroversion, Bearing Down Sensations, Internal Heat, Nervous Dcpression, Debitiey
Despondency,
Threatened
Miscarriage,
hronic
Congestion, Inflammation and Ulceration of the
Uterus, Impotency, Barrenness, or Sterility, Female Weakness, and very many other chronic

the world,

new

-

Babbath-school

dress,

natural causes, Irregularities, Weak Back; Pro-

to woman

save

one-third

weeks, on superior
paper,
Both papers are of the same
STAR is for an older class
MYRTLE.
Terms: single copy, each,
Packages of ten or more to

worked cures, as if by magic, and with a certainty never before attained Dy any medicine:
Leucorrheea,
Excessive
Flowing,
Painful
Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from un-

incident

of six or more,

scribers, each

The following are among those diseases in
which my Favorite
Prescription
has

di

communications,

Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and JNigrtle

ing witnessed its truly miraculous cures in thousands of cases, I feel warranted and
perfectly safe in risking both my
my

publication offices are Boston and

all

Terms per year +
=
©
+
“
inadvance,
.
Special offers, strictly in advance,
with no commission paid:
One old and one new subscriber,
-

expression
based upon
a close obpositive re-

refund the money paid for it, Had I not the
most perfect contidence in its virtues, I could not
ofter-it as I do under these conditions; but hav-

and

but

ver, N. H.

physician.
Nay, even more, so confident am I
that it will not gisappoins the most sanguine
expectations of a single invalid lady who uses it
for any of the ailments for which I recommend i
that I offer and sell it under
A POSITIV
GUARANTEE.
If a beneficial effect is not
experienced by the time two-thirds of the contents of the bottle are used, I will, on return of
the bottle, two-thirds of the medicine having

reputation
merits.
~

The

Chicago,

sults in the few special discases incident to the
separate organism of woman, singled it out as
the climax or crowning
gem of m
medical career. On its merits, as a positive, safe, and effectual remedy for this class
of diseases, and one that will, at all times and

are

CALVIN SANDERS,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
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Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription.

Secretary.

Spring Term commences Tuesday, Jan, 29, 1878.

thousand

Western Department, should be addressed to Do-
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HITESTOWN

for

three

‘The best Trap in the World for

PULLMAN HOTEL

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
This Institution furnishes College Preparatory,
English’ and Scientific, and Ladies’
Collegiate
course of Study. . For further particulars address
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Send

contains

Patents, and

gressive.

Send for Catalogue and

fully arranged courses of study.
The Classical,
Seminary and English Course.
For full ca talogue

Patents,”

and

I have named it

Fall term

Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.
hs
New Hampton, N. H., July 26, 1877.
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming
Co., New
York.
This school was never in better condition for doing thorough work in Academic Instruc-

tion.

the Union.

us ever did or ever will get an acre

INSTITUTION.—Six regular

any in New England. Spring term begins Monday,
Jan. 28, 1878. Summer ferm begins Monday, April

obtaining

address,

During the past five years

we have obtained nearly

WOMAN.

Secretary.

LX
courses for both sexes. Four terms of ten weeks
each.
Commercial College. Cheapest and best of

for

any

other valuable matter.

as an assurance, that we loan not to
third of the actual value.
In over

Wilton Junction, Iowa.

HAMPTON

which is sent free to

been taken according to directions, and the case
|. being
one for w} heh I x

YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
8S.
BrOWN, A. M., Principal, with competent assistants.
Spring term begins March 12, 1878.
A
first-class school. Three complete courses of study,

TEW

ty, free of charge, and all who are interested in
new inventions and Patents, are invited to send

for a copy of our “Guide

mony with the laws which govern the female
system, I am willing to stake my reputation as a

college

low.

cipal, Ozro G. AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE,

year.

under all circumstances, act kindly and in har-

of the school is to prepare the students for college, and every effort is made to do this in as thorough a manner as possible.
Expenses are moderate.
Send for a Catalogue.
A.M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston, Me.
Bas
COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres.
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOHN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine.
J. A. HOWE, Sec.

sical.

a

u arantee,
exceed one

The term, however, is but a feeble
of my high appreciation of its value,
my own
personal observation.
As
server, I have, while witnessing its

incidental

—Collegiate, Scientific, Ladies’, English

used

the indications presented by that class of dis-
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Monday, Aug. 19, 1878. Send to the Secretary
Principal for a Catalogue.
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not

cases with positive certainty and exactness.
To designate this natural specific compound,
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Summer term
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order

1 or other

Sombounds, ornamental designs,
trade-marks and
labels. Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, Infringements, and all matters relating to Patents,
promptly attended to, We make preliminary
examinations and furnish opinions as to patentabili-

for American and Foreign inveniors, and can give
satisfactory referencs, in almost every county in

to woman,

Hillsdale, Mich.

Expenses

obtained for mechanical devices,

Il-

in-

7 octave,

most potent and agreeable medicine

INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,

of teachers.
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By an immense practice, extending

Maine.
College Preparatory, Normal, ClassiScientific courses of study for both sexes.

Full

perfeet

the

Great

period of years, having within that time treated

{ REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Waterbury
Center,
Vt..
Lizzie
COLLEY,
Principal;
ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate.
With competent
sistants.
Expenses are moderate.
For further
articulars address the Principal, at Hill, N. H., or
oy A.M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.
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J.B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan.,
Or Henry Dickingon, Manager, 243 Broadway,
New York.
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address,
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Menu

s ample to satisfy the epicurean taste: of the most
astidious,
:
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lyew3

and references.

and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Scholarship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
For Catalogue
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75 cents only, is made for each meal, and the

Ministers,
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of land under foreclosure.
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Finest

of thio

10PER CENT. NET.
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Tuition,

purposes (as is the case

complete instructions how to obtain

or

Commercial,

in the Northwest.

USTIN

think-

but moral pxinciple, drained of its vital
juices, inevitably withers into selfishness.
—Rev. Thomas A. Jaggar.

I believe there

Thorough

buildings

Thinkers.

ers in whom moral feelings and habits
survive after religion has been rejected.
But they survive as flowers retain fragrance and color after they are plucked,
or the tree which has been killed at the
roots puts forth for a season a few green
leaves.

fluences.

cleri-

cal neighbor; <I plowed on Sunday; I
planted on Sunday; I harrowed on Sunday; I harvested on Sunday; and I never
had a better crop. What do you say to
that ?” «I only say,”.said his companion, “that God doesn’t settle all his accounts on the first of October.”

We admit that there are refined

Theological,

Traffie, or Sleeping

so-called Hotel Cars) ; hence, they are always kept
sweet, neat and clean. The moderate charge
of

Sheet musie
af half price. HORACE WATERS & SONS, Man’frs and Dealers, 40
East 14th Street, New York.

paratory, Music and Art Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes. Best of religious in-

Anecdote.

The following anecdote is commended
to those who, ‘because sentence against
an evil work

Scientific,

West from Chicago.
:
;
As proprietors of all First CLASS HOTELS make,
their DINING SALON the great feature of their
houses so the Management of “Great Burlington
Route,” having the COMFORT, PLEASURE and LUXURY of their patrons solely in view, do not use
their CELEBRATED DINING CARS for Pas
y

Boo

will during

&
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vestor through
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than ever before
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was recall-
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ne

Teachers,

warranted

Catalogues

ducements

even to read it; I haveonly to sign it,”
which he did. Verily, there is nothing
like having a Pope to keep one’s conscience !
:

ILLSDALE

fo

PIANOS

MADE,

lustrated

ask-

what,

discount

cash or Installments

in efforts

know

liberal

We

ed to Rome to ascertain from him whether he was willing to retract what he had
written about the temporal sovereignity
of the Pope. He wrote a retraction, which
was submitted to the Pope, who made
several alterations in it.
‘When Father
Cureci learned that the Pope had revised
it he'said: “The Pope has deigned to
to

n

R. R.

A GREAT OFFER
HARD TIMES
dispose of 100
PIANOS & ORGANS, of
first-class makers, at lower prices for

to convert the Turks to Christianity.
A firm of native Christian publishers in,
Japan have expressed a desire to participate in the publication of the Scriptures

write—I do not want

er

& QUINCY

Is the only Route running PULMAN DINING CARS

DE

rist an

CHICAGO,

Churches, etc. HORACE WATERS & SONS,
40 East 14th St., N. Y.

the Pantheon and the University of Italy,
on one of the great thoroughfares of the
city, Via Teatro della’ Valle. This will
furnish a chapel in one of.the best positions possible for Christian work in the
city.
:
America has sent over 500 missionaries

It is said that Father Curci

Le

And

.

that he is about to write the history of the

for their own countrymen, and have

PIANO

Paper
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HAND
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Methodist Episcopal Church South.
The Rev. Dr. G. B. Taylor, who repre-

to Turkey and spent $5,000,000

E

;

sty pad vari

‘The Rev. Dr. McAnnally, editor of the:
St. Louis Christian Advocate, announces

and

THE

BURLINGTON

Er
TY
12¢.
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=

bers the Socinian branch four to one.

IVI
cal,

Sad Death.

IAC

declined, until now. the proportions are
reversed, and the orthodox wing outnum- |

MARE

SELECTIONS.

ond with those of the New Testa—From Gregory's Why Four Gospels.”
-0-&-0-&
And if the religion of Jesus Christ
* roe
were, what many of the apostles of ComWe
have
little
conceptions
of the soul's
parative Religion regard it, simply a
The gospel as revealed in human exspiritual desire, or a code of morals, there Joy, or of capacities ef joy, till we see it perience is not designed to be a dark lanestablished
in
God.
The
Christian
soul
is
would be some ground for finding in the
Itis not
Kindled for your sake
one that has come unto God, and rested in tern.
best paganism a hint o Christianity.
alone; the world is to be. benefited by
the
peace
of
God.
.
It
dares
to
call
Him
But at least in one réspect the religion Father, without any sense of daring.— your light.— Zion's Herald.
ment.

The Socinian or Hicksite Friends, who,

ed and received permission from the
Board of Managers to issue a pocket edition of the Japanese New Testament,
with chapter headings and references, in
a style and at a price which will not interfere with the circulation of the Society’s editions.
;
The Atlanta (Ga.) Presbytery has decided against Deacon Block, on his appeal
from the sentence of his church suspending him from membership, for allowing
round and square dances in his parlor.
glory of that system of truth which is ev- Mr. Block appeals to the Synod, from
er-more contained within it.—Dr. R. S. which the case will undoubtedly be carried to the General Assembly.
Storrs.
:

insanity ; and yet it is, or has been, considered quite the regular and proper thing

include | the Delivered,.— Christian Union.

UNDAY E400,
USI BOOKS

MISCELLANY.

of their.
through

common sense—are valuable for anything
far removed as possible from perfunctorielse, but worthless in church affairs. They
ness.; No form that we or any one could
prescribe could put life into the service,
will attempt the most impracticable
schemes, and do the most absurd things,
if the
hearts of the worshipers were
in a vague sort of “faith” that the Lord
wanting in sympathy one for another,
will help them outif they getinto a scrape.
and in love and _ gratitude towards God.
What secular corporation would erect
When such sympathy and love abound,
a costly buiiding on a costly lot, fill it
any form will do.
.
with costly furniture, and encumber the
‘et a few brief hints of a general natproperty with a mortgage the interest of
ure may not be out of place It is imwhich exceeded the total annual income
portant, for example, that the exercise be
of the corporation—knowing,
too, that
short. Don’t drag out the service until
the building instead of being a source of
the children grow fidgety, and the older
ones begin to wish for the end to come. passionate outcry of the prisoner. The revenue would be a constant source of
* It is not necessary to read a chapter voice of Christianity is the .assurance of expense? Any business man who should
through on every occasion. Chapters are [ the Deliverer or the triumphant song of do such a thing would be suspected of
not inspired divisions, and
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It appeals to men in all moods of their
feeling. It appeals to them in all stages

so much as offers to lift that burden from limit of age. It appeals to them thus,
The moorland lay before us white with snow,
by.
rushing
faces
| the soul, and give in its place an unfath- not merely by reason of the substance of
The north wind smote our
Where shall we meet? On such a moorland
omable peace. Thé plaint of David is the truth which it communicates, but also
.
lone?
world-wide:
¢ Oh! that I had wings like of this variety of means by which it conIn crowded city street or country lane?
a
dove
that
I
might
fly away and be at veys it—in song and story, in law and
On sandy beach-ywalk, while the sea makes
in parable, argument and nightrest.” The promise of Christ is unique: y roverb,
moan ?
vision. Every faculty of the mind is
In quiet chamber? Shall we meet again
‘Come unto me, all ye that labor and
Ou any spot of old familiar ground,
are heavy-laden, and I will give you therefore addressed.by it, and is gratified
by it. We are sometimes in trouble beQur childish haunts? or in a far-off land !
rest.”
The longing of the warrior soul cause
‘Ah me! what if on earth no spot be found
certain parts or passages of the Bifor
victory
over
sin
and
the
fruitfulness
For longing eyes to meet, and clasping hand?
ble
are
less interesting to us, at least in
of righteousness is expressed in the reWhat then *=If angry fate reunion bars,
A better meeting waits beyond the stars,
ligious hymnology of India with scarcely certain moods of feeling, than they have
been before ; are not as interesting to us
When shall we meet who parted in the night? * less pathos than in that of Christendom,
now as they were when we were chilBut
the
'sorg
of
triumph,
that
resounds
At some calm dawning, or in noontide heat?
To-day? to-morrow? or will years take flight
alike in the great cathedral, from a mar- dren; or have lost the celestial glow
which was upon them when we read
Before our yearning hearts find welcome
velous combination of organ, orchestrs them
with tears and with triumph in our
sweet?
and
choir,
and
from
the
untrained
voices
When shall we meet? While summer roses lie
grief. . But the Bible is intended to furof
a
Negro
congregation
in
the
Southern
Beside our path and rustle overhead?
something for every mood, the Rost
meeting-house, has no prototype in pagan nish
Or later, when a leaden winter sky
sorrowful and the most cheerful; whe
Looks coldly on the empty garden-hed?
experience.
“I have sinned against
While youthful faith and hopefulness are ours? Heaven and in thy sight, and am no more the soul is sunken in grief, and when it
Or only when our hair is growing gray?
in new-born ecstasy of strength
worthy to be called thy son,” is a cry that isandrising
Ah me! we may have done with earthly hours
hope. It has parts for the litle
canie
up
from.
the
far
country.
‘Now
Before it comes to us, that happy day! child, and parts for the aged. It is the’
What then?—Let life's lone path be humbly
are we the sons of God; and it doth not
universal book in the world, because
trod,
yet appear what we shall be; but we itonly
is the only one which has this marvelAnd where or when we meet, we leave to know that when he shall appear we shall
God.
ous completeness of constitution, which
be like him,” is an assurance never found the little child and the venerable grand~All the Year Round.
except
under
the
shadow
of
the
Fathet’s
l-l-4
—
* ++
will gladly sit down and read tohouse. The longing for God is a univer- parent
gether
;
which is at home in the Sinday
FAMILY WORSHIP.
sal experience. Rest in God is a ¢haracWe called . attention recently to the teristically Christian experience. ‘As school, and equally at home in the highChristian duty of family worship. A cor- the hart panteth after the water-brooks so est university ; which the most disciplinrespondent referring with approval to the panteth my soul after thee, O God,” is ed mind can never exhaust, yet which the
article, asks us to suggest a plan for con- not the solitary cry of a single soul. youngest and most immature can find
ducting the service in such a way as to “The Only-begotten Son who is in the full of attraction, instruction, inspiration.
make it attractive to all the members of bosom of the Father, he hath declared This, by reason of the marvelous manithe family, young and old alike.
him,” is the solitary declaration of a sin- foldness of its literary structure, as well
as by reason of the grandeur and the
We hardly think it would be doing our gle Messiah.
readers a service to recommend

RELIGIOUS

*

$1.00;

postage,

10 cents.

Memoir of George T'. fay.
contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Sermons and Lectures. Price 75 cents, See * Club
Rates’ with the Morning Star.
The Church Member's Book
fo
is a valuable little work, and every Christian
youd

be benefited

by

reading it, 25 cts;

postage

cts.
;
Butler's Theology
J
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of doctrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally.accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
Butler's Commentary
by the same author,—Prof, J.

'
J.

Butler,

con-

tains’ two volumes, one, on the ‘Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It 18 an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00; postage, 12 cents,
The Register

contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, ar
4-ranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Yearly
meetings, with their statistics; the names of
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers
of our

benevolent

societies,

literary institutions. obituaries

an

account

of deceased

of

our

min.

isters, &c., &c. Price, 10 cents a copy; 96 a
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent per copy.
KLectures
ON

THE

TRUTH

OF

THE

BIBLE;

lent book for all who would

‘ search

an

excel

the Scrip-

tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible study, 1.00; pos tage, 9

ots.

Soy

not stereotyped till within'the last few

zac

years, and we can furnish only the following:
ots. per dozen ; 50 cts. per hundred.
Denominational,
i
ho oc contains a historical Statement,
a brief notice of our doctrinal basis,churc!

“ity and institutions.
Printing
Establishment
ed

is a et

historical

statement,

by order of the General

Fulons

trib ution.
books are
digimin

at 20 per cent. discount

.

&c.

I. D. STEWART,

:

Publish

Conference, and for
=
sold by

for cash with

the books.
or on receiving
Send your orders to

and
pol

the

the

dozen,

order,

f

Dover. N. H.

¥
ged
For sale also by
FAIRBANKS & €0., 46 Madison St., Chicago, Ill,
PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.
= . .
D. LotHrROP & CO., 32 Franklin St., Boston,

Mass,
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MORNING

STAR, JULY

10, 1878,
;

The Moming Star.

the duty of sending the gospel, the ordinary meaus of salvation, to the heathen,
who are sunk in a state of sin and misery,

AVEDNESDAY, JULY 10, 1878.
#3 All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should

be

addressed to the Publisher, Dover, N. H.
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and perishing for lack of knowledge, is
clear and imperative; the Church does
not require the acceptance of her Stand-

ards in a sense which might imply that

any who die in infancy are lost: nor does
she bind those who accept these Standards
to hold that God never, in any case, saves
without the use of the ordinary means.

inward power, the spirit of doing good to
all as we have Seromuily.
Oe, 5 fn

OURRENT
——Tue

30 SEY

the

TOPICS.

strenuously that baptism precedes, and
must precede, communion at the Lord's

“Order of the American Union,”

in an address to the public, gives as the
result of its researches some very suggestive statistics, showing

the

extent

to

The anniversary exercises of the five
literary societies were of usual excellence,
and well attended. The careful scholarship
shown in many of the orations was a gratifying proof of the wide and discriminate
reading, and of good rhetorical education.
The grace and womanly dignity of the
presiding officers and speakers of the two
ladies’ societies was a subject of special
comment by many visitors.
President Durgin’s fourth baccalaureate

we ever knew to quote Dr. Hovey and
Dr. Pepper approvingly on the order of
two ordinances.

Ile

insists

most

table.” All of which moves the Standard
to say:
What other conclusion could a sensible
man come to?
And this doctrine once
generally conceded, the whole argument
swings back where it belongs—to the

of delay so imminent.In every

field

of

be abridged:

e-tentperature-in-the-shade: +=
benevolence the opportunity is so inviting
We had heard for several days that
IVE would have bought another thermom-.
some sort of vessel was coming up the
and such wonders may be accomplished,
eter without Hesitation if we could have
if necessary means are applied in. season. | river against wind and‘ without sails.
. “been assured of one that would truthful
Wonder and incredulity were expressed
It might seem that those who have wealth on
indicate an even hundred in such weathen.
all sides. Such a thing was regarded
Perhaps the chief harm from exaggeration w ould at once furnish the needful aid,and as utterly impossible. If you have been
at Catskill, you must have noticed a strip
is when the statement is.of such a nature § SO enSUIe Success.

even, for the occasion.
He at least gave
proof of goodi Impromptuappreciation. An-

other pleasant episode was occasioned by
the action of the Trustees the previous

day.

..that_people fare more than “willing _ to

But it is not so.

From the first, works

ofbenevolence have been prosecuted by the
masses—Dby those who could only contrib-

believe it to be the 4ruth.
On the other
“hand very many statements, which people
ute by littles. So it has been and is like
- Jad rather not believe to be the truth are
to be. This is annoying to pride. It is
deemed exaggerations.
The distinction
very gratifying to do some great thing.
pointed out Lf Canon Farrar in a temperfrom full hands make a
applicable
to
much —<iSt
else Large-offerings
He
tout

than the siblect of intemperance, that to
‘ exaggerate is one thing; to be charged
with exaggeration is quite another.”
+04
* +o

...A SIGNIFICANT INTERPRETATION.

“Atlast the inflexible theology of the
ssturdy
old Scotch Covenanters
has
+ become flexible under the genial influence
of nineteenth-century -thought. Recog-

“nizing the universal protest of the best
minds against the ultra Calvinism of the
‘historic *¢ Standards,” the General Synod
«of the United Presbyterian church of Scot-

land has adepted a formulated interpreta“tion of these Standards, subject to the approval of the Presbyteries, whichapproval
will doubtless be given. By this action
the “¢ belief actual” of the church is made
ito square with the ¢¢ belief historic,” it is
supposed, and, while avoiding so

radical

and startling an event as a revision of the
©ld Westminster faith, becomes really
jjust.that in disguise. The wily Scots have
profited by the strategy of the old Greeks
and introduced their theological Trojan
horse under the harmless name of an
~*¢ overture.”
“This interpretation of an Sitdzprobiion

“starts out

with

the

assertion

that the

«church desires to give special prominence

«¢o the doctrine of redemption as taught by
the Standards, which regard ‘the love of
God
to all mankind™to be such that he

“has given * his Son to be the propitiation
for the sins of the whole world” and that"

~<<the free offer of salvation” is to men
““‘without distinction.” The. overture deals
with seven separate points of doctrine all

«of which are important, but the second
.and'fourth paragraphs contain the
striking features and

the

mark

significance of the new

more

most clearly

departure.

“The second we fjuote entire as follows :
' That thea oeiine. of the divine decrees,
ugh
octrine of election to eterin connection and harmony

. lth the ruth that “God will have all men

” and has provided
a salvation

ed

sufficient for all, ew

to all

to-all, and offer‘of his Spirit in
with the
1; and also with the responsi-

hel gog
“bility of every man for his dealing with
the
Tifa,

and unrestricted offer of eternal

That, wé take it, is a pretty good substitute for the ‘* doctrine of the divine de-

a

as held by Knox and Calvin, and

* which the industrious explorer among the

.creeds will findon the top shelf in the theo-

display, but the widow's mites obtain the

highest commendation, because accompanied by the heart of the cheerful giver.
Poor human nature says, “I will do
much or nothing.” This is a wrong spirit
and unreasonable. Nature in all her do-main works by littles. How minute and
gradual is all her operation. The mightiest events and results are brought about
by imperceptible processes.
So in all the
works of God, in natire and in grace.

So,

also, in the works of man in industry and
inart, in the physical and in the mental.
The Transfiguration was not painted at
a dash, or the Paradise Lost composed in
a day. Work enters everywhere into the
divine economy. God works, all nature
works, all men work.

Of course

all

the

good work—not only those of great abilities and resources, but those also of hum-

ble means.

This is necessary and right.

We are not availing ourselves as we
should of these plain principles. Not so
much as many others. The Catholics
might well teach many Protestant communities a lesson. Their grandest cathedrals are built, furnished with princely
magnificence, repaired and sustained by

minute contributions.

Peter’s pence have

wrought more miracles and done more for
/propagandism than. all assumption and
pretense. Where would be the Catholic
church of the United States to-day without the constant offerings of its’ humble
poor? It would crumble and fall in one
year,
The chief lack with our own Saou
tion now is that of general and systematic
benevolence. Hence our feeble operations and discouraging debts. Some are
well initiated in the work.
Almost every
member does a little regularly and systematically.
four cents,

A cent a week, two cents,
and on. A little Sabbath-

school class agrees to contribute every
week.

In a little while

obtained ' and

five

forwarded

Another class follows

another with similar

dollars

for

missions.

the example,

results.

are

and

Soon that

church, though small and feeble makes
up a hundred dollars a year .for benevolence. Multitudes of churches could do
it just as well. Others half as much,
others one-fourth. Let this spirit prevail,

every one doing a little, and our Missions,
Home and Foreign,and all our benevolent
operations would at once be relieved and
put on a sure basis.
* This is one of the most Hnpobi priv-

‘logical closets of several of the denomina- ileges pertaining to the church. Benevo1 tions of to-day. But let us look a little lence is the life of religion. If we labor
_ s further into this interpretation of the Stan- ‘merely for self, we shall fail. If a church
+ dards, We read:
labors. merely for self, it will fail. A
York
That while all who are TE aved are saved church edifice, a congregation, stated
y

the

:

n of heii and by the grace

St,

0 worketh when,and

re, and how he Plenseth; and while

meetings are not enough.
not only the outward form:

There needs
but.ulso the

of road a quarter

ing

out

to

of

a mile

a knob

once an island.

We

of

land

boys,

in

long,

lead-

our

great

that was

eagerness to see the strange craft, “took
oft our shirts and jackets, and putting
them on planks swam with them out to
the island. Finally, we saw the monster
coming,

vomiting

fire

and

The

throwi ing up-sparks

were not covered.

smoke

We were

almost out of our senses,

and

paddle- -wheels |

frightened

and

ran

out

of

sight, byt presently took courage and
cheered the pioneer steamer with the
people that lined the bank of the river.
Mr, Weed thinks ‘that statesmanship
in Congress is so low that it will take
many years to build it up toa higher
tone, that ‘¢ probably the most influential and the ablest man in Congress today is Benjamin F. Butler, as he is the
worst.” Horace Greeley, in his opinion,
was a ‘‘ frank, honest man, with

nothing

tricky about him.”
Speaking of the
many privileges that had fallen to him in
introducing and-helping to put.good men:
in office, he says, “I was generally fortunate in the men I brought forward,
but was occasionally caught with a bad

egg.

It was ambition that spoiled them.

Fillmore was one. After thirty years of
close friendship he thought he couldn't be
President with Seward in the way. Fillmore bad to get ahead of him, but had to
abandon his principles to do it,and knowing that between them I would choose
Seward, he

were

went

inseparable

the

other

friends

way.

We

till ambition

came in.”
BR

——SOME weeks since we recorded the
fact that the Chicago Evening Post had
passed into the hands of women.
Miss

Frances E.
Christian

Willard,

widely

known

in

took

the

temperance - work,

helm as chief editor, and Mrs. W illard,
her brother's widow, that of business

manager. Unfortunately,
of the paper was not such
favorable chance for the
woman's prowess in the
journalism, and we now

the condition
as to afford a
fair testing of
field of daily
have to record,

with regret for their failure, but

admira-

fion for the courageof these women, the
demise of the Post.
It has been absorbed by the Daily News. Ina card to the
public, Miss Willard says:
Anybody who will is permitted to lead
the forlorn hope of a last emergency.

This fact, and this alone,

explains

why,

before the times were ripe for it, women
came to the front as managers of a metropolitan daily newspaper. I am glad
we made the venture, and only sorry
about the losses we have

retrieve for our friends.

Miss Willard

will

been

unable to

resume

her place

of the self- et

tire of what they feel to be a chronic

lard, C., Pewamo;
Positive Conviction,

The Board, with the deepest regret,

had been

compelled

to consolidate

two

chairs of instruction that for five years
past had been

separate;

this

action

was

solely on the ground of lack of means, as
the professorship thus virtually abolished

had been ably and satisfactorily filled for
three years by Professor J. H. Butler, A
M.

The

undergraduates

naturally

°

felt

that such a lessening of the teaching force

of the college was a grave misfortune,
and their sympathy with the crippled resources of the college was only equalled
by the suggestive apprehension ‘of their

own future.

On the entrance of the pop-

ular ex-Professor, somewhat

late

in .the

Commencement exercises, he was greeted with a tempest of applause that scarcely ceased on his taking his place on the
platform.
We
are happy to be able

to add that through thé exertions of the
faculty and Trustees, and the private
generosity of many residents of the
city of Hillsdale, the full sum of the sala.
ry of the Professor of Latin has been
made up for one year, and Professor Butler’s valuable services are thus secured to
the college one year longer.
The friends of Hillsdale College may
be able to see from the above running
notes, which, although they represent
favorably the year just closed, are no rosier than truth, that this religious Foundation is deing a great and successful
work.
It was the informal as well as the
formal expression of both Trustees and
visitors at Hillsdale, that this is the
brightest day Hillsdale College has ever
known,—except in respect to money.
It has been our pleasure to note the
bright phases of the college's gala day,
but truth, and the demands of that col:
lege, sacredly guarding its endowment,
but on the verge of paralysis because it
will not jeopardize that trust, may justly
claim also that the graver aspects should
appear.
A college, like a self-respecting nan,

does

not

willingly

ness; only when it
tion ihat depends
confess that it is
have help or cease

parade

its

weak-

must does an instituon public patronage
in peril—that it must
to be worthy of confi-

dence.

One year

ago

Hillsdale

College

1 | lished in its annual-catalogue-these

tract

Ns ath an Alles, M.D,
is authoriity for the
statement that “pauperism will never be diminished by small or large almshofises, by
loose or general statements, nor by «dealing
with it in the mass.”
Evidently, it is not so
much Legislatures as neighborhoods that -are
to successfully deal with the problem.

It is much to

be doubted if the Doctor had written notes,

which the Catholics manage to influence
BW~The Western Editorial Office is at 157 Dearborn
SL. Chicago.
appropriations
of the public funds.
A
* There is surely very poor encourage-'
-»
ment in that declaration for the repetition list of one hundred and three Catholic in- question, ** What is baptism me
from Tim. 1: 16, ** Stir up the gift of God
“The best heart experiences as well as of the announcement which used to de- stitutions, many of them churches and
Suppose we record here the answer of
in
thee,” has been pronounced, without dis_#he best head training are required to guide light the faithful about ‘infants .in hell convents, is given, which, in New York our contemporary, which is also our ansent, his happiest and most valuable anniand deepen a good work.
“When a not a span long,” or for that, we hope not city alone, received during the three swer,to the last question, and say, Immerversary sermon. The class before which it
great current is setting in towards a good large, class who used to denounce all years, 1869, 1870 and 1871, an aggregate sion of believers is baptism, what then ? A
was
preached and the friends of the college
end, it is mot the business of ‘ministers: missionary effort as worse than useless in of $1,366,389 from the public treasury! majority of the professed Christians of
at large may justlybe pleased with the premerely to swim with the current, but to as much as God had already pre-deter- Protestant institutions received, during the world give a different answer, and sentation of truths of such weight, in lanthe same time, about $112,000, and He- though we are aware that this is not a
guide and deepen it.” These are the words mined the lot of the heathen.
guage of such beauty. President Durgin
institutions
nof quite $26,000. question to be - settled by majorities, and
of Dr. Cuyler in writing of the temperance
We have been wout to hear a good deal brew
urged the dignity and worth of God's gift
cause. The churches need not only to be about ** total depravity,” ¢* gracious abili- Though Protestants paid more than four- that our own convictions must shape our
of individuality ; the necessity of finding
in sympathy with those fighting strong ty,” ete.,heretofore, but when put through fifths of the taxes, the Catholics got 91 own conclusions, yet we must at least acone’s fitness and assiduously cultivating
If we
drink, but to give them sympathy.
the ¢¢ interpretation” process of this docu- per cent. of all the appropriations. The cord to others the same privilege.
the special gift; the majestic supremacy
believe these majority Christians to be
ment it sounds a good deal as if the disci- address asks:
of mind over matter, and the beneficence
though mistaken ones, how
If Rome can do thisin New York city, genuine,
' It is stated that the demand. for the five ples of John Knox and Arminius were
of an all-embracing culture.
The discent Testaments issued by the American pretty close neighbors. We are informed where her population is only one-third, shall we justly forbid them to * show course was made no occasion for rhetoriis there to prevent her from doing forth the Lord's death till he come”?
Bible Society is so great that it has led that ¢ the doctrine of man’s total deprayi- what
cal display, though lacking neither in orlikewise out of city, State and National
to the issue of one thousand copies a day. ty, and of his loss of ¢ all ability of will to treasuries thirty years hence, when she Close communion logic .not only shuts hament nor grace, but was a fervid and
“There is suggestion in this fact, especially any spiritual good accompanying salva- will number, at a low estimate, one-third non-immersed Christians away from the long-to-be-remembered appeal to the class
Lord's table as presided over by Baptists,
for those who are bewailing the decrease of tion, is not held as implying such a con- of our population?
to consider how complete manhood was
but also from that table when presided
We
answer,
that
the
virtue
and
intelli:
religious interest on the part of the com- dition of man’s nature as would affect his
intended to be, and to fulfill that divine
‘mon people. These common people who responsibility under the law of God and gence of the two-thirds will prevent such over by the Lord himself? Here is the syllo- conception in their lives.
In a city like New gism: Baptism must precede communion ;
have but little in money to pay for Testa- the gospel of Christ, or that he may not a consummation.
The exercises of Class day were of usuments or preaching may not fill costly experience the strivings and restraining York, a handful of ward politicians con- immersion only is baptism; therefore all al interest. The oration by Mr. Walrath
houses of worship or be edified with or- influences of the Spirit of God, or that he trol the elections, and the ward politi- un-immersed persons are ineligible to the gave general satisfaction,and the poem
by
How does this look to the Miss
nate discourses, but they are hungering can not *perform actions in. any sense cians are mortgaged to the Catholics. communion.
Mary Preston ‘was a spirited jeu
Standard?
for the Word,and he who explains the Bi- good.”
The indifference of the property-owning
d'esprit, pleasingly written and naturally
“ble in a lowly spirit and in houses where
The other utterances, deliberately pro- two-thirds allows the property-eating onedelivered.
:
BRIEF NOTES.
the poor are not shut out will find ready mulgated by the highest authority of ‘the third to “fix things.” In the countryatlarge
Although the stringent condition of the
ears and believing hearts.
The Independent is of the belief that ¢ the
no such state of affairs is possible.
BeUnited Presbyterian church of Seotland,
college finances compelled the Board of
are in the same vein of liberal thought, sides, the Catholics are not to number a more completely the government trusts the of Trustees to consider many painful expeople to provide for themselves, under high
which fairly expresses the average teach- third of our population in thirty years.
pedients and devise various undesirable
moral restraints, the better.”
‘High moral
Let a few excessively hot days appear, ings of the best pulpits of the church of
plans for living within the income of the
restraints”
is
well
put
in.
-and it is a very easy thing to believe al- to-day. The document is altogether one
——THERE is quite a lengthy interview
It'is besgnot to look on dark possibilities all
college, and of sacredly preserving the
most any story which the thermometer is bighly creditable to the intelligence and
with Thurlow Weed published in the XN. of the time, and we are glad to agree with the endowment undiminished, yet there was
said to tell in various places. - There are piety of the great body of Christians by
Y. Tribune. Over eighty years of age, opinion expressed in the Christian Union probably never a more harmonious meetso many different kinds of shade. When whom it is promulgated and an exhibition
it has been his fortune and privilege to that “Socialism in this country is certainly ing of the Board, or a greater unanimity
‘one is having all one can do to live and of courage which the Presbyterian church
more cry than wool, and, we are inclined to
of opinion, both on general measures and
live through a period of great interest in think, more smoke than fire.”
breathe through these almost unbearable of America would do well to imitate. If
detail.
the world’s history. Mr. Weed was one
General Grant is reported to have been quite
hot days and nights, it is far more conge- a formal re-casting of the Standards is reThe efficient Treasurer of the college
of the fifteen passengers who rode on the a talker at the American consulate in Paris,
nial to human nature to receive a state- garded as too formidable an undertaking
first railway train in America. The road whither he went almost every * day while stop- for the last year was unanimously re-elect tment that the thermometer indicates 112 for the present, then why not “ interpret”
extended sixteen miles from Albany to ping in that city. One day commenting on ed.
Rev. Mr, Lash, of Ohio, Esq. Amdegrees than that it is down to 92 degrees. them after the manner of these shrewd
Schenectady, and the first trip was made public men in America, he was led to remark: bler, of. Pentwater, Mich., and Judge
‘We have about made up our mind that Scotch brethren? Now that the good
on the last day of July, 1832. Mr. Weed “ There are men who make fine speeches, but Jaynes, of Hillsdale, succeed the three
there are disadvantages connected with work has commenced perhaps it will bethey don’t change your opinions.”
retiring trustees.
The financial exhibit
was at that time thirty-five years of age,
having a thermometer hung up where we come contagious.
In the eye of the law, is marriage in this
of the Treasurer, Judge Mills, was coneditor of the Albany Evening Journal.
country exclusively a civil contract?
This
«can easily distinguish the altitude of the
ut he says the first steamboat was the question is now before a court at Janesville, sidered very creditable and favorable,
mercury from our desk. Amid much
DOING A LITTLE.
great wonder to him. It went steaming Wis., for decision, after which it will probably considering the so recent loss of the collooking we could hardly persuade our
Itis a just and laudable ambition to up the Hudson in 1807, when he was ten go to the higher courts. A husband seeks the lege by the fire of 74: The Board took
selves to say that during the heat of last
aspire to great things. There is so much years of age, and living at Catskill.
His nullification of his marriage on the ground that occasion more than oncesto express their
rwedk it ran up to more than 94; while the
he was a minor at the time of such marriage,
account in regard to this is too good to and, as such, inc apabie of making a2 legal con- higlrest Satisfaction ith ge. Sdn ato be done, time, is so fleeting, the hazard

- report; Irom over the way ftold us that 103

;

life-size portrait of himself.

pubsli

and my
ciently serious and suggestive words:
cessful labors of the faculty, both in teach- ** Hillsdale College must have a larger
ing and discipline.
endowment.
The average annual salary
The President's report to the Board was {of the members of the Faculty is only
a most gratifying document, showing an
| 750.
Our Professors, who would do
increase of attendance over the last three
honor to any college, have loyally reyears, good health and good order among
The July number of the Missionary Helper
mained, since the fire, on steadily decreasthe students, and a year of great applicais at hand.
Full of a variety of readable mating salaries, bécause they know their
ter on missionary subjects, it should find a tion to study.
places can not be filled by experienced
The attendance of Trustees was someplace in every one of our-homes. The Helper
men for what the college is able to pay.
has already 2,168 subscribers. Fifteen cents
what less than last year, and most of the
These men yearly see their graduates go
will secure it for the remainder of the year, inimpertant business was completed before
out to receive twice their salaries for less
cluding the present number.
Address, Mrs. J.
Commencement morning.
labor and responsibility. This cannot Th
_M. Brewster, Providence, R. I. Thursday opened with rain, but ex- continue.’
The National Baptist tells, on the authority
changed its clouds for a suitable Comof a pastor who related the story, of an ‘“‘evanThese words were not said for effect—
gelist” who, while laboring in a certain place,
mencement dress at 9 A. M., having done they were sober truth. Hillsdale College
received a telegram from another town, where
its morning's work of street sprinkling gave fair announcement to the Freewill
he expected soon to go, that a revival had
and washing.
Twenty-three graduates Baptist denomination.
‘I have husbandcommenced and he was needed at once.
He
received
diplomas,
but enly seventeen lit- ed my resources. Ihave kept my dower,
telegraphed back, ‘Hold the work in cheek till
I have cared for my children, I have givIcome!” We suspect thatsome other ‘“‘evan- erary parts were presented on the stage.
The speaking was good.
gelists” distrust the ability of the Lord to take
en back in better lives and nobler muncare of a revival without their presence.
The following is a programme of the hood what I received in gold; my roofIn his recent lecture in Chicago on ‘ Capiexercises : Prayer; Oration, Inability, W. tree is burned above my head, my housetalists and Communism,” Joseph Cook was
Depuy, C., Tecumseh ; Essay, The Phi- hold wealth is in ashes: but I have not
most enthusiastically
applauded when
he
losophy of Agur's Prayer, Flora M. Ab- complained ; my servants are loyal, they
named workhouses under military control as
have not left me for preferment in this
bey, S., Hillsdale ; Oration, The Philosothe remedy for the tramp nuisance.
The fact
misfortune; my children are yet
is, this evil has come to dssume dangerous
phy of Sociality, Milo J. Coldren, A. B., m:
proportions,
and
especially
in
sparsely
T., Howard
City;
Essay, Power of many ; I have builded my house again, it
populated farming districts, a constant source
Thought, Mary E. Chase, S., Hillsdale; stands beautiful and with open doors for
of terror to the people.
Lately,a band of these
Essay, Nature and the Poet, Azia B., But- the centuries; I am not old mor is my
miscreants to the number of three or four hunheart cold; I have wisdom and I give
ler, S., Hillsdale; Essay, The Morning
dred, took forcible possession of a freight-train
freely,
but my hands are empty and my
Dawneth, Mary Gerard, 7., Des Moines,
in Southern Illinois, and run it to suit themchildren hungry.”
selves.
Some prompt and effective remedy is Towa; Oration, the Advantages of Absoimperatively demanded.
One year has passed since the guarlute Monarchy, D. R. Higbee, C., East
Amid the oft-repeated denuneiations of Condians of the college said, ** We must have
Mecca, Ohio; Essay, Intellectual Hargress, it is generally overlooked to give credit
help.” One year, too, since the Presimony, Achsa V. Hoffman, C., Hillsdale;
to the true and noble and patriotic men in both
dent
of the college, ih open conference,
Essay,
Grand
Sequences,
Mary
F.
Dunathe House and Senate. - The Congregationaltold the full story of its wants amid many
kin, S., Homer; Oration, Ideal Tendenist well says that ‘there is one immediate danpromises of succor. That help has not
ger connected with this injustice. It is that cy, B.S. Lobdell, S., Belvidere, Ill; Essome of our best men, who have been patriotic
come, but the beginning of the end has
say, The Crisis of History, Josie Norris,
enough to spend much of their time—men with
S., Hillsdale; Oration, Philanthrophy a come.
whom time means money, too—away from
.
Factor
in Social Science, Spencer G. WilThe Trustees have had the bravery to
home and business, for the public good, will
injustice,

and retire from a disagreeable duty patriotically doe, because they are sick of hearing nothing but this uniform and indiscriminate cry of
¢ Corrupt Congressmen.’ ”

The last issue of the Advance expresses, in a
leading editorial, the average feeling of the
Christian public of this country,

we believe,

concerning Mr. Muller’s promulgation
Second Advent doctrines.

It is very

of his
much to

be regretted that men of such eminent piety
and usefulness as are both Mr. Muller and Mr.

Moody, should feel called upon to introduce so
prominently

into

their

public

utterances

question so purely controversial and,
many believe, so clearly mischievous.

tl

a

as very

Apne

:

COMMENCEMENT AT HILLSDALE.
With Mr. Ward's valedictory and Professor Dunn's benediction closed the twen-

Fairfield;

Essay,

Oration, Power of
D. D. Mitchell, 7,

Morning's

Mysteries,

Olive E. Olney, 8., Weedsport, N. Y.;
Orgtion, Transcendental Thinking, Fred
W. Nichols, S., Marengo;
Poem, Life's
Lesson, May Preston, 8., Centralia, Kan. ;
Oration, Self-reliance,George C. McClure,
C., Linden, N. Y.; Oration, The Cloak
of Deception, A. S. VanDeMark, S., Hills-

judgment

of Casuality, D. J. H. Ward,

ment of Hillsdale College. Eventful years

they have been, marked with quite enough

The italics C., S. and 7., following the

of misfortune, full of large work on small
means, and finished at length with the

names in the above programme, indicate
the courses of study pursued by the stu-

anxious look still in the eyes of our Alma
Mater, who stands too nearly empty-

dents,—Classical, Scientific or Theological, respectively.
«

handed with her many children about
among the chief temperance workers of her.
the land, where she has won so many
Of the literary and religious exercises
laurels and where she is so sorely need- associated with Commencement, the opened.
;
ing sermon by Rev. James L. Phillips before the Theological School was preached
——THE Standard refers to a notice of to a large and deeply-interested audience.
an article in the Congregationalist Quart- To say that the discourse was a scholarly
erly vecently by the Watchman wherein composition is much less than to say it
that paper is quoted as saying of its au- was convincing truth sown on good and
Jhor: ¢ He isthe only Pedo-baptist whom appropriate soil and sure of fruit.

to save it, then it must

perish:

but what

has gone into its endowment under the
solemn promise of perpetual preservation

shall not be taken each yearto make up’
deficiencies.
The college was never
more worthy of patronage or benevolence
than now, but if the fathers and mothers
of this generation will not bear their part

dale ; Essay, The International Date Line. ‘of the calamity of the college, then let its
Edith Walbridge, S., Hillsdale ; Oration, doors be closed till a day that has more
Civilization, its Rise and Tendency, J. H. virtue and a truer appreciation of what
Walrath, C., Hillsdale; Oration; The Lit- claims this great institution has on the
erature of the Bible, John Shannon, 7, Christian and denominational world.”
Paris, Canada; Essay, ‘Mark Tapley,”
In this spirit the Board closed one proLizzie Yost, 5, Hillsdale ; Oration, The
fessorship, and cut down the princely
C., Hillsdale ; Presentation of Diplomas;
Class Song.

ty-second academic year and Commence-

face the calamity as it is, and sternly to
‘say, “If Hillsdale College has no friends

The subjects were of pleasing variety,
and the large audience testified
to their
appreciation of the excellence of the orations by admirable quiet and attention,
and by equally admirable applause. One
or two parts were performed which
“‘were not down on the programme,” and
those present seemed to think them the’
cream of the day. Orié of these was the|
response by the President tc a genuine
surprise presentation by the class of a fine
0S

average of $750 to $5653, including the
President and Theological Professors.
Are further words

necessary

to show

Wastin Hillsdale College needs money ?
Four hundred graduates, seven thousand students, thousands of conversions,
hundreds of Christian ministers
and

teachers, twenty-two years of honorable
record, six hundred different students this
year,—shall Hillsdale College be paral-

yzed?

Shall it say to its six humdred

students, * I can not teach you—go

where?”

else-

Shall if ask or expect its teach-

ers for the sixth time to receive smaller
salaries—smaller than a drug-store clerk,
poorer pay than a depot-master? Has
faithfulness no claim, has the denomina-

tion no need of Hillsdale College?
you done all you can?
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Denominational Hetos.
The Ohio Yearly Meeting
with the Beech Grove church May 31st
and continued over the Sabbath. After
we got together the meeting progressed
well, but the first day was a failure for

It was a. deletenot

by

made

rious mistake the brethren

coming on Friday; for of necessity much
that ought to have been done, could not
be in the limited time we had. All
the churches, of the Y, M. but one
had a delegation present.
The religious
interest only fair. Some of the churches
‘reported a few additions, others none,and
+a

without pastors.

Large

congregations

attended the publie worship. Good Sunday-school interest throughout the Y. M.
A. M. SixmoNTON,

Clerk.

bb

New Hampshire Yearly Meeting.
The annual session of the N, H. Yearly Meeting was held with the Washington St. church,
Dover, commencing June 11,
The Quarterly Meetings were well represented by a full delegation. A very large assembly
of people from all parts of the State and froin
abroad, enjoyed one of the best sessions ever
held.
The very cordial greeting of correspond-

ing messengers from our own

and from

other

denominations, with their words of sympathy,
encouragement and hearty co-operation in the,
general work, helped to make the meeting interesting and profitable.
Dispatch and harmonious feeling characterized all the business
meetings.
The spirit of love, earnest endeavor, and full consecration to Christ seemed to
pervade the social meetings,
The preachingof
the Word was “in demonstration of the spirit
and of power.”
Sermons
were delivered by

. D. H. Adams, H. P.
and E. Owen.

Smith,
F

J.

W,

Scribner

The topics on Missions, New Hampshire
Charitable Society, Printing
Establishment,
Education, Sunday-schools, Temperance and

‘Woman's Mission Society, were

the

meetings,

advocated by

able and effective speakers appointed for that
purpose. - There seemed to be a lively growing
interest awakened in every heart, and those
present could not. help feeling like making a
more vigorous effort, in every departmentof
Christian work.
Corresponding messengers were appointed
as follows:
Maine Western Y. M., O. Butler;
Maine Central, O. T. Moulton; Penobscot, E.
H. Prescott; Vermont, H..F. Wood; Mass, &
R. I., J. C. Osgood; Cong. Gen. Asso¢,, G. C.
Waterman ; Meth. Epis. Conf., C. E. Blake;
Baptist State Convention, E. W. Ricker; Christian N. E. Con., E. Owen.
4
The following
resolutions were discussed
and adopted :

at 2 p. M., and after singing, “I need Thee every hour,” Rev. E, C. Cook read the 15th of
John, and prayer was offered by Rev. B. C.

Peckham.

The meeting was

permanently

or-

ganized by the choice of Rev. L. W. Raymond,
chairman, assisted by Revs. E. ¢. Cook, W. J.

Twort and ¥. C, Bradeen, and A. P. Whitney,

Esq., assistant clerk,
.
The records of the last meeting were read
and approved. Letters were received from all
the Q. M’s bearing the glad tidings of Zion's
prosperity. Bros. J. M. Pease, O. Durgin, R.
Deering and A. S. Hilton

were

business committee,
The delegates to the

appointed

General

a

Conference

made their report, which was accepted.
The
meeting gave its vote in favor of the proposed
amendmentof the constitution of the General

Conference.

h

Elected Brothers C, 8. Perkins, T. Tyrie, F.
C. Bradeen and L. W. Raymond, a committee
to prepare a programme for the next meeting,
The location of the next Y. M. was left with
the clerk.
Bro. T. Tyrie reported his visit to
the Penobscot Y. M., and L. H. Witham to the
N.H.Y. M.
Bro. E. Manson appeared for the
Maine Central Y. M., and the N. H. and Penobscot Y. M’s were reported by letter,
Appointed the following corresponding. delegates:
IL. H. Witham to the Penobscot Y.
M.: J. Nason to the Maine Central Y.M.; L. W,
Ruymond to the N. H. Y. M.; T. Spooner, Jr.,
to the Mass. & R. 1. Y. M.; H. J. White to the
Baptist State Convention; C. S. Perkins to the
Methodist State Conference.
Appointed R. Deering, Esq., Y. M. Sabbathschool Agent.
:
Adopted the following resolutions:
Resolved, 1. That in the death of our beloved
brother, Rev. John Stevens, we have lost a

good man, one who lived an unspotted,

exem-

Jhary life before the world, whose labors have
een abundant, efficient and untiring in the
churches; who has ever been found a wise
counselor, a true and genial friend, a possessor
of unwavering fidelity to principle, and a most
earnest and practical advocate of anti-slavery
principles, temperance, Sabbath-schools, education, and whatever will tend to promote the
wellfare of our race.
2. That we most deeply sympathize with his
severely afflicted widow in her great bereavement, and devoutly. commend her to the care
and protection of Him who rules over all.
3. That these resolutions be forwarded to
the Moruiag Star and
Union and Journal
for publication; also to the widow of the deceased,
The following resolution on Missions was

presented, and Wednesday

afternoon

devoted

to its merits:
Whereas, our ¥. M. Society, in common with
all other American F. M. Societies, has been
unable to meet its expenses during these vears
of great financial depression, and is now therefore quite largely in debt, and, whereas, it is of
great impertance that Dr, Phillips and family
be returned to India this coming autumn, in
accordance with a recent vote of our ExecuCHURCH
RECORD.
tive Board, and, whereas, an immediate re-enforcement of our working force in India is esWhereas,
The Freewill Baptist Printing Essential to its continued existence, therefore,
tablishment has so far conformed to the recomsed, -That-we
recommend —to—our
“mendations of our late General Conference, re- | :
churches to rdise a special sibseription to meet
specting the publication of a suitable book for
these
demands,
of
at
least
twenty cents per
Church Records, as to.prepare a prospectus of
residént member, and that subseriptions for
the same, and are now waiting the action of
this purpose now be taken, with the underthe churches respecting the extent of its destanding that what is here given by individumand, therefore,
als shall be eredited to the churches to which
FResolved, 1. Thatasa Y. M. we approve
they belong.
the early publication of said record.
Pledges were made to the amount of about
2. That we would urge upon our ministers
and church elerks the importance of sending in
$300, and $105.61 of it paid.
their orders at once, that the Printing EstabWednesday evening was devoted to the inlishment may be encouraged to proceed with
terest of Sabbath-schools. - The following resoits publication without delay.
lutions were also adopted :
TEMPERANCE.
Whereas, it has pleased our Heavenly Father
to remove our esteemed and deeply lamented
Resolved, 1. That we renew our oft-made
brother, Rev. John Pike, from the scenes of
pledge of fidelity to the cause of temperance,
long and useful labors to his heavenly home of
and urge upon all our members not only total
eternal restand joy, therefore,
3
abstinence from all that intoxicates, but agResolved, That in our sorrow we bow in
gressive
work in saving the drunkard and punhnmble submission to our heavenly Father’s
ishing the drunkard-maker—using moral suawill, and hereby tender our warmest and most
sion where we can, and legal suasion where
sincere
sympathies to
his
relatives
and
we must.
.
friends.
2. That we recommend to all our Sunday-. Whereas, God in his providence has taken
schools to get the names of all their members
to sign the pledge
of total abstinence from the | from earth and its trials to paradise and its
joys, our brother Rev. Samuel Lord, thereuse of both aleoholic drinks and tobacco.
re,
3. Thatasa Y.M. we express our sentfs
Resolved,1. That we devoutly thank God for
ments as opposed to any change in our present
his life, though-short, for his earnestness and
rokibitory law by our present legislature, undevotion to the sacred calling of the ministry,
ess it be to increase its efficiency by the addiand kindly sympathize with his family, the
tion of a seizure clause, by which the importachurch of which fe was pastor, and our Zion
tion of liquor from other States over our railas
a whole in their loss.
roads may be prevented.
2, Thata copy of this resolution be sent te
FOREIGN MISSION,
fhe Horning Star, for publication, and to his
Lesolved, 1. That while we feel the deepest
amily.
interestin our F. M. cause, and see in it pros-

pects never more hopeful than now, and while

we feel that no backward steps should be taken, and recognizing the demand for an increase
of laborers in our fields, yet we express our
sincere conviction when we recommend that
our Board consider their first and paramount
duty the payment of our present indebtedness,
before new and greater obligations are assumed.

2. Further, that considering the demands
upon the force in the Mission Board to support
‘our missionaries now in India, and, the payment of present indebtedness of the Board,
that it is the imperative duty of all our ministers,members and people, to make a special
effort by contributions to aid the Board in the
accomplishment of the above results.
8. That this Y. M, will raise its pro rata
part of the debt of the Foreign Mission Society,
and to this end we urge upon each pastor the
duty of raising at least twenty cents per resi

dent member for this purpose.
HOME

MISSION,

Resolved, That with all the pressing claims
upon our benevolence, the Home Mission cause

is second to none, and we urge

upon our pas-

tors that they call more oi
the attention of their people to the great. needs of this
efficient department of our work.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL.
Resolved, 1. That this Y. M. heaitily a
proves the stand which the N. H. State
S.' £.
Association has taken in placing
erations upon purely evangelical

its future op=
bases,

2. That we as a religious body will give to

* the State Sunday-school

Association our cheer-

ful co-operation, and we recommend

that

our

Sunday-schools make especial efforts to be represented at its annual sessions.
8. That the County associations of this State
Christian

every

have a strong claim upon

aid in bringing every Fon in their midst
4 saving knowledge of the Bible.
CHARITABLE

to

to

SOCIETY.

i Resolved, That the N. H. Charitable Society
$ an institution of high value, and

worthy the

favor able attention of the people in the use and
sposition of their pecuniary possessions,
J. B. HIGGINS,

Resolved, That in the death

of Rev.

J.

B

Higgins of Canterbu , the ‘ministers of the
Yearly Meeting sustain a very great loss, inasmuch as our

beloved brother, or
piety,
wisdom as a counselor, and modestydeep
in action,
accompanied by varie sterling qualifi
cations
gave promise of future usefulness,
:
E. H. PRrEscorr, Clerk. :
PY
an
on on

Maine Western Yearly Meeting,
On the banks of'a beautiful sheet of water,
encircled by picturesque hills in all other qirections, the pleasant village of Harrison, in
Western Maine, is located. The tourist is
favorably impressed with the sublimity of the
Seay: as he approaches this quiet, lovely
spot.

Here the Maine Western Y. M. held its Inst

session, June 18-20. The cordiality of pastor
-and people, the peculiar attractions and convenience of the house of worship, and the good

OTHER

5. That the thanks of this meeting
be extended to the people of Harrison for the kindly
and hospitable entertainment afforded during
these services.
i
Rev, E. C. Cook was appointed to preach
the anual sermon at the next meeting, and
Rev. T. Spooner; Jr. his alternate.
| Thursday evening was devoted to the temperance question. Prehching at this session
by Revs. T. Tyrie, H. J. White, C. S. Perkins,
and W. J. Twort. The weather was fine, the
congregation large, and the meetings deeply
interesting.
|
L. H. WitHAM, Clerk.

Binisters and Churches.
Rev. A. E. BOYNTON

has

become

the Kittery Point (Me.) church.
REV. JOHN WILLIS, having accepted

to the East Washington

(N. H.)

a

call

church,

has

already commenced his labors in that field.

THE First church in Sandwich,

N.

H., is

having some prosperity.
Three young men
were buried with Christ in baptism the third

Sabbath in June. We also have the largest
class of young men in our Sabbath-school I
have ever seen in a country church.
J. L. SINCLAIR.

New Hampton, N. H., on

the

Rev. Ebenezer Fisk

SEVEN persons were

added

by

baptism

to

N. H.,

on Sabbath, J une 30.

Rev. F. MORISON writes of a visit to several churches and Quarterly Meetings in N. H.
and Vt., which he enjoyed, and at some of the

places, especially good results were seen, At
West Topsham,
Vt., after the services of the
day, held at the Dexter school-house, Sunday,
Juhe 23, three-converts were baptized, all

heads of families; and others are going forward
soon, At the Warren (N. H.) church, where
Bro, Morison is laporing half of the time there
is also a good interest.

27th

at

in

of June

Journal:

celebrated

anniversary of his marriage

the fiftieth

his

residence,

about one mile from Bristol Village, June

27.

Mr.
Fisk was
born in Boscawen, near
‘“‘Sweatt’s Mills,” seventy-six years ago,
His
pareris moved to his present residence when
e was an infant, where he has since made his

home.

Although his early

advantages

were

limited, yet his native talent, his love for humanity and that earnest desire to accomplish
good in the world enabled him to enter the

ministry nearly fifty years ago, of the Freewill
Baptist persuasion.

"He

prefiched as an

evan-

gelist, in many cities of New England, as well
as in Laconia, New Hampton, Bridgewater,

Alexandria, Andover, Hill, *Bristol and Plymouth, N. H. He was a strong advocate of
the “Free Soil” work, and a co-worker with
Hon. John P. Hale, and an earnest laborer in
the Jem peranee field. His efforts, with those
of Col.
Lewis, did very much toward founding
and perpetuating the” successful school, the
New Hampton Institute. He was four times a
member of our State Legislature, serving with

honor.

Fifty years ago he married Miriam Gordon,
daughter of Benj. Gordon of New Hampton,
by whom he had three sons, two of whom died
Prof. Daniel M. Fisk, the res
in early years.
maining son, graduated at Brown University,
and is now Professor of Chemistry at Hillsdale
College, Hillsdale, Mich., and author of two
works, one on Mineralogy and one on Organic
His wife, Miss Alma H. Moore
Chemistry,
of Wilton, N. H., is associated at the same Col;
lege as Professor of Ancient History.
During the afternoon and evening about four

hundred were present, among whom were:
Prof, Fisk, the son; Frof. A. B. Meservey and

family of the New Hampton Institute; Mrs.
Lewis, widow of the late Col. Rufus G. Lewis,
and son, Col. Edwin C, Lewis; Rev. Charles
E. Blake, pastor at New Hampton; Rev. N. C.
Lothrop of Bristol ; Rev. Joseph H. Brown of

Jefferson, N. H.; Hon. Cyrus Taylor and family of Bristol ; Richard Calley, Esq., ex-Repre-

sentative of Hill; C. D. Thyng, Esq., Postmaster at New Hampton, and D. K. Abrams,
Esq., of Portland, Oregon.
The entire compfiny partook .of a collation
under a large veranda, prepared for the occasion, near the house.
Elder Fisk said their “presence” was more
dear to him than any tokens of ‘“gold,” and reThis “golden wedfused such mementos.
ding” will be an “oasis” in the recollection of

many.

Societies.

Wilbor’s

Cod

Liver

Oil

Lime.—

of Lime, giving nature the very article required to
aid the healing qualities of the Oil, and to re-cre-

ate where disease has destroyed. This article also
forms a remarkable tonic, and will cause weak
and debilitated persons tofbecome strong and robust.
It should be kept in every family for instant use on the first appearance. of Coughs or Irri-

tation of the Lungs. Manufactured only by A. B.
WILROR, Chemist, Boston.
Sold by all druggists.
For particulars regarding Electric Belts, address

PULVERMACHER
N.Y.

GALVANIC

CO., New York,

¢

eow20
-

QUERUS COD LIVER OIL JELLY,
ap.
proved by the Academy of Medicine of New York,
for lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutritious form in which Cod Liver

Oil

can

be

used,

with more benefit secured to the patient than with
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
The most
delicate stomach will not reject it. Sold by drug.
gists and E. H. TRUEX,
;

3 Platt St., New

York.
1y42

~~

A

CARD.

The Great South American Remedy for all special diseases, discovered in the great valley of the
Amazon, as a restorer of the nervous and vital
forces; its success is marvelous.
The recipe will
be furnished free of charge.
For circular giving
full information, send self-addressed envelope to

Rev. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station D-; Bible House,
N.XY.
.
ly#4

FOOT1321 LATHES ! oo 25 oun Toweiniiase
Scales for Sale.
Two of Fairbanks’ Scales have been
this office, one which we will sell.
3

used

in

No. 8, on Trucks, will weigh 2000 1bs.
Or, No. 11%, will weigh 400 1bs.
Dover, N. H.
I. D. STEWART.

13.00
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- 1.50
Ch Waterbury River Vt Bible
school
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Mrs E O Tryon Boston Mass
“John”
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Mass
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1.75
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Mary 8 Collier So Walpole Mass
Wm Thatcher Pawnee City Neb
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Ch Ea Randolph Vt
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A H Morrell
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/ Va
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Miss LJ *
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FE Sanborn Fairbank Iowa
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Ch Phoenix
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Ch So Berwick Me
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Lewiston, Me., Mayl.
Foreign
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2.00

1.00

1.20
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14.75
1.00
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1.00

3.20

1.60
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2.00
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Anthems,

Motets,
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OLIVER DIFSON & CO., Boston.
J. E. Ditson & Co.,
922 Chestnut St., Phila.
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IMPROVED

PEST

POISON

18a SAFE, sure and cheap destroyer cf the
- POTATO
y

hon Vegetation,
Warranted to kill Fivz
Bues where
Paris Green kills ONE, yet it

* 18 SAFER 70 USE, and is not injurious to
plants. Costsonly25c. to 50¢. per acre, 3-15
box sent free by mail for 30¢, Send for circular with
Lkundreds of testimonials,

S H Remick E Lamoine Me
A B Leouard Campelle Mass
~~
2d Corinth Vt.
Murs Mary Sievens
Unity Me
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a
Mrs B F Chase
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Mrs
Clough
hod
Mrs B Fogg
3
Miss Carolina Chase
re
Mrs Nancy Chandler Burnham Me
So Limington Me
Susan B Hanson Danbury N H
Greenfield NY
1st Sandwich N

1-) Our

Cabbage

we

Worm

Manchester, N. H.

READY!

Bright! New! Sweet

RSs

BEST authors of Sunday-school music in the country,
Children,
Teachers, Superinendents,
Pastors,
Parents,
all say they want it. For sale everywhere.
Sample pages
free. Sample copies, 30 cents, or $3.50 per dozen, by mai

Address:

PENTRAL BOOK CONCERN, Oskaloosa, Lowa,

5

F. Se

Wanted.

FRE

um

MEN SEE

POUND

OX

IGE

of

which

ars

the widest

gitention.

STRONG
JUDGE XELLEY, T. 8. ARTHUR, Hon. MONTGOMERY Bram,
and others
JupcE Fre of U, 8. Supreme €
who have used the new Treatment.
FREE {| A Treatise (200 vp.1 on Compound Oxy
# Sen, with many éstimontals £0 108i ven
wariable
sent free.
€33
Drs. STARK Y & PALEN, 1112 Girard St . Phi)’

13teows

HOW

TO

YOUR

fast.

Capt,

Chas. F.

BE

AGBNTS
WANTED.
- _ 350 to 2125 a month, An

OWNErerciopedia of Law

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ILLINOIS

the Looney

Y.M.

Spring

will hold
church,

itsnext

Jackson

LER

times

°
LARGE

NEW

TYPE

PERSONS coming to the Penobscot Y. M, will please
send me their names directly.
Also their manner of
coming, whether by railroad or otherwise, Those com=
ing with their teams wili please call on Deacon
Bowley, of Moluncas, Deacon Alexander, of Linneus, Bro.
J. Ebbett, of Houlton, for information or refreshment. At Fort Fairfield, call on Bro. James Thurlow,
and he willdirect to homes.
Those coming
by rail
will be met at the depot, Tuesday evening and taken to

Ifany fail to send their names,

they

must not

complain if they are not provided for. We
ave room
for you all, brethren, only
let.us kuow in season. Address me at Fort Fairfield, Me.
J, W. CARR.
‘Post-Office

Rev EN Fernald (to whom all contributions from
the churches
for the Benevolent Societies should be
sent), Jsewiston, Me.
t18

.

Rev AE Boynton Kittery Point Me.
Rev John Willls East Washington N H,

Money

/

Letters Received.

T WV Angeli C Ambler—Allen & Long—Abby
P
tAllen—H B Bonestul—S D Bates—O A Boynton—W
H
Clifferd—G W Colby—J Cromwell—R A Coats—M M
Deake—E N Damon—J H Decker—A Deake~I Dexter—J Erskine—H D Ellis—E A Fogg—M Gatchell—A

Hammel—L

Books

Forwarded.

BY MAIL.
Mrs 8 K Erskine Montville Me.
R Norton Masonville Iowa.

Rev H J White BYdde ford Me.
BM Edwards Brunswick Me."
Rev W Mitchell Toledo Iowa.

GOODSPEED

& Co., New York or Cincinna-

O.

2616
WANTED

FOR

THE

ILLUSTRATED

HISTORY.

Concise History

of all Nations

Tarrant’s

everything.
:

Seltzer

The

Aperient.

Has such a salutary effect upon disorders attended
with inflammatory or feverish symptoms, is, that
it induces a gentle, almost imperceptible perspiration, which reduces the heat of the

blood, that

laxative influence further tends to cool.
© SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

its

2626

SURE REWARD!
;

and Indiana Railroad Company.

No ‘‘ Hoppers,’

Completed through
the Grant.

&

Co., Philada.,

| WANTE

Pa.

Terms and a $3
HALLETT & CO.

1y5

paid.

Canvassers everywhere,

Address MUNSEY
;

Permanent emplo

and State

habits’ of the

are specially

THRIFTY

NEW

112 FULTON

W.

Land
Title perfect

:

and Price List.

and general toilet use.
and

sold

1t is delightfully perfumed,

everywhere.

Registered

1876, by the manufacturers.

Son &

in

Patent-office

Chas.

Co., Philadelphia.

McKeone,
.

THE

LATE

3

FOR SALE.
Olshausen’s Commentaries on the New Testament, 5 vols., Neandei’s History of the Christian

Religion, 5 vols., Mosheim’s History ot Christianity, 2 vols., The Federalist, Newton on the Prophe-

cies, Alexander’s Practical Sermons,
History of
the Books of the Bible, Stowe, Vctus Testament.
um, Graece, Systematic Theology, Finney, Sacramental Discourses,
Spencer,
Harkness’
First
Greek Book, Religious Library, 25 vols., ' Flavel’s
Fountain of Life, Barnes’s Notes on New Testament, Job and Isaiah, 16 vols., Donnegan’s Lexicon, Bush’s Notes on Genesis. and Exodus, 4 vols.,
Religious Encyclopedia, Crabbe, Hebér and Pol.
lok in one vol., Hickot’s Science of the Mind, Fox’s
Book of Martyrs, Bible not of Man, Spring, Popular Astronomy, Mitchel, Goodrich’s His. of the U.
S., Christ Knocking at the Door, Flavel, Hahn's

4
FI.
5 Po B-)
‘
a
¥
Fal
Je TE,
Rico
Greek
Festament;Dodridges-Rise—and-Progress;

Resurréction of

the

Body,

Mattison,

Guide

So

for

Young Disciples, Lectures on the Trutli of the Bi-

ble, Noyes,
Wadsworth’s Poetical Works, Cooper's Speaker, The Evening of Life, Chaplin, Horne’s

Tabada

ton, The Christian

Instructor,

Hopkins,

Hadley’s Greek Grammar,
Spencer's Sketches,
Bullion’s Greek Reader, Alexander on the Canon, Reyival Sketches, Humphrey, Wells’s Natural Philosophy, Bunyan’s Inviting Works, Elements Moral Science, Wayland, New Testament
Standard of Piety, The Great Teacher, Harris,

Hitchcock’s

Anatomy

and

Physiology,

Booth’s

Pedobaptism Examined, 2 vols., Hickok’s
Moral
Science, Well’s Science of Common
Things, Sermons, 2nd Series, Spurgeon, Natural Philosophy,

Quackenbos, Butler's
Greek

Analogy,

Well’s

Grammar,

Prineiples

Sophocles,

Grego-

tures to Young Men, The Extent of the Atonement, Jenkyn, Scriptural Text Book, Doing and
Suffering, Licut. Pittenger, Edward’s History of
Redemption, Bullian’s Greek Grammar, Intellectual Powers,
Abercrombie, Outline of Physical

Geography, Fitch, Religious

awd

Christian

Mammon,
Harris, - Christian Progress,
Home
‘Evangeiization, Mission of the

Manual of Church

Discipline,

Life,

James,
Church,

Thoughts on Mis-

sions, Paley’s Evidences, Peter’s Baptism, Allen’s
Alarm, Zackeus, or Scriptural Plan of Benevo-

lence, Christian Bap. and Snide to Lord’s Super, Evidences of the Chrisfian Religion, Jenyns,
Piiosophy of the Plan of Salvation, Stowe, Cottage Cyclopedia, 8 vols., History of the Books of
the Bible, 2 vols., Lost Cause, 6 copies, Pollard,
History of Southern Rebellion, 3 vols., Victor,

Narralives of Remarkable Conversions, Greeley’s
History
of the Rebellion, 2 vols., in German, The

Life, Public Services and State Papers of Lincoln,
Raymond, Field, Dungeon and Escape, Richardson, Farragut and our Naval Commanders, J. T.
Headley, Leverett’s Lexicon, Incidental Illustra-

tions of the Economy

of Salvation,

Palmer, Cyclo-

pedia of Commercial
and Business Anecdotes, 2
vols., History of the Secret Service, Baker, Say’s
Political Economy, Gibbon’s Rome, 5 vols.,
e-

ments of Logic,
ately, Zoology, Agassiz and
Gould, Pictures of Slavery, Lang, Jones Church
History,

Kame’s

Elements,

Horae

Solitaire,

or

Witsins, D. D., Graeca Majora, Horace Interlinear, Cooper’s Virgil, Owen’s Homer’s Iliad, Anthon’s
Horace, Every
Man his own Lawyer and
Business Form
Book, Wells, Political Manual,

Awakening Works,

New

American

vols, 1, 2, 3, Plutarch’s Lives,

Cyclopedia,

8 vols.,

Sermons to

the Churches, Wayland, Anatomy and Physiology,
Cutter, Foot Prints of Famous Mep, Echoes from
the South.

These books will be sold for Lalf their real value.
i
Parties wishing to purchase will correspond
with Mrs. C. PUTNAM,

Co, N. XY.

Byron

Center,

Genesee

Elegant Stair Rods; also Stair

STREET, NEW

YORK.

BROMA.

COCOA
PREPARATIONS

suited to the

Are highly recommended for their great nourishing and
strengthening properties, and will be found equally

ENGLAND

in
well adapted for invalids as well as those
health.
COCOA POD

AND

BEAN.

COCOA.
All warranted PURE and manufactured from selected
Highest Prize awarded at Paris, Vienna, and Philadelphia Exhibitions.

Commissioner,
Rapids,

Flour Toilet Soap-

"Anew
soap compound that soothes, softens
and whitens the skin, has very superior washe
ing properties, and suited for bath, nursery,

J. A. BENDALL.

of

HUGHART,

Grand

Maize

CHOCOLATE,

i
0.

Flour Toilet Soap.

WALTER BAKER & CO.

Send for pamphlet, English or German.
Address

Maize

Carpets carefully packed and sent to any part of the United States,
C. 0. D,, free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Circular .

:
Bugs,

i

PHILADELPHIA,
Maize Flour Toilet Soap.

MISFIT CARPETS.

FARMER, and is the qest possible opportunity
for placing sons and daughters in a new home,
witb a far better beginning than that of their Fathers.

Outfits free.

& PLUMMER,

Lisbon Falls, Me.

NEW NEW-ENGLAND HOME.
This Land

Made only by

Elementary
Geology,
Hitchcock, Anthon’s Virgil,
Virgil’s Ainied,
Frieze, Crnsade
in the East,
Browne, Mahan’s Inte|lectual Philosophy, How to
get Rich, Guide to Baptism, Pengilly,
Bunyan’s

J. C. McCurdy

’

Cemtre

SOLD.

13612

Running Streams,
Pure Water,
’
Ready Markets,
Schools.
Railroad

POUNDS

Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings,
&ec., &e., very cheap, at the old place,
P

Beech and Maple Land in Michigan, in the Mil.
lion Acre Grant of the Grand Rapids

:

21,000,000

Warranted not to shrink or ingure the clothes.

English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain.

5 YEARS to PAY FOR A FARM.

Strong Soil,
Sure Crops,
Plenty of Timber,
No Drought,
No Chinch

OVER

Mansfield, Christian Baptism, Noel, Book of Politeness, Hughes Letters, Kirwan, The lost Rlessing, Shipton, Waiting Hours, Shipton, Key Notes
of American Liberty, Picciola Saintine, Jacob,

meut. address 8S. A. GRANT £0,
2, 4, 6 & 8 Home St., Cincinnati, O.

for

ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!
ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!
ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!

ing with the most recent Important Events; includ.

Jiaple Goods i dealers Nopegdling.

There is a reason
reason why

Chicagn

Essays on the Names and Titivs of Jesus Christ,
Economy of the Covenants between God and man,

Salary. Salesmen wanted to sell our

EXPRESS

Rév L Given W Waterville Me,

(Illustrated)

WITH NOTES, is a splendid work for agents.
Nothing like it. All want it. Price $2.00. Address

Ls

aweek in your own town.
outfit free. Address
H.
Tila nd, Maine,

Hassett—

M J Hill—-M Hassell-R Hayward—J Higgins—Mrs
C
Hay—BN Hedley—Mrs J G Johnson—A Libby D
Morrill—J W Maxham—C E Mason—T F Maxim—W
Moses—W R_Nortou—E Noble—H
Ormsbee—L
H
Phillips—W Phelps—EW Porter—E
Pugsley—J
B
Page—J W Rosa—T L Runnells—W C Sweet—dJ
L Sin| clair—A M Simonton—M L Sa rgent—E Toothaker—D
N Thompson—GW Vance—J P Wakeman—M Williams
sd L Wiley—A H Wade—J H Ward—G W West—J 8
oung.

v2

Commencing with the Earliest Periods, and end-

$4 to $10 PER ACRE.

Addresses.

fobs

TESTAMENT,

Expenses

’,

Selling

P. W. ZIEG-

ing The Turco-Russian War, the Administration of
President Hayes, &c. 3 books in one. Low price,
quick sales, extra terms. Address,

near Campbell Mill stationof the narrow guage rail
road, commencing Aug, 30, at 2, P.M.
‘WM. BRADLEY, Sec,

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. will be held with the church
in
unowick
Sept. 4, 5.
‘WM. H. BOWEN, Clerk.
38

cost.

.

ABBOTT'S

A Clear and

Ili,

LOONEY SPRING Q. M. will be held at DeSoto,Jack=
son Co. Ill,,commencing Aug.9, at 2, p. M.
WM. BRADLEY, Sec.

everybody,

& CO,, 518 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BF~AGENTS

session
Co.,

Saves many

UNIVERSAL

The FREEWILL BAPTIST ANNIVERSARY CONVENTION willbe held, with the.Free Baptist church at
Lyndon Center, Vt., Rev. W. L. Neyes, pastor, Oct.
1-3, 1878,
E. W,. RICKER, Sec.
Dover, N, H,, July 4.
3t28
CENTRAL

Tenauts,

Send for Circular and Terms.

ti.

The Missionary Helper. Thefriends of this publication are urged to procure all the subscribers possible
to commence with the July number. Terms for the
remainder of the year 15 cents. =~ Address, Mrs, J. M.
Brewster, 91 Smith St., Providence, R,1.

A Cn,

Philosophy, Sawyer, Persuasives to Early Piety,
Pike, F. W. B. Quarterly, vol. 5. Beecher’s Lec-

ai.

STRONGLY ENDORSED bz. ioe

“tracting

every business.

T. Smith,

Chespes

Watch Free

er and Pastor, Owen on the Acts, Common Place
Book to the Bible, Locke, Lee’s Theology, Nelson's
Cause and Cure of Infidelity, Elements Moral

REMARKABLE CURES “iio:

LAWYER
chanics, Property Owners,

Webster, of San Francisco, Cal., and Miss Sarah H.
Small,
of G.
* In Gray, Me., June 18, by Rev. E.
C Heath, Rev.
Herbert
Howes,
of G., and
Mrs. Ellen C.
Sargent, of Waterbury, Vt.

WATCHKS.

rie’s Evidences of Christianity, Campbéi_on Baptisth, History of Civilization, Guizot, The Preac

y and all Chronicand Nervous Disorders,
v a natural process of revitalization.

1.00
2.00
3.00
2,00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
5.00
1.00
2.00
5,00

In Hillsdale, at the residence of the bride's parents,
June 13, by Pres.D. W.C. Durgin, assist¢d by Rev.
A. A. Smith, OscareA. Janes,Judge of Probate of Hillsy
dale Co., Mich., al Miss Zils M. Mead, eldest daughter of Philander Mead, of
H.

In Gray, June 20,by W.

Address, A. Courter

of Chemistry,

Married

A good, thorough, practical teacher to take the principalship of Wilton Institute, for the year to come.
Recommendations required. For terms and particulars, address,
JOEL CLARK, Pres., or
A O.MUDGE, Sec., Wilton, Iowa.

PLATED

Agents,

in the known world, Sample

or

Cneerfun

ness Men, Farmers, Me-

Hotices and Appointments,

GOLD

8t22

3t16

Do not supply your school with new singing books, unt
i
is book. It is by far the
have examined
and tested
est for SUNDAY SCHOOLS,
PRAYER-MEETINGS, and
HoME CIRCLES.
Itis full of contributions from ALL THE

33.20
Treas.

Everett,

Destroyer

GOSPEL ECHOE

a

N.BROOKS,

hy

1s NOT AT ALL POISONOUS, but sure death to the worm,
Sample for trial sent free on receipt of 15 ce
POSTAGE STAMPS ACCEPTED,
Discount to the Trade.
KEARNEY CHEMICAL WORKS, J. R, DEY, Agent,
P. 0. Box 3139. sau Office, 66 Cortlandt St,, New York.
8120

Missions.

Unity Q M col

address William

"Charles McKeone, Son & Co.,

SULPHUR SPRINGSAT HOME.

104.53

and information,

J. I, Worden, Quincy, Mass.

as, and of all other pieces used in the service.
Should be universally used. ($12 per dozen).

9,00
13t12eow
4.52
391
10.08
Warranted a perfect cure (or
5.60
money returne-l) for all the
5.10
worst forms of Piles, Leprosy,
5.00
5.00
Scrofula, Salt Rheum, Rheuma5.00
tism, Catarrh, Kidney Diseases,
2.90
and all diseases of the Skin and
2.00
Blood. Entirely Vegetable. H.
2.00
D. FOWLE & CO, Montreal and
2.00
Boston.
Sold everywhere.
$1
2.00
a Bottle. Send for Pamphlets of
2.00
.| astonishing cures.
_ 13tegwl13
iit 7 Re
2.00
2,00
2.00
R SKIN AND BLOOD DISEASES, RHEUMATISM,
1.00
STIFF JOINTS, CHRONIC COMPLAINTS, &cC.
1.50
1.00
A Portable Steam Bath at....
. 86.00
2.00
A Portable Sulphur Bath at..........
13.00
2.00
A Portable Fomentation Box, for obstruc1.00
tions, weakness and pains, and to sweat
loo
the throat or any part of the body, neaton
1.00
ly arranged for traveling purposes......
8.00
1.75
1.75
The
apparatus occupies only 12x86 inches.
4.25
4.25
Apply tor circular, with illustrations, testimoni10.00:
Te
als of leading physicians and recommendations of
33.17
medical societies, to J. DE BEER, M.D., 25 Bromfield St., Boston.
" 4t20eow

E. N. FERNALD,

ADAMS ACADEMY.
:
QUINCY, MASS.
4
:
Fits boys for our best colleges. The next,
school year begins Sept. 11th, 1878, For catalogues

er of Anthems, Veuites, Cantates, Jubilates, glori-

got

2.02

$1.50.

§2 Bromfield St., Boston.

A perfect laundry soap, made upon new chemical
, principles known only to us. It will do more work,
and wash better than any soap in existence,

NOW

4.04
5.00

5.00

As this fine

+! Carrant Worm, and all Insects that Prey

<

with

THE CHURCH OFFERING!

tf16

3,00

4.04

SHUTE,

4tthendteow27

and it has the greatest variety ever brought togeth-

1.00

2.50

Price,
EBEN

A new and fresh collection of the best
and Sacred Music, with a full Instruetive

a Hundred

6.00
J0

1.50

pecialty at a liberal discount.

utes Time-Saving Library Record

quality, it is a fine book for any choir, and will be
extensively used as an Anthem Book, Its first design, however, is for the use of EPISCOPAL CHOIRS

19.11

3.50
5.00
20,00

A

Compiled by J. P, COBB, and designed for Mu- |
gical Conventions, Societies, Festivals, etc., ete. A
selection of a number of the best Choruses, Sacred |
and Secular. 144 large pages.
($12 per dozen).

80

2,00
2.00
1.00
5.00
1,36

7.93

BEATYP
52t4

THE NEWEST MUSIC BOOKS.
!! ONWARD !!

1.37

5.00
4.63
4,06
10.00
3%
00
5.00

Ch Saco Me
WJ Twort White Rock Me
8 Poindexter Limerick Me
C W Waterhouse
T Spooner No Berwick Me
J T Fellows
Mrs Illsley
Miss Bryant
Cash

Ch Greenbush Wis
Ontario Y M
2
ChS8o Harmony NY
Col Holland Purchase ¥ M
G W Knapp
.
J L Higbee
N Christie
:
Mrs; Griswold
W Easton
P'Newton
O Dake
M C McKoon
W U Edwards
M Sessions
Kole] REL
Te
W Shepherd
— Metealf
Mrs R L Shepherd
Juva
**.
Miss Hopkins
Mrs C Putnan
A P Cook
E Dake
Mrs Clark
M Scott,
4
Mrs Sessions
French Creek Q M
Ch Sherman N Y
M M Small Cooperstown Pa
Woman's M Soc OCen
Y M
for re-inforcements

Al
1.63

1.60

2,20

Mrs 8 Dennis do

dress, DANIEL F,
WV aghington,
N. J.

Qunday School Libraries are madea

.Jatest

FESTIVALCHORUS BOOK

1.00
1.00
9.00
1.75

3.54

(sent free) be-

fore buying PIANO or ORGAN, _ Read my
WA
owest prices ever given. Ad-pf
wee

HUTE'S S. S. SUPPLY STORE,

on high

Beatty’s latest Newspaper full reply

By L.O. EMERSON.

3.2)

F ( Bradeen So Parsonsiield Me

battle

prices. War on the "RAGING
10 DOLE YENOWE(, BRT" Cmmmmmrmm—
©

Course. Teachers will please examine. 52 Glees,
56 Sacred Tunes, and 15 Anthems, are provided.
Price, $7.50 per dozen.
.

5.00
1.00
3.55
14.72
5.67

1.00

Ch Honey Creek Wis

Another
ORGANS
—

1878-79,
Secular

10.00
3.25
1.04
H2
- B52
2.00
20.00
18.00
1,07
3.27

4.81

Y M

unday School line, to

ONWARD is the name of L. 0. EMERSON’S
book for SINGING CLASSES for the season of

2.77

6.00
i

Ch Raccoon O River Y M
Walnut Creek Q M Ill
Ch Waupun Wis
Sally Hall Kingston N H

2.00

0
1.50

2

NY

Salem Ind Q M
Ch Ridgeville Ind
A friend Harmony Me

and

FM. Ed. Soc.
20.00 *
3.40
1.70
8.20
1.40
40
20
4.6
2.03
5.00
10,00
5.00
1.00
1.00
3.68
3.70
1.50
2.80
1.40
100,800
12.50
3.00
2.31
1.60
80
2.60

J L Hammett Boston Mass
Ch. W Buxton Me
3.40
Ch Canaan & OrangeN H
3.20
Ch Ea Washinaton NH
40
Weare Q M N
4.06
AS Hopkins Pascoag R I
H L Hopkins
sk
Class No 3 FB 8 § Saco Me
5.00
Ellen M Haines Biddeford Me
3
8 Yarmouth Me
XA
3.68
Ch W Charleston Vt
1.50
Ch Weld Me
p
Mrs Surah H Erskine a gift
‘Woman's Miss Soc Raymond Wis
Ch Kilbourn city Wis
Oakland Miss Soc Oakland Wis
Ch Harper's Ferry W Va
1.80
Ch Madison NH
Oh Sutton Vt for salary of
Poddi Moonti for the year *78
W Boardman Skowhegan Me
Sn

0 C Jaquith Corinth Me

Invalids need no longer dread to take that great
specific for Consumption, Asthma, and threatening
Coughs,—Cod Liver Oil and Lime. As prepared by
by Dr. Wilbor it is robbed of the nauseating taste,
and also embodies a preparation of the Phosphate

Qend for anything wantel in the

Receipts.

Ch \V Lebanon Me

Business Notices,

1878.

H.M.

O &Penn

Dr.

10,

June

Fisk

residence

last, and we copy from the Boston

M Guptill—Miss E Greeu—W

the Free Baptist church in Whitefield,

JULY
Benevolent

and wife was celebrated at their

homes.

pastor of

STAR,

The golden wedding of Rev. Ebenezer

RESOLUTIONS.

tesolved, 1. That we recommend to all the
churches of this Y. M. the adoption of the
practice of having but one sermon on the Sabbath and of devoting a half-day to the Sundayschool.
‘
2. That our 8. S. officers, who have the
matter in charge, be urged to exercise great
care in the selection of books for their libraries.
Eg
3. That we reaffirm our confidence in the
Maine law and pledge our influence in favor of
total abstinence and the use of all reasonable
means for the destruction of the liquor traflic,
and for the reformation of the intemperate.
4.
That
we gratefully acknowledge the
kindness of the R. R. and steamboat companies
which have furnished reduced fares to attendaw upon this session of the Maine Western

MORNING
Golden Wedding.

rendered

The different Quarterly Meetings were well
represented by delegates, and a large number
| of visiting brethren and sisters were present.
convened
The meeting was called to order by the clerk

Ohio Yearly Meeting.

lack of representation.

spirit that pervaded

the occasion deeply interesting.

MRA ll

Mich.

THE MORNING STAR, JULY 10, 1878.
se nae

Poetry,
A DAY

AS

O gift of God!

OF

SUNSHINE

ts PENRP pe
Sn Eres

‘Whereon shall no man work, but play;
‘Whereon it is enough for me,
Not to be doing, but to be!

Through every fiberof my brain,
Through every nerve, through every vein,
I feel the electric thrill, the touch

Of life, that seems almqgst too much.
1 hear the wind among the trees
Playing celestial symphonies; |
"1 see the branches downward bent,

Like keys of some great instrument.
And over me unrolls on high
The splendid scenery of the sky,
Where through a sapphire sea the sun
Sails like a golden gaMeon,

0

Towards yonder cloud-land in the West,
Towards yonder Islands of the Blest,
‘Whose steep siérra far uplifts
Tis craggy summits white. with drifts.
Blow,winds! and waft through all the rooms

The snow-flakes of the cherry-blooms!
Blow, winds ! and bend within my reach
A

The fiery blossoms of the peach,
O happy throng

Of thoughts, whose only speech is song!
A

O heart of man! canst thou not be
Blithe as the air is, and as free?
.

—H,

W. Longfellow.
RA

RA

BYE-LO-L.AND.
Baby is going to Bye-lo-land,

Going to see the sights so grand;
Out of the sky the wee stars peep,

‘Watchingto see hes fast asleep.

ut

i

i

ing so,

Bye-lo!
Ov er the hills to Bye-lo-land!

i

Oh, the bright dreams in Bye-lo-land,
All by the loving angels planned!

134
§

Soft little lashes downward close,
Just like the petals of a rose.
‘Swing so,

:

. Bye-lo!
Prettiest eyes in Bye-lo-land!
Sweet is the way to Bye-lo-land,

Guided by mother’s gentle hand.
Little lambs now are in the fold,
Little birds nestle from the cold.
Swing so,
Bye-lo!
Baby is safe in Bye-lo-land.
—(zeo. Cooper, tr Nursery.

Famulp

BRAVE.

who did not want to hire any help, but
“Rover!” cried the children in breath- |
she asked her to stay till morning, pity- less chorus, and rushed forward to caress
One or two young men came out of the’
ing her weariness and distress. Her and fondle the big‘ Newfoundland that Academy of Music when the .opera was
over, and lingered in the lobby to watch
seats! It was a broken household, and questions and sympathy got from Hattie emerged from among the corn.
her
whole
story—
for
she
did
not
mean
to
the passing of the crowd.
Young Fred
What
fun
they
had
after
this!
Rover
in it were broken hearts. .
The days came and passed—heaping try to hide it. The lady went with Hat- “was made to play the parts of elephant, Saulter came up to them while putting
themselves upon that dreadful one of tie in the morning to the home of a good lion, and a half-dozen other characters,in- | his pearl lorgnette in its case.
¢ Nice house, eh P” he said, Janguidly.
Katy’s death, as if to bury it; but to Hat- Christian lady who lived near, and who cluding that of the raven which fed the
took
ber
into
her
household,
where
she
“Well
dressed.
See Fanny Swan.
prophet.
Nell
played
the
part
of
the
tie and her. mother it stood out in bold,
black relief from all the past. The father lived for three or four years, faithful and prophet, and eagerly ate the bits of cake Wretched taste for young girls to wear
She was trusted and beloved that her older brother dropped in her diamonds! What do jou think of the
resumed his idle,shiftless life, and Hattie upright.
not
only
by
the family, but by the whole mouth, The others became dissatisfied new tenor ? Miserable, I say.”
tried in vain for work. Two of the older
The older men answered him civilly
boys found employment in the city, and community as a friend and & true,devoted at this, and wanted to be ’Lijahs too, so
Christian.
She
kept
her
mother’s
words
and
walked on, leay ing him with some
this play was soon abandoned. If the
the mother toiled for the little ones at
as
she
would
the
most
preciqusjewels,
lads
of his own age.
train
of
Methugelah's
gown
did
cause
its
home. But one day the neighbors were
and a few years since I heard of her mar- wearer many tumbles, everything went
“
What
would Miss Swan say if she
summoned to her sick bed, and before
riage with a young minister of wealth and merrily along, and five children more> heard that cub criticising her ? said Dr.
two days the tired hands were folded for
¢ The'most insufferable creathungry than the Bodwins never ate the Pomeroy.
their eternal peace.
These words she position.
Lida served out her term of imprison- lunch which a kind mamma had thought- ure in the world to me is a conceited boy,
left for Hattie, who was now wretched
ment, and a few years after married a fully prepared. This over, and Chips assuming the tone of a man of position
indeed: “Hold fast on to God, and live
poor laborer, and is now living a humble, laid asleep on a blanket, Dick proposed when he has not yet proved his right to
it down.”
and I hope a contented and happy life. that they go into the woods and hunt for be alive.”
Who can tell how much a heart can
But oh! it must have bitter recollections. berries. Leaving Rover to guard
¢ I thought young Saulter had money,"
the
But now Hattie was
bear and still beat?
Katie's quiet resting place is now marked baby, they entered the woods, and the said one of “the party. * He drives a fine
determined to ‘‘ITold fast on to God and
by a neat monument, erected by Henry way the leafy bowers re-échoed with their horse, wears clothés made by a better
live it down.”
She almost lived on her
Myers. Iere sometimes her sisters meet happy laughter made the pokey old owls tailor than 1 can. afford, and lunches at
mother's words.
She held them before
to weep over the two sleepers.
open their eyes in astonishment.. Tiring the best restaurant.”
her as a shield and turned aside every: Perhaps, my young readers, this is ‘too of this, the noise of an approaching wagon
““ Money!” said the doctor, angrily.
thing else,—grief, shame and despair.
sad a story to suit your bright, young drew the lively little party to the road, * Why, his fatheris head book-keeper for
She felt there was nothing now she could
lives, but it is a true one, and I hope may
where they met the kindly face of Farmer 1 Smiles & Son, with a family of six. He
not bear—she had been to the very depths
serve to warn any of you who may be Brown, the fast friend of every child in strained every nerve to educate this boy,
and could go no deeper. She felt as if
tempted to be hasty and revengeful.
who now looks upon every practicable
the neighborhood.
the three little ones were left in her
way of earning his living as plebean.
“Get
in,
children!”
he
cries,
bringing
charge, and bravely she persevered till
THE BODWINS.
I'll warrgnt you the fellow never had
the
horses
up
with
a
flourish.
sheghad secured homes for two, and little
twenty cents in his pocket of his own
The Bodwins were on a spree, no, on
Ginger and Kate hustled in somehow,
five-year old Anna a neighbor kindly
agreed to keep for a few weeks till she the garden fence, and were ‘ going to and Nell is about to follow,but stops short earning. His restaurant and livery-stable
bills come to his poor old father at the
could get a place for her. Next she Boston,” so they said. There were five and says something about ‘¢ Chips.”
end
of the month.”
of
the
Bodwins—five
of
the
noisiest
«That's
all
right,”
answers
Dick
in
a
must get a situation for herself.
The
Meanwhile, young Saulter stood comneighbors were beginning to find her youngsters in the’state. There was Nell superior tone, so she enters the wagon,
the eldest, who, with many a hair-breadth and a moment later they disappear behind placently twirling his operd-hat and
‘out, but she scorned to take work where
watching the pretty girls as they passed.
she had so lately been refused. She de- escape, had reached the age of ten; Dick, a bend in the road.
*
*
*
*
*
*
He caught a glimpse of his dapper little
termined to go to Fort Wayne.
It was something more than a year younger and
figure
in a great mirror—the waxed musthe
‘“
man”
of
the
family
;
Katie;
Ginger
forty miles, and she had no money.
But
¢«¢ Come, children!” calls the farmer, as
tache,
1 av ender gloves, wired roses in his
or
Frank
;
and
the
mischievous
two-yearafter fastening the desolate,
deserted
after heaving a bag of meal into the wagbutton-hole, and looked pityingly after
a haphouse she had so long called home, she old baby, Chips. They are having
on he espies them looking down on him
started to walk to that city, carrying her py time of it, and the place is full of their from « perilous window in the third story the doctor and his friends.
“ How those old "fellows must envy
childish laughter.
little bundle of ¢lothing.
of the mill.
“Come down, my dears;
{ us!” he said.
“Stop, Dick, stop !” cries Frank, who
Wine, with'life in its sparFifteen of the miles she had traveled
we'll go home Uy the long road.”
SL
| kle, and dregs, eh?
Oh, by the way,
when night came, and she knocked at the in the character of ‘‘ conductor” is swingThe sun was sinking in the west when"
,
I saw a curious thing to-day! Dick Knight
-door of a neat, shrubbery-hidden log cab- mg on the gate.
the wagon stopped before the Bodwins’
—you remember Knight in our class, who
Can't,” replies the addressed, puffing
in.
Anold lady in a white neckerchief
home and the four little ones, thanking
like
a
locomotive.
*¢
M-u-s:
tr-in-g
t-h-e
took the scientific course to fit him for a
and lace cap opened the door and welthe farmer for his kindness, filed. slowly
held the babe on his knee. It had been
months since so many of them had been
together;
— but oh! those two vacant

O perfect day;

O Life and Love!

.

comed her in.
“Of course

you

can

stay.

We'll

be

glad of the company to-night. You see,
John's folks started West this morning,
with all the little uns, and we're mighty

@arcle.

THE BANNET GIRLS.

lonesome

like.

Here,

child a cup 0’ tea.

BY MRS. L. .Bo THORPE.

and no dinner?

II

‘Manda,

get

the

Walked fifteen mile,
Set

out

a good

hearty

b-e-1-1!” and the engine groans louder
‘than before.
“Whoop! whoop!” shrieks the condue-

missed,

boldly accused of theft,

she was

and commanded

would stay with them.

She had

things John’s children had left.

Ng

make her clothes, and then

could

not be

threatened ‘with

found,

and

arrest,

and

little

cot in Amanda’s room, and all the play-

to return it. She protested her inability
yulodo that, for she knew nothing about it.
gs

a

;

Hattie stayed several days and helped

with

many

promises to come back and to write, and

with her sister's crime; till, find- with fond wishes and good-byes,she starting her tears and entreaties vain, and ed again on her’ journey, this. time pro: half-crazed with anxiety and loss of vided with food and a little money. That
sleep, the
girl took the drug that evening her feet were so blistered and
soon shut the door of this life forever up- sore, she could searcely walk.
She
ofvher: Toodate, alas, Mrs. Myers was found comfortable shelter in a poor famiwild, they said, with terror and

remorse

over the effect of her hasty accusation.
. Katy's ear heard no confession, and her
* cold lips could not forgive.
The hours dragged heavily along, peoi ple came and went, and at last it was all
over, and again

the family

was

alone,

| gathered in 4 silent group about the evening. ji

The Shild:se did not quarrel,

ly, and resumed her walk in the morning
in her stocking feet. Near the middle of

the afternoon,

she ‘reached

a pleasant

me

‘bed,

of the cornfield was reached.

in the field, stood some

she buried her-head iu the

Methuselah and Cain clun g to one

firmness, held resolutely to -the lunchbasket.
The noise grew more and more

menced to cry, and Nell, with

her: usual

distinct. Suddenly Dick stooped to the
ground and with ‘a laugh exclaimed,
‘“ It's”-

Re-

her bedside.

Likea flashit

came

to her

that something was wrong.
«Where's Chips?” inquires her mother,
looking around on the others, who, awak-

ened by the unusual noise,are now sitting
up wide awake in their beds.
.¢ Chips? Chips?” echoes Nell over and
over again, a greataccusing lump coming
up in her throat, and the hot tears blind-

ing her eyes.
“Yes,

:

Chips; your

swers her father,

baby sister,” an-

entering

the

room

at

that moment.
‘What have yon done
with her?”
«QO papa!” cries Nell, jumping out of
bed and flying to his arms, “go for her! I
forgot all about her, I really did! Go
quick ! She’s dewn at the Island!
O
Chips! poor little Chips !” sobs the little
girl, almost heart-broken.
“Down at the Island!” exclaims papa
in astonishment.
“Yes, come, I'll show you,”

and

seiz-

ing her father’s hand she would have left
the room half-clad as she was, had not he

oe

wv

civil engineer?

‘Well;

.

.

it appears

that,

times. being so hard, he could get no proper work to do,

proper.

Instead

so

he

has

taken

of laying

to

im-

by as I have

Rod

engine

onthe

Central”

!

‘Fact!
Isaw him, all grimmy with
smoke iin his little caboose to-day. * Good
heavens!”
I said;
‘Knight,
you
are
mad 2’
:
‘Not so mad as to starve,” he said,

laughing.
* I asked him

why

his

father

did

not

support him and keep him from such degradation?

Then he was mad.

¢ ¢ Do yoti think I, with my big strong
body, will be a burden on an old man?
he said; and began to talk monsense
about laziness degrading man, dnd that
no man was ever degraded by honest
work, with more of the same sort of bosh,

all very ridiculous and very disgraceful.
You'll see him to-night if you take the 11
P. M. train.”
¢ Tut, tut!” the lads

said;

and ‘ Poor

Knight ! he was a good fellow !” precisely
as if he were dead.
Indeed, from the light and brilliancy of
the scene about them—the niudic, the
beautiful, low-voiced women,

themselves

daintily attired, that gay and happy part
of the world—there was a gulf like death
to the grimmy engine-driver in the dark
depot, a gulf which none but a madman,
they thought, would willingly cross.
They sauntered out of the opera-house,
and in a few minutes before eleven reached the depot, in time for the train that
ran out to the suburban town where they
lived.
There he is!” whispered Saulter.

down to the creek, where I was suddenly

Knight, a tall, manly young

SOITOW.

hd

¢ Mamma and I agreed not to mention
baby’s name, hoping in this way to make
a lasting impression on your mind. You
were the eldest, and to you was intrusted

the safety of your sister.

Instead of do-

ing as your mamma had bidden you,

you

left her to Katie,and she following the ex-

ample you set her, left baby to the faithful care of Rover. See the power of example! though kind Providence has made
the lesson less sharp than it might have
been. In the future forget not this :
-

“Driving-—am

is not yet put to it.”
The engine was on a siding,” puffing
and spitting little jets of steam, and Dick

joined by the dog, who behaved in a singularly strange manner; barking and
running up the creek, to return and lay
himself moaning at my feet. Surprised,I
followed him, and to my horror I beheld
your little sister in the act of stepping into the water. A moment later she would
have been swept away, and your carelessness would have caused us a great deal of

“Duty by habit is to pleasure turned:
He is content who to obey has learned.’ ?

— Chris.

Weekly.

He had made a hearty meal at a restau-

rant, and getting up, he said to the waiter, “I declare if I haven't forgotten my

purse.” - The waiter fired up, and hurled
big words at him for full three minutes
before pausing for breath.
When
a
chance came the stringer continued:
“But I have a five dollar note here in my

my pocket.”

The waiter couldn't smile

to save his life,

Just then, a short distance up the track,

there was a hiss and a cry,

anda

voice

shrieked out in horror, ¢ A runaway
train on the main track!
A Tinaway
train on the main track!
Passengers in

the depot! Out of the cars !'—out of the
cars!”
A runaway freight-train was on the

track.
The fireman had started it for the
purpose. of takiitng
into the freight-depot.

By some accident, before it had

left the

main passenger track, the man

had stum-

bled as he was at his work, and had fall.
en nearly upon the ground.
Halt-stunned, he had jumped up, but could not
¢atch the mov ing engine, which was gaining speed every second, and had shrieked

out his warning.
It so happened that the switeh- -tender,
through fright, or some
unexplained

cause, did not move his switch in séason
to run the train off the main
track, and
now the huge machine, with its train behind, was rushing towards the train in

the depot with a speed that Promised fatal
disaster.

The few officials who were near had
time but to gasp with horror.
At the
moment when the cry of danger was
shrieked out upon the night air, Dick
Knight was attaching his engine to the
passenger-train. From the cars and platform rose a vell of frantic terror, in which
Saulter’s voice was the highest. Death
seemed rushing upon the peeple, who
had not time to get out of the cars before
the driving train would be upon.the m,
The officials in the depot watched
Knight with blanched faces.
¢ He'll be crushed to atoms !" muttered
one stout old man standing by Dr. Pomeroy.
But Dick had put steam upon his engine. Apparently he did ‘not think of
leaving his post. There he stood with
his hand on the lever, calm and determined.

His huge machine sprang forward.
It
met the coming locomotive with a crash
that threw both monsters upward, as if
they had risen to wrestle and throw each
other. Then Dick's engine was thrown
one side, but the force of the runaway
train was overcome, and the machinery
cf the engine so injured that all movement was. stopped.
Dick was hurled

done, waiting quietly for an opening for | senseless several feet from the place of
the collision.
an educated man to step into, he actually
The stout old man and
Dr.
Pomeroy,
is—I am ashamed to tell it!”
|
“ What? "What is he? asked his list- | with all the other men in the depot, ran

caught her in his strong arms.
¢¢ Stay,
my little one!” he says in. his
kind, fatherly voice; ‘ baby is safe in her:
crib at this moment, thanks to Rover.”
* Rover?” cry the children in chorus.
“Yes.
This afternoon I wandered

admire, |

there was a great fuss and . rustle among
the corn-leaves that scared them very
much.

pillows.

prised to discover her mother standing at

their fruit and shade, and which from their

finishing touch, and stood off to

not

turns;

a breath of fresh air, she was greatly sur-

left for

ets built a house and prepared to enjoy
themselves. As Adam was bestowing a

Somehow Nellie Bodwin could

moving her face from its hiding-place for

Here, alone

isolated position had been called the Island. The little party halted, and with
the combined aid of umbrella and blank-

to

the vivid streaks of lightning would come
through the blinds, and the thunder with
its heavy reports frightened her so that

seven or eight

great cherry-trees that had been

stairs

sleey that night save by fits and

the center

but a mile or two from the city.

‘8he was greeted
by a sweet-faced lady,
1

meadow they wandered until

another in their desperation, Chips ‘com-

ing her poor, erippled feet, and making
herself as tidy as possible, she approached.

being

-

ing very tired and sleepy, after their long _eners.

play, the Bodwins straggled up

Along a wheat-field and through the

looking farm, with a large brick house.
Here she meant to. try for work, as it was
Dress-

Papa and mamma

busy with company in the parlor did not
tor, swinging to the gate with a bang, the come out to say the usual ‘* Good-night,”
force of the shock naturally landing him and nurse being busy with something else
on the green grass, where the weeping | had only time to set them at the suppertable and leave for her other work. No
official is soon surrounded by engine and
one
seemed to miss the baby, and so, bepassengers who seek to comfort him.

The soothing influence of the cool shade.
{ofa
large apple-tree and the merry frees
__ Hattie guessed. the truth'in. a _inoment, | -be_you startin’ for”...
her father had returned and was beatC¢] am going to Ford Wayne, to get of brother and sisters soon bring the
ing her thother for the broken chest. work if I can.
smiles to his face and he is himself again.
¢¢ To Fort Wayne ! I wish I needed a
Her eyes grew black with anger and in“What were you about to say, Ginger,
dignation, as she hastened her steps. girl ; but you see there ain’t much to do, when you stopped the train?” asks Dick,
She was determined to make him desist there's jest father and me and Manda.
munching a half-ripe apple and kicking
if it cost her her life—but as her hand The rest is all married, and 'Manda’s the ground with the toes of his boats.
‘|
was on the latch, there was a loud call, grown.
John’s folks lived with us, but
“ You remember papa reading about
and turning, a man who had just gallop- they took a notion to go West—a *¢ wild- Adam and Eve and the garden?”
ed up to the gate called to her:
‘ Katy goose chase,” I'm afeard. Well, well,
“Yes.”
* Bannet is dead—Xkilled herself!” Poor young folks have to sow their ‘ wild oats’
“Well, let's go to the Island and play
Hattie sunk to the ground; this climax to ginerally.”
it?”
¢¢ You forget, mother, that we went
«Oh yes! Let's play the.garden!” exher awful troubles was like a thunderWest;
I don’t blame John, and I believe claims Katie.
bolt. The man rode away, and after a
If T was young, I'd—"
while Hattie rose to her feet, and enter- he'll do well:
. “T'll—TIll be Adam,” ventures Frank.
‘Oh, father’s sech a rovin’ natur’,” inter‘ed the wailing and frightened household.
“No you won't, Gingerbread Bodwin!"
rupted the old lady.
‘* Go, Hattie,” gasped her mother, ‘go
declares Dick, proudly drawing himself
“I'd go West, clear out, and settle on up to his full hight. “I just guess we
and see!” Without waiting to put on
the wraps she had just removed, Hattie a homestead, and wait for civilization to older ones come first. You can be Cain
ran down to the gate, and along the road
come to me,” continued the gray-haired if you want.”
towards Henry Myers’, though it was old man, resuming his reading.
¢ No, I'm Cain,” says Katie, asserting
four miles away. Only a mile of the
“But how come you to be a huntin’ her rights to priority of age.
way, and she saw a crowd coming, most- work ? ” and while Hattie ate her supper
“ Which hurts the other?” comes from
ly men, bearing Katie's body between she frapkly related her whole story to Ginger anxiously.
them.
Oh, it was all true, and there was them. "The old people were deeply in«Cain, of course,” she answers with a
her gentle
young sister,—dead, and terested, and sympathized heartily with toss of her bright curls.
shrouded in the awful gloom of suicide ! Hattie, for she was so sincere and earnest
¢ What'll Chips be?”
Again she sank stupefied to the ground, they could not deubt a word of it
“I don’t know, but I suppose she'll
and the crowd passed silently on. How
I believe, father, we might take that have to be Cain's daughter—Nell always
could pen be able to tell all the agony of child, she’d be a right smart o’ help about leaves me to take care of her”—murmurs
those moments! She sat there till rous- little things ; and somehow .it ’pears to Katie with a sigh and an injured tone in
ed by the peaple passing on their return. me I'can’t live without some little un, her voice.
If any one spoke, she did not hear, but since John's have gone.”
“Well,” says Ginger with a wise little
walked slowly homeward.
The house
«I'd like to have the child, if she’s nod, ‘I guess I'li be Meth-u—Methuse—
was quiet enough now; scared and still obedient and healthy,” said the old man, you know—the man who lived for hunthe children hovered together in a cor- slowly.
dreds of years.”
ner, her father sat with his head bowed
“Oh, sir, I would be so glad if youd
~ “Methuseless ?”
in his hands, and in the other room she take her; it would be such a relief to
¢* Yes, Methuseless.
Chips can be
saw her mother kneeling beside Katy, have her in such a home as yours!” and Abel, and we can put her to sleep and go
. and chafing the fair, white hand. There Hattie couldn’t keep back the tears from with the others and have Joads of fun.”
were two or three of the kind neighbor the brown eyes, that were beginning to
«All right,” replies Katie, evidently
women going about making preparations brighten again in this cheery little home. pleased with the brilliant proposition that
for the funeral. Hattie crept in to her
‘We will take her, and she shall go is to relieve her from: the care of her baby
mother's side, and fell in a passionate to school every day, and we'll get Henry sister.
embrace on Katy’s sweet, girlish form. Long to go after her in the morning—
“Come on, fellows!” cries Dick, who
She raised her eyes and looked long into ‘that’s the man that works our place.”
with Nell bas been busily engaged in
the restful, white face.
«If she’s anything like you, I know I'll gathering the things necessary to their
¢* O mother, I wish I was as she is!” love her,” said ’Manda.
new play. ¢ Mamma has given us some
she eried, and for the first time the tears
In the morning, Amanda’ and
tie luncheon! You bring ‘the other things.
camé, and she buried” her face on her and Henry Long started in a w{gon, and Come on!” and with this, ‘Adam envelmother’s bosom. When she grew calm at sunset little Anna had arrived
at her oped in several blankets, and Eve carryagain, one of the women led her away, new home. The old people werp delight- ing the lunch-basket, saunter down the
bathed her face in cold water, and told ed with the quiet little thing, who seemed
lane followed closely by Cain, and Meher, while she smoothed her hair, poor
as. much pleased with her new home. thuselah, who earries an old umbrella
Kays sioy. After the news of Lida's The next day the two old folks led her all | with an air of rapture, and Abel in the
, she had been watched suspicious- about the place, showing her er calf and rear, enjoying the antics of a jumpingly by her employers, and one day some hens and pigs and dog and kittens, if she jack.

=
!

into the house.

supper, Manda ; you poor child-!. Where

trifling article - being

—

¢ He takes our train

out, but

the engine

fellow,

was

coming at the moment down from the
superintendent's room. He caught sight
of his old classmates, laughed, hesitated,
and raised his hand to his hat.
“ Going to speak to him, hey?” said
little Billy M’Gee, anxiously.
The young men grew red and embarrassed. Some of them nodded to Knight
awkw rardly, and
and meet him.

seemed

inclined to

go

¢ I say no!” said Saulter, peremptorily. ‘If he-chooses to leave the companionship of gentlemen, I shall not
follow him. I talk to mechanics and
that sort of people who never had a
chance to be anything better, but Knight
is a social suicide, sir!”
.
‘¢ That's true,” said M'Gee.

* How

well Saulter puts things!” he added,
aside. «* ¢ Social suicide!” Well, I shall

| to Knight, picked him up and carried him
{ito the waiting-room, where he was Teft
with the physicians.
* Well, well,” said the old

impatiently, as

Dr.

gentleman,

Pomeroy

came

out,

*“ how is it >—will he live
‘I think so.
God forbid that I should
have to take him home dead
to his old

father!”

:

* You know

him, then ?

Who
I owe

is

he?

Why, do you know what
him?”
and his voice broke.
“ My little girl is
aboard that train.”
Dr. Pomeroy told Knight's story briefly,
informing the old gentleman that he was
thoroughly educated, but that

upon any work as

better

he

than

looked

depend-

ent idleness.

wt

‘He's the true grit, sir!" was the animated reply.
¢* There's no work so humble that a man can not show the best
qualities of manhood in it, as we have
seen to-night. It is not the daring courage I approved in him so much as the.

presence of mind, the kean

eve, to

see

what to do and how to do it. Request
Mr. Knight,if you please, to call on me
at ten to-morrow,” he said to the stationmaster.
“ Who is that? asked Fred Saulter,

breathlessly of the official.
“The President of
Knight, if he lives, has

the
road.
Dick
an open road to

fortune now, and he deserves it.”
Fred Saulter

home.

crept into

the

car

to

go

His lavender gloves were soiled,

and the wired rose in his button-hole was

fallingto pieces with
smell. Life itself was
ed, he thought, with
threw the wilted rose

a sickly, decayed
sickly and decaya yawn, and he
out of the window.

Yes; and to all conceited, effeminate nat-

ures like his, itis likely to prove what
Saulter’s imagination pictured it that
night.—Rebecca
Harding
Davis,
in
Youth's

Companion.

FAITHFUL TO HIS END.
Prof. Brewer, of Yale College, told this
droll story in a recent lecture :

* A Connéeticut dog had suffered an injury to his tail which would

not

self.

that an

His owner believed

repair

it-

ampu-

tation of the extremity would produce a
fresh wound, which would easily and

quickly heal.

He gave orders to have

the operation performed as
possible, and it was

done

avith an “ax on a block.

humanely
by

as

a

servant

Judge

of the

astonishment of the owner when the dog
presently appeared before him, carrying
the excided member

in his

mouth,

and

laying it down at his feet, as if to say,
not bring him to life.”
|
Knight saw that the young men wished « See what has been done to my tail!”
to avoid him, and turned
- aside with a
bow and hightened color, while Hey hur-

ried into the train.
It was yet five minutes until the time
of starting.
:
y
The train of passenger-cars was on
the main track (the engine still being detatched),
and the people were
in, most of them coming direct

hurrying
from the

theaters and other places of amusement.
Inside of the cars and in the depot there
was a good deal of jesting and_gaiety between

acquaintances

meeting’

on

their

way home, the train being a local one,
and running only through’ surburban villages.
‘

Having thus presented his case,

he

car-

ried the fragment out and buried it.
Shortly after, he repeated the operation,
as if to emphasize the treatment he had
suffered. Finding that he made but little.
impression upon his master, he repeated
it again, and

for

Prof, Brewer,
end.”

then

abandoned

indemnification,

** You

‘his claim

see,”

said

‘he Was faithful to. the
rs
Ba go gn ong

Not unfrequently the drunkard- maker
becomes a drunkard himself, Sometimes.
he escapes, and his children fall into the ’
pit. °

his time in

Witerary Fscellany.
The creation of beauty is art,.—Emerson.

,

The mighty hopes that make us men,— Z'ennYson.
|
despair;

but

if you

do, work on

in

despair.—Burke.
What ought not to be done do not even think

of doing,

~~

knowledge

in the

His life henceforth

was that of a student. He made several
attempts at composition, and his ¢¢ Ode

THINGS TO REMEMBER. .

Never

acquirihg

various libraries.

~Epictetus.

There is never but one opportunity of a kind.
- Thoreau.
hi

Years do not make sages; they only make
old men.—Madame Swetchine.

to Adversity,” and another * Ona Distant Prospect of Eaton College” are both

became more “taciturn than ever. Melancholy he never was, for philosophy tempered his sadness. But he had a dislike
for society and spoke very little in com-

pany.

‘Walpolerelates that

The

great

secrets

of

being

courted

are

to

shun 7, hon and seem delighted with yourself.

"A rich man can not enjoy a sound mind nor
u sound body without exercise and abstinence ;.
and yet these are truly the worst ingredients of

poverty.— Henry Home.

No man can force the harp of his own individuality into the people’s heart; but every
man may play upon the chords of the People’s
heart who draws his inspiration from the people’s instinct.— Kossuth.
J

Haste

usually

turns

upon

a matter

of ten

minutes too late, and may he avoided by a habit like that of Lord Nelson; to which he ascribes his success in life, that of being ten min-

utes too early.—Bovee.

Oh, how many deeds of deathless virtue and
immortal crime the world had wanted had the
, actor said, * I will do this to-morrow ! "—Lord
John Raissell,
Blessed be he who gives to the poor, albeit
only a penny; doubly blessed be he who adds
kind words to his gift. Say not, because thou
canst not do everything, * I will do nothing.”
—Jewish Saying.
Of course any earnest man would rejoice to
have all men share the faith and hope ‘which
sustain and comfort himself; but this feelin
should be always tempered by * charity which

suftereth long and is kKind.”—J. (+. Whittier,
The charming

landscape

which

I saw

this

morning is indubitably made up of some twenty or thirty
Locke that,
yond.
But
There is a
man has but

farms.
Miller owns this field,
and Manning the woodland
benone of them owns the landscape.
property in the horizon which no
he whose eye can integrate all the

parts, that is,the poet.

This is the best part of

these men’s farms, yet to this their
deeds give no title.— Emerson.

warranty-

THE FATHERS OF ENGLISH LITERA- |
TURE.
Thomas

Gray.

“'BY¥RED MYRON

COLBY.

Xv.

The finest of all the English lyric poets
and the most’ finished in artistic execution was Thomas Gray. ‘He livéd in the
same generation which was distinguished by Thomson, Johnsonand Goldsmith,
oie big born
in 1716 and dying-in-1771-|
His genius in poetry rivaled that of any
of his contemporaries, and indeed there
have been few that surpassed him in any
age. After Shakespeareand Milton, Spenser and Chaucer,no one better deserves the

fifth place among the English poets than
the author of the ‘* Elegy in a country
church-yard.”
:
He was the son of Philip Gray, a scrivener, and was the only one of twelve
children who lived to grow up.
The
home of the future poet was not a happy
one.

His father was am indolent,

selfish,

unprincipled man, who sqmandered the
patrimony which had descended to him,
and whose harshness and ill-temper drove
his wife from his door.
Mrs. Gray was a superior woman, pos-

sessing energy

and

hopefulness which

Gray's pen,long silent, produced at last

in 1747 a humorous ode by which he celebrated the death of Lord Walpole's
favorite cat, the two formerly estranged
friends having been reconciled a few
months before.
Two “years later his
‘ Elegy Written in a country Churchyard,” and which he had begun a long
time before, was given to the world.
This poem was the first to bring him into
notoriety.
It was. popular enough to
run through eleven editions at first, and
it has never lost its popularity.
Almost
every line has imprinted

itself upon

the

popular memory, and the learned and
the unlearned quote them with equal
familiarity. No other English poem has
been translated into so many different

languages.

the author appeared previousto 1757,

‘and at that time hig reputation reached
its greatest hight.
Upon the death,of
Colley Cibber the laureateship was offered him which he declined, giving as the
reasons that ¢* the office always humbled
the possessor; if he were a poor writer,
by making him more conspicuous ; and,
if he were a good one, by setting him at
war with the little fry of his own profession, who were jealous enough to envy a
poet-laureate.”
Some years before Gray had applied
for the professorship of history at Cambridge and was refysed, but in 1768 he
received the appointment.
This position added four hundred pounds to his
His

miserable

lack

of

energy, however, prevented him from
giving lectures, although he often resolv-

did not permit her to despair when driven
ed to do so. He still remained the scholar,
from her husband's home.
She very
and all his friends bear testimony to this
quietly opened a millinery store and by
great attainments.
He was
familiar
a ‘successful business career earned sufli‘with all history, was learned in art, and
cient to support herself and children.
had a thorough knowledge of philosophy.
The tenderest love always existed beBotany,
architecture,
music, heraldy,
tween Thomas and his mother, and metaphysics and politics were his daily
though he inherited little of her enter- studies.
But he studied without any disprise or activity he owed a great deal tinct purpose and his vast learning died
that he was, to her courage and devo- with him.
tion.
}
In his last years Gray traveled quite
He had an uncle who was an asssistextensively,
He visited Scotland, and
ant teacher at Eton, and at the age of

fifteen he went there to school.
Walpole, son of the

great

Horace

minister, and

Richurd West, son of the lord chancellor,
were among his classmates,
and with

still interested in antiquarian

lore,

pick-

«dup all the information he possibly
could secure regarding the old castles
and abbeys of that country. In the autumn
of 1770 he took a tour into Wales, and
wrote in correspondence a delightful nar-

duty of courtesy, * for

ft is a

zation, which combines

Tt is the

tained a bachelorship there, and

-eral years lived most

quietly,

for

sev

spending

their most

ardent worshipers among the hardy sons
of toil.
And though of making books

Reg-

You expect the clerk in the shop to treat

the breeze could blow right through him.
—DBoston Advertiser.

It was about this time of year when the

See to it that
in your -treat-

from

tian Weekly.

them. —

Illustrated

er more or less skilled, and

more or

les

industrious ; ‘that money loaned is entitled to no interest; and that a capitalist:
is necessarily an extortioner and an oppressor, while labor-saving machinery is
a curse to the world, we can see that it is
not safe to have many such reasoners at
the polls or inthe streets. They may be
very sincere and may consider themselves
much wronged by the upper classes in
society ; but it is commonly the case that
madmen are sincere, and that they think
themselves wronged by somebody.
And
then, unfortunately, madmen are apt to
resort to violent measures of supposed redress or defense; and, in so doing, to inflict injury on their nearest relatives and
best friends. Such a tendency has heen
peculiarly marked in the case of the com-

0

hour;

in America

it travels

heurs eight milesan hour,

harness.

and ‘then

the
out

to pasture.

There is superficial

NOTICE,

for the

For

should

the

be

excess

over

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is‘ but just that cass should accompany the copy |
at

the

rate

words,

of

FOUR

VERSES

CENTS

PER

LINE

of eight

are inadmissible.

‘MARTHA A. COLBY died in Salisbury, Mass.,
29, aged 51 years, 6 months, 12 days.
“None knew her but to love her,

by

the

None named her but to praise,”

Mrs. SoPHIA B. HEWES, widow of the late
Oliver W. Hewes, of Lyme, N. H., died in
Canaan, N. H., January 11, 1878, aged 68 years
and 7T months.
She was wvonverted in early
life and joined the M. E. church, of which she
remained a worthy member until death.
May
the grace that sustained her through a 'protracted illness, and illumined her path through
the shadows of death, support the bereaved
friends in their irreparable loss. She leaves a
son and daughter and four brothers to mourn
their Joss,
CoM.
JOSEPH BURNHAM died at Washington, D.
C., May 26. 1878, aged 55 years.
He enlisted in
Hanover, N. H., his native town, in the 6th
Regt. N. H. volunteers, and served his country
during the war, and continued in the employment of the war department some eight years.
He received a pension on account of losing the
use of one knee and ankle joint in the war.
He professed religion when about twenty years
of age, and joined the M. E. church, and continued to enjoy the consolations of the gospel,
which were his support in his severe illness and
death. He passed away. expressing a willingness to go when his Saviour called. He leaves
four brothers to mourn their Itreparanle, loss,
‘OM.

M

$500 Reward is hereby offered by the proprictor of these Pellets, to any chemist who,

Agents wanted.
Y.

upon analysis, will find in them any calomel or
other forms of méreury, mineral poison, or injurious drug.

mouth,
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attacks, Pain

Kidneys,
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take Dr. Pierce's
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10c., post-paid.
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Bristol, Ct.
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The socialists are capable of doing a deal
of mischief, but they can hardly be cred-
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205 day at home. Samples worth
#5 free. Address STINSON & Co.
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ortland,

" RV. PIERZE, M.D, Prop'r,
BCFFAIO. N.Y.
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Liberal Offers!
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Now is the fie to work for an
increased circulation of the Morning
Star.
Please read the following offers:
To

one
INVALIDS’

HOTEL.

The very
large number of invalid people who daily
visit Butalo,
every quarter of the Batted States
and Canada, that they may consult Dr. R.V. PIERCE,
and the widely celebrate
Faculty of Specialists in
Medicine and Surgery associated with him, rendered
it necessary that the founder of this institution should
provide a place on a grand and commodious scale
for their entertainment and comfort.
!
ADVANTAGES OFFERED.—The Invalids’ Hotel
is more

complete in its appointments

than

any simi«

lar institution in the world. The building is located
in one of the most healthful and desirable portions of
a fine view of Lake

Erie, Niagara River, and the surrounding country,
being situated in the midst of an extensive system
of beautiful parks. The Hotel is furnished with a
patent safety passenger elevator, to convey patients
10 and from. the different floors; is. provided with all
kinds of approved baths, and has also connected with
it a well-appointed gymnasium and bowling alley to
afford proper means of exercise.

CHRONIC DISEASES of all forms, whether requir-

ing medical, surgical,
or mechanical, treatment, come
Within the province of our several specialties.
DISEASES OF WOMEN.—Especially are the facili
ties of this infirmary of a superior

under,

.|

2040

every old

subscriber, who will

for his own

Star one year

in advance ($2.50), and at the same
time send pay for a new subscriber

It has too long been a popular thing for
California politicians to denounce the
Chinése . and cheap labor, but when a
reckless and desperate agitator, taking
their mischievous outcry for a starting
point, arrayed the uneasy and discontent-

the anti-Chinese,anti-American,anti-dem-

Geo. I. REED & Co., Naceart

Best Mixed Cards, with name, in case, 13c.,
or 25 no 2 alike 10c. Outfit 10c. Dowd & Co.,

will pay

-

what was in store for capitalists when his

BR

;

5)

i

Pruggists

CLINTON

117

Fashionatle Cards, no2 alike, with name

Purgative, is indicated, these little Pellets
© will five the most perfect satisfaction to all who

all

vo

inted in Crim., Clintonville,
1y24

NY.

pills which are put_up in cheap wooden or
pasteboard boxes.
Recollect that for all diseases where a Laxative,
Alterative, or
them.

1y38

Daas worker can make $12 0 day at home,
0
Costly Outfit free. Address TRUE & Co.,
ugusta, Maine.
1y5

is not the case with those

They are sold by
25 cents a bottle.

forms of

fer the Fire-

onn,

by preserved unimpaired for any length of time,
in any climate, so that they are always fresh

use

all

side Visitor.
Terms and
Outfit Free.
Address P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Me,

son or Jet, 13¢c.

Pellets

press. Age does not impair the properties of
these Pellets.
They are sugar-coated
and inclosed in glass bottles, their virtues being there
This

and

50 BEST CARDS, no 2 alike,

over so great a variety of diseases, I wish to say
that their action
upon
the
animal
economy is universal, not a
gland or
tissue
Jucaping
their sanative
ime

and reliable.

Rheumatism,

A Day to Agents canvassing

Fever,

In explanation
of

of my

HIN

Erysipelas,

in ree

Internal

Egypt, 4 new games on 40
illustrated cards, 50 cts.
E. A. TREAT, 805 Broadway,

no

scrofula, and all diseases of the Skin.

loatod feeling about Stomach,Rush
Blood
to Head, High-colored

Urine,

‘“ They stand without a ri-

val in the home circle,”—
Philip Phillips, Singer. Al80 a new Bible history pastime : “The Ten Plagues of

Many of our best citizens inform us that Dr. H.
A. LAMB, No. 337 Congress St., Portland,
Me, never fails in the cure ol the severest forms

or occupation. ForJaundice, Headache,
Constipation, Impure: Blood, Pain
in the Shoulders, Tightness of tite

the City of Buffalo, and commands

party should gain power.
Soorer than
was expected that fearful hour has come.
At the election last week for candidates
to a Convention called to remodel the
State Constitution, the Kearneyite Com.
munists elected their ticketin San Fyancisco,and itis feared will control the Convention. And this is the legitimate outcome of

ES

- ERYSIPELAS.

Being entirely vegetable, no particular
care is required while using them.” They
operate without disturbance to the constitution,
iet,

Chest,
Dizziness,
Sour
from the Stomach, Bad

Of American History on
0% cards. This 26th thouSand reduced 75 to 50 cts.

modified,

one by the others, as to produce .a most
searching
and
thorough,
vet
gently
and kindly operating, cathartic.

of it.

the rallying-cryof ¢ the rights of labor”
against all the rights of property and society, they found that they had raised a
demon they were. now powerless to repress.
For months Kearney, an Irish
demagogue, has defied the laws by his
seditious harangues at the Sunday gatherings at the Sand Lots, ostentatiously
carrying with him a halter as a token of

=

| two years. in advance ($5.00), or

OF LABOR.

ed classes that abound in that state

60 New Parlor Games.
CENTENMIAL

pay all arrearages for his Star,. and

comparison.—Christian

THE RIGHTS

T

effect: but such is not at all the case, the different
active medicinal principles of which they are

the

Com.

nor South Hadley,

Park
an
>

represents, in a most concentrated form, as much

and

for

Demonstrated
Superiority,
STYLES at reduced prices, from $5¢ upCash Prices; FIVE OCTAVE, DOUBLE
8100; NINE STOPS, $108; in ELEGANT UFPCASE, NEW STYLE, $126; in JET AND GOLD

cathartic power as is embodied in any of the
large pills found for sale in drug-shops. From
their wonderful cathartic power, in comparison to their size, people who have not tried them are
aps to suppose that they are harsh or drastic in

ant

Wellesley College. Female educain Germany is to-day what it was in
country fifty years ago.
-And we
pot sure that we do this country in-

Justice
Union.

by those of the most sensitive stomachs and fastidious tastes. Each little Purgative Pellet

being so harmonized

%

ed until rent pa
.
Organ of best quali
may be obtained by payment of $7.20 per J
for ten quarters.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and
PRICE LI8T, free.
MASON
& HAMLIN
ORGAN
co.,
154 Tremant St., 25 Union Sq., 250 Wabash Ave.,
BOSTON.
NEW YORK.
CHICAGO,

a minute Granule, scarcely larger than a
mustard seed, that can be readily swallowed

Forebodings,

But there are no more ‘thorough schools
in the world than those which America
affords for boys. As to the gikls, there
are no real schools for girlsin (Germany ;
nor
tion
this
are

NEW
wards,
Reed,
RIGHT

use of any longer

instruc-

a superabundance

no Vassar, nor Smith,

No

taking the large, repulsive, and nauseous pills,

composed

WALTER SCOTT, son of Albion and Meribah
Chute, died in Ossipee, April 27, aged 15
months and 18 days.
These bereaved parents
have lost a child on earth, but have gained
one in heaven. To his doting but now sorrowing parents, he was the bud of promise, the
star of hope, and center of love, while many
outside the family circle mourn the loss of dar‘ling Walter.
Although so lovely in life, he
was none the less beautiful in death, and as he
lay in his snow-white casket, nestled among
the flowers, one could almost catch the gentle
tones of the Master, saying, “Of such is the
kingdom of heaven.”
2
Com.
June

Science.

other medicinal properties from the most valuable roots and herbs, and concentrate them into

Obituaries

public,

CATHARTIC, or Multum in Parvo
Physic.
The novelty of modern Medical, Chemical, and

Pharmaceutical

THEIR

HONORS

CABINET ORGANS

THE ‘‘ LITTLE GIANT

for. six

is taken off and it is turned

tion in America,

PARTICULAR
BRIEF and

Chris-

COMMUNISTIC MADNESS.
When men insist that irredeemable paper money is as good as specie, and
should be printed without restriction ;
that a day is equally a day, as to time of
labor, and should be paid for at the same
rate, whether it consists of ten hours or
eight; that all workmen are to be paid
equal wages, in a particulartrade, whet

Granules,

composed of cheap, crude, and bulk
ingredients, when we can, by a careful application of
chemical science, extract all the cathartic and

®brtuaries.

AWARDED

MASON & HAMLIN

Or Sugar-Coated, Concentrated, Root
and
Herbal
Juice, Anti-Bilious

little boy expressed the wish that he was

ment of him. It may or may not be that the
railway brakeman will give you a civil
answer. 'But you at least should be civil
to him. Like begets like. In many cases, if not in most, your courtesy in dealing
with others will bring corresponding conduct

HAVE

HIGHEST

despotic.—

built like a hen-coop, out of laths, so that

you with due deference.
you are not over-bearing

Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;
Santiago, 1875; Philadelphia, 1876 ;

many churches,

may become intolerant and
Baptist Weekly.

duty of the waiter in the restaurant to be

Unrivaled,~FRANZ Liszr.

WORLD'S CARIBITIONS
of RACENT YEARS

of recon-

courteous to you; his civility will make
your meal far pleasanter. But it is: also
Jour duty to be courteous to him.
You
ave no right to treat him grufily, and

both of them he formed. an intimacy.
ocratic teachings in which San Francisco
has been indoctrinated by, its ambitious
After he left Eton he carried on a cor| rative of his travels.
but pestilent demagogues.
Surely it is
respondence with his young friends, and
At this date his health began to rap- high time for order-loving citizens, East
these letters are considered very fine
idly decline.
He suffered from severe as well as West, to combine their efforts
models in their way.
attacks of gout, and kept a daily journal to crush this growing heresy which openly avows its intention to resort to confisGray finished his education at Peterof his health, wherein he recorded the cation and incendiarism, and threatens to
House College, Cambridge, being - mainminutest changes in the symptoms of his repeat in our cities the horrors of the
tained there as well as at Eton by the indisease. It is a sad picture to see a man
dustry of his noble mother.
He left college of Gray's ability and erudition having no
without taking a-dégree, and-at the soA late English visitor mentions the
licitation of Walpole he accompanied his nobler work to perform than such a
childish
exercise.
One must have a Rev. Phillips Brooks as not only the best
friend to the continent.
preacher he heard in this country, but the
It wasin the spring of 1739 when the serious lack of noble occupation who can best preacher he ever heard, which certainwaste
time
so
uselessly.
two young men set out on their travels.
ly seems to be and doubtless is strong
We come at last to the brief statement praise, as there is a rather decided preThey visited Paris, Florence, Rome, and
Naples, eighteen months elapsing before in necrology, which must be true at some SUIPion that the wrigr has heard a
good many preachers.
Mr Brooks is
they arrived at the latter place.
Hercu- time of us all, ‘ And he died.” At his undoubtedly one of the most popular
own
request
he
was
buried
at
Stoke
laneum, whose buried splendors had
preachers in Boston, and his popularity
been excavated two .years before, held Poges in the same tomb with his mother. 18 evidence that in order to please the
He
left
by
his
will
the
sum
of
ten
pounds
rare attractions for Gray.
most enlightened audiences a preacher
The young
to be given to the poor of his neighbor- need not resort to any of those ‘artifices of
student was passionately interested in hood on the day of his
manner or eccentricities of doctrine which
funeral.
painting, + sculpture, architecture and
The Fathers of English literature have some living apostles deem necessary.—
Pittsburgh Commercial Gazette.
music, was a devoted antiquarian, and
now passed in review before us.
Four
studied the state of the countries through
- which he passed wi th the eye of a phi- centuries are represented by the list.
A correspondent asks: ‘“ What is the
Almost five hundred years have elapsed best method of feeding cattle in winter?”
Josopher.
:
don’t exactly know.
One man might
Walpole had little fancy for ruifs, and since Chaucer's lay broke the stillness, .We:
refer
fo
take
the
ok
in
hislap
and feed
and more than a hundred since the last
"at Herculaneum the hitherto inseparabl
iim with a spoon, Others would bring
e cadence of Gray's music passed away.
friends had a quarrel and separated.
him into the dining-room, and let him sit
‘What a change has transpired between! at the table with old folks. Tastes differ
The gay young earl, rich, dissipated,
and
matters of this kind.—New London
fashionable, preferred balls and plays to How steady the growth of literature has inTelegram.
been,
and
what
debt
a
do
we
owe
to
those
antiquities, and though he declared the:
‘fault to be en his side, he plainly asserted intellectual lights which swépt the darkIf happily stupidity shall be ruled out
his displeasure of Gray's society. Proud ness gradually away! The Bible and of the next world, it will be among the |
Shakespea
and
Bunyan
and
Milton's
re,
and reserved, the poet left his former
minor wonders of eternity how people
Ariend to his. own devices and finished ¢¢ Paradise Lost” are now found in the could have given so much time here to
The poorest child has the readingof what was furnished them
_the tour of Italy alone, returning to En- humblest home.
cried with joy over the adventures of as news, when they might have been dogland in the fall of 1741.
good, or fishing, or sleeping!—
Robinson Crusoe.
“ The Deserted Vil- ing
Golden Rule.
Gray settled at Cambridge, having ob-

lage” and Gray's elegy find

way

order. — Christian

Recent tendencies among English Congregationalists have led true men -to believe that there is danger that an organi-

COURTESY IN BUSINESS.
duty, is not all on one side.

Matchless

therefore are not

)

Gray's life, like that of many other
learned scholars, was barren of great
events.
Although of refined manners
and very fastidious in his dress, he preferred the society of his books to any
other. He lived on, year after year, in
his quiet chaniber at Peter House reading
everything that he could find, but with
apparently no other aim than to gain
knowledge.
His quiet, monkish life was seriously munistic madmen in this and other lands.
disturbed by the pranks of several of the — Advance.
students who had rooms near him.
He
had a singular timidity in regard to fire,
SCHOOLS—AT HOME AND ABROAD.
and the young men being aware of his
He who submits his boy to the moral
weakness startled him one night with the malaria of a German school hazards
much
alarm of a conflagration. The poet always to gain nothing. For the schools are not
Tfue,
kept
a rope ladder in his room, and he -more thorough than in America.
now hastily scrambled out upon it only to the scholars study more and play less.
jump into a hogshead of water which had Exhilarating out-door sports—ball, boating, forest excursions,—are almost unbeen placed at the bottom for his partic- known. The school has no rough-andular benefit. He complained of the in- tumble life. It has instead the pipe and
But the examinations
sult to the faculty but they could do noth- the beer-glass.
are not more severe; the recitations not
ing about it, and he soon after removed
more exacting. The mind is rarely, if
to Pembroke Hall.
?
ever, spurred to do its utmost. In GerThe remaining poems of which Gray is many it jogs along all dayat four miles

annual income.

likely to do much in the

Pp.
© 0-6
* +o

But this

end, and

structing social
’
ister,

being once .order him about as if he had no feelings.

upon a visit to Lady Ailesbury the poet
Never repine at the good fortune of others; hever spoke but once during the evening
for many are they who wish to be raised to
your situation.— Persian Poet.
: and that was to say: ‘ Yes, my lady, I
believe so.”

—Bulwer-Lytton.

for a common

the Fathers of English Literature.

His friend West died about this time,

and Gray, alwuys serious and thoughtful,

ited with the faculty of working together

there is no end, still these old masterpieces. remain models of composition.
The list may increase, but none will ever
surpass the magnificent productions of

poems of beauty and poetic power.
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LIVER

& BLOOD

THROAT, LUNGS, LIVER & BLOOD.
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In the wonderful medicine to which the afflicted are above

directed

for relief, the discoverer

believes he has combined in harmony more of
Nature's

God

Jovereisn

has instilled

curative

properties, which

into the vegetable

kingdom

for healing the sick, than were ever before combined in one medicine. The evidence of this fact
8 found in the great variety of most obstinate
diseases which it has been found to conquer.
In

the cure of Bronchitis, Severe Coughs,
and the early stages of Consumption, it has
astonished the medical faculty, and eminent
Divsicians

ronounce

it the

greatest

medical

iscovery of the age. While it cures the severest Coughs, it strengthens
the system and purie
fies the blood.
By its great and thorough
blood-purifying properties, it cures all Hue
mors, from the worst Serofula to a common

Blotch,

Pimple, or Eruption.

disease, Rineral

Poisons, and

Mercurial

their effects, are

eradicated, and vigorous health and a sound
constitution established. Erysipelas, Salts
rheum, Fever Sores, Scaly or Rough
Slain, in short, all the numerous diseases caused
by bad blood, are conquered by this powerful,
purifying, and invigorating medicine,
If you feel dull, drow debilitated, have sallow color of skin, or yellowish brown spots on
face or body, frequent headache or dizziness,
bad taste in ‘mouth, internal

heat or chills alter

irregular

appetite,

and

ments,

and light calisthenic exercises, to enliven

ving

vali

GEURGE URNTIURG,

tongue

J. & R. LAMB. 59 Carmine &t,,N,
stock at reasonable prices.

Silk 8, 8. Banners in colors and
gold $5. Collection dishes in carved
walnut, ete., from $1.50 to $6 each.

ity

Prepared by R. V. SIEROE.
D., Sole
rcotient at the WORLD'S
DISPENSARY,
Buflalo, N, Y,
.

;

4 Illustrated catalogues of Furniture,
10 cts. post-paid. Illustrated Catalogues of Banners and Decoration, 10 cts. post-paid.
1y42

Michigan Central Railroad.
The Great Central Route.
Depot, foot of Lake-st., and feot of Twenty.second
st. Ticket Office, 67 Clark-st.,,
Hotel, and at Palmer House.

Chicago Trains.

Grand

Leave.

Pacific

| Arrive.

Mail(via Main and Air Line) [* 7.00 a. m.|* 6.55 p-m.
Da

XPIeB8,ssscasinsssvenss|*¥9.00a.

m.|* 7.40 p.m.

K Bane Accommodation. |* 4.00 p. m.|*10.30
a. m.
Atlantic Express (daily)....[§ 5.15p.m.|§ 8.00a.
Night EXpress...veeseeeeas 19.00 p.m. [*16.458. nf?
* Sunday excepted. Jfturany and Sunday excepted
+ Monday
w
§Daily.
H.C. WENTWGRTH,
H.B.LEDYARD.
|
v7
G.P.& 1. A.. Chicago.
Gen Man’g’r, Detroit.

ANTI-FAT
.

Lake Shore and Mich. Southern R. R.

My, 3

New Depot, Van Buren Street, head of La Salles
Chicago Trains.
Depart. | Arrive.

rections, it will feduce a fat person trom two to five
is not only a disease itself, but the

two
harbinger of others.” So wrote Hippocrateiss none
ago, and what was true then
thousand years
geipt of $1.50.

sent,

by

express,

Quarter-dozen $4.00.

BOTANIC

MEDICINE
+.

Proprietors,

«.ccee. ohne sue 1020p m1 *5:40 a m

Depot foot of Lake Street, and toot of Tweity-second
Street, Ticket Office 121 R andelph St.. near Clark,

ANTI-FAT

sts, or

8:00 a m

5:15 p

IHlinois Central Railroad,

is purely vegetable and perfectly harmless, It acts
upon the food in the stomach, preventing its being
converted into fat,© Taken in aecovdance with di-

the less so to=
Sold by dru,

Atlantic N. Y. Expwss (daily)|

Night EXpress

CORPULENCE.
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New

Orleans
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Springfield and Peoria Express, |* 8.40 a.m. |* 4,30 p, m

Springfield Night Express, = -/§8.30p. m.|§7.15 a.m
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Dubuque & Sioux City
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*Dalily.Sunday§Except,

in advance

($2.50),

we

will send a copy of the Life of Rev.
George T. Day, or a copy of the
book entitled ¢“ Open Communion or
Close Communion.”
The postage on each book thus obtained will be ten cents extra.

The same
given for

premium. will also

be

every new subscriber paid

for one year in advance ($2.50) by
any person who has already paid for
his own

Star

one

year

in advance;

and also to every new subscriber
who will send his own name and
pay for\one year in advance ($2.50).
Postag
gents extra.
The Establishment has also offered,

on aslip sent in the Star (and we
here repeat the offer), that any subscriber who has paid or will pay all
arrearages shall have his own paper
and one for a new subscriber one
year, for $4.00 in advance.
Clubs

of six or more,

one-third

being new subscribers, can have the
Star at $2.00 each, strictly in ad
vance.
.
The offer of ¢ Day’s Memoir,” or
of “Open Communion or Close
Communion,”

eral indeed.
A more
above

Y,

Pulpits,Communion Tables, Chairs:
etc., for chyrch use—constantly in

healthy, J

‘SOLD BY DRUGGISTS AT $1 PER BOTTLE."

esti

an

in the city

pL
vor
directly to the Hote!
T¢ 15 easily
accessible by carriage, ol
bus, or street cars. MIiL=
LER’S Omnibus Agents,
on all incoming trains, can
be relied upon to deliver passengers and baggage
with ITIL and dispatch.
:
y #57 Address R.V, PIERCE, M. DW ord s Dispen=
sary and Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.

all such cases, Dr, Pierce's Golden Medical Dise
covery has no equal, as it effects
perfect cures,

.

and

equalize the circulation of the blood in the system
relieve congested
parts, improve digestion, an
strengthen the muscles,
produce important beneficial
results in all cases to which these means are applica=ble. No experimenting is resorted to in the treat
ment.
The most approved medicines are carefully
employed, and the Fidicious regulation of the diet,
to suit the condition of the patient, the thorough ven=
tilation of the sleeping apartment, the cheering influence of music, social
intercourse, innocent games \
for amusement, and all those agencies which tend to
arouse the mind of the patient from despondency,
and thus promote recovery, are not neglected.
NERVOUS DISEASES.—Paralysis, Epilepsy (Fits),
Chorea (St. Vitugs Dance), and other nervous affec~
tions, receive the attention of an expert in thig Shes
clalty, by which the greatest skill is attained and
the
most happy results secured.
¥
LUNG DISEASES.—This division of the practice in
the Invalids’ Hotel is very ably managed by a gene
tleman of mature judgment and skill.
Bronc! jal,
Throat, and Lung
Diseases are very largely treate
in this department, and with results which have been
highly gratifying to both physician and patients,
EYE AND EAR.—Special attention is given to the
delicate operations on the eye and ear, a distine
ed oculist and aurist being under engagement
conduct this branch of iid practice.
—-

coated, you are su ering from Torpid Liver,
or“ Riliousness.””
In many cases o
Liver Complaint? only part of these
symptoms are experienced. As a remedy for
leaving the liver strengthened and

as regards

the remedial means and appliances for the cure of
all those chronic diseases
pecullar to females. The
employment, in moderation, of tonic, chemical,
electro-thermal, and other Aphroved baths, is in
many cases an invaluable auxiliary to the remedial
means to which we resort in such cases. Dryiction
to the surface, general shampooing, Swedish
move-

nated with hot flushes, low spirits, and gloomy

forebodings,

order

year

and the

liberal

can

not

Star,

offer

is lib-

:
the

than

be asked for, unless

the one asking it should wish the
Establishment to become bankrupt. - .
Those who have said, ¢¢ put the Star
at $2.00 a year and we will double
our list of subscribers,” now have an.
‘opportunity to see what can be done
We will furnish the Star, to those

who have paid all arrearages, and
will order these other publications,
at the following rates :
~
STAR

and

¢ Wide Awake?

popular

(the

new juvenile maga-
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¢

and ‘‘Harper’s Magazine,”

¢

and ¢‘‘Arthur’s Home Maga=
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¢
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‘
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¢“
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¢ National
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School Teacher? ....c.evueae
two years and “Memoir of

‘National Temperance

Advocate?

Rev.

4.6

Greek and

¢

¢

4.75

Sesasssecnrssasessssians

ngilsh Concordance,....
and “Fruit Recorder and
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and “Smith’s Bible Diction«
Paul”
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or
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Geo.

»

3.20

ieeiicacrinecadae

T.

Day,” (old

- SUDSCTIDOIS))seensassssansanaans

ome
year and ‘Memoir of
Rev.
Geo. T. Day,” (new
subscribers,)

tesssesnesnnsinses

2.60

giving

a few facts as examples of one of the effects of
our patriotic manner of celebrating the Fourth
of July.

A fire-cracker started a fire

TWO PICTURES.

Is the Caucasian

A bright-eyed boy, who looks from
familiar

in its language: * ‘Sherman’s vindication rests

York city which caused a loss of over $30,

thus far on the unsupported statement of a
confessed forger,’ says the Washington
Post.
But what does the accusation rest on, dear
boy #”

000,——A boy 15 years old shot himself in the
leg, while playing with a pistol, in Boston.
~—A boy in Fall River, Mass., was seriously
burned in different parts of the body
by the
by the bursting of a tar barrel, six boys were
badly burned about the eyes, some being seriously injured.——In Glendale, R, 1., Charles
der in a small cannon.
In
Woonsocket, Jerome B. Clark was terribly “injured by the
explosion of a small cannou he was firing.——
‘While firing a sunrise salute in Middlebury,
Vt., Michael Donnelly who was loading, had

The Am. Cultivator has evidently come to
a scientific conclusion as it coolly states: “The
determination to go West isa species of insanity, with which the people of the Eastern
States are periodically afilicted.”

Hall lost

place

his right eye by the explosion ef pow-

part of both hands blown off, his right arm
badly hurt, eyes probably destroyed and body

filled with powder.
probably survive.

Yet it is thoughthe will
Charles Gray of Glouces-

eye-sight by the
pistol, ete., ete.

premature

ter, Mass,, 21 years old, will probably lose his

3 Explosion

Our readers

of

discharge

of a

a Boy.

may judge

this

to be a rather

Webb Haves the President’s son, is going to
marry an Ohio lady, and still the President
prates of civil-service reform.—Boston
Advertiser.

of loose powder, and in some queer
ignited it while lighting his Fumar.

way

he

There came a burst ot thunder sound.
The boy ! Ob, where washe ?

Singularly the boy was all right save a few
slight injuries upon his hands and face. It
was the store that suffered.
Several panes of
.' glass were broken,
a kerosene
lamp was
wrecked, and the® proprietor and his entire
. stockin trade were thrown into the direst
confusion.
The volcanic Patrick was taken to
his home, which is on 42 Third street.”
.

Two

Dangers.

Two things have had a conspicuous place in
the history of the last year which suggest peril
of the gravest description to our institutions.
One is that labor-question, branching out into
the tramp problem on the one hand, and the
communistic delusion on the other; which, by

its relation to the Pittsburg strike and riots has
shown how fertile of evil it may be, and how
suddenly it may flash up from a few meager

and unminded embers to a bright,

hot blaze,

whose red and scorching glare may terrify the
land, and even thé world.
The other is the
condition of Congress—with all the good men
in it in both Houses—still manifestly a dangerous body, seeking (with aid of processes which
will not bear the honest light of revealing
day) partisan ends, and so conducting itself as
to cause
the nation to breathe freer when
ithad adjourned. —Congregationalist.
’

Te
ra

SR

President

Hayes

Interviewed.

From this dull spot the world to see,
How happy, happy, happy,

°*

II
Amid the city’s constant din,
A man who round the world has been,
Who, mid the tumult and the throng,
Is thinking, thinking all day long:
¢ Oh! could I only tread once more
The. field path to the farmhouse door,
The old, green meadow could I sees
How happy , happy, happy,
How happy I should be.”

HANGING
Swinging

. Dr. James C. Ayer, the millionaire pill man
and the originator of Ayer's Almanac, died in
Winchendon, Mass.,on Wednesday.

of it; and
trees,

amuse-

ducting its operations under cover.
Tornado

in Pennsylvania.

“It is Pennsylvania this time that suffers from
the terror-striking effect of a fierce wind ac.

companying

a thunder

storm.

A

Sabbath-

school was holding an enjoyable picnic in a
sugar camp, a small grove eighteen miles up:
the Alleghany from Pittsburg, on the Fourth.
About 3, P. M., a very black.cloud was observed in the west approaching rapidly.
Its progress was heralded by a furious wind. Sogn the

lightning struck the Vista Oil Works,

directly

opposite the river from where the grove was
situated; and in a moment eight large tanks
and four stills were sent up a mass of flames.
The tire was not controlled for three hours,
and destroyed 80,000 barrels of oil, worth $75,
000, and buildings and machinery worth $15,
000. In less than five minutes the hurricane
struck the grove where the picnic. was gath-

is built

entirely

of an

inch in

The London * Daily
copies per hour.

prints

104,000

News”

ered.

Great trees four feet in diameter snap-

ped suddenly in twain, and tough sapplings
were twisted until their broken trunks resembled bundles of withes.
The wagons with the
exception of one large one were driven to oth- er quarters.
The; one left contained nearly
twenty young ladies and children inside and

as many

more

under

it.

Itstood

large maple, which snapped

intwo

beside a
the

mo-

ment the wind came up and falling across the
wagon cut it in two. In a moment the whole
storm was over, and abow® the shattered wagon at least twenty lay dead, dying or insensible. One of the saddest features was to see the
pastor of the church laughing in an idiotic
way, with not a sign of.injury upon him. The
Aright had erazed him completely. © His son
was among the killed,but he knew nothing of
thaf.——Few houses in Pltishure were struck
by lightning, but no liveslost.
The chief damage was in the rural district where houses and
bridges
were washed away and the crops

-greatly damaged.

At

Sandy

Creek

village,

twelve miles above Pittsburg, the water rose
to adepth of four feet and carried everything
before it. The house of Abuer Conner, con-

taining himself, wife and child, Ira Long and
2 man named Boyd, and a stranger who had
stopped during the storm,
and all were
drowned.
.

was carried

away

New Haven has built 35 miles
cost of $700,000.

faced

rohberies,

both

occurring

bare-

last week.

Tuesday afternoon two men entered a broker’s

office in Philadelphia, and while one drew the
attention ofthe clerk to the quotations of

stocks, the other seized a package containing
twelve

$1000 bonds, numbered from 093,396

to

093,407, inclusive, of United States 4 1-2 per
cents, new issue, and made off, The robbery
was not discovered until both had escaped, ——
The other case occurred on Thursday in Toronto,

Ont.

THree men entered the Receiver-

General's office Toronto street, and en aged

© ths teller-in conversation while a confederate
sl

into the

vault and stole

$12,600—§10,-

)in $2. bills, $2400 in $1 bills and $200 i
afte clue was obtained by which the
thieves might be traced.

Irish and German Immigration.
‘While we are saying a good deal about the
great number .of the Irish people who
d

niillions of

have

this conntry, are we aware that
ermany
is 100,000 ahead? Both
my

¥

By5 trom euch ‘the

| but.

have each sent over two
as: bas been stated

Bead 4 / have Jeird condangers

e coun-

ohariingof

Irish, while
& large extent
trious. But have
Sct iy auch hd
to

10 |
certain 8

El

rinciples

ph one por Ag may be
eer-drinking and Sabs? ‘The Irish are ignosted, but which threa-

N

by

commands a spot
one—should have

a clump

of shade

veranda,

and

of sewers at a
!

or as much higher as you choose to go.
It should be hung where there is a good afternoon shade and if intended in part for
children’s use, so low that

The Free thinkers are tohold a Convention
at Watkins, N. Y., Aug. 22—25.
Stanley is going to Africa again,—this time
under the auspices of the King of Belgium.

a shady veranda,

the older pedple who
a soft

turf, and for the noise which

When

of

accom-

children

only are to use the

ham-

grown persons, it should then, as an illustrated article in the Agriculturist some
time since showed, be so
suspended that

‘Wm. H. Vanderbilt is now the president of
railroads, with an aggregate capital of $287,
000,000.

the head will always be considerably higher than the feet, and

much

of the

comfort

of one who uses it, depends upon the proper observance

of

this fact.

of

a

If you

have

The

hook

no more suitable place, suspend it from
the

columns

veranda.

which supports the head and end,should be
six and one-fourth feet from the floor, that
and for the foot three and three-fourth feet,
and these proportions should be observ-

of

foolscap have been used.

ed

wherever it may be hung,

.most desirable

curve

to secure the

for the-ease of the

occupant.

Another point to be observed; the head

University of Virginia for 52 years,

end should be fastened to the hook by a
rope less than a foot long—just enough to
properly attach it, while at the foot
is a rope four and’ one-half feet long.
This gives the greatest freedom for swinging the lower part of the body, while the
head moves but little. This is a point which
can not be observed in a hammock for
children, who think more of itas a swing
than as a place for comfortable repose.
When trees serve for supports, ample provision should be made to prevent injury

A Berlindispatch says that all persons arrested in connection with Nobeling’s attempt
upon the Emperor’s life, or on suspicion of being accomplices, have heen liberated.
Citizens of Sterling, Ill., certify that there
has been no license in that city for four years,
during which time drunkenness has decreased
75 per cent., that the population shows more
thrift, and that the city is more industrious and

Signor

Tranquillo Cremona, who died lately, used to
mix his colors in the palm of his hand.
The
oxide of lead contained in the colors gradually
became absorbed into his system and caused
his death.
:

to the bark, by the means of stout

one remark that

canvas

or heavy bagging between the ropes to
which it is suspended and the bark. If
the hanging be so arranged that the hammock can be taken in during long storms,
it will last much longer.—Gold en Rule.

nothing was quicker than thought, said, “I
know something that is quicker than thought.”

‘Whist-

ling,” said Johnny.
¢ When I was in school
vesterday, I whistled before I thought, and
got licked for it, too.”
Mr. DePeyster,in a recent address before the
" Historical Society, recalled the fact that $24
was the original amount paid by the Duteh for
Manhattan Island, and made the lujeresiing
comment that that sum if placed at compoun: C
interest, would have reached bhy*May, 1878,the
pleasant total of $609,510,000.

use it, but undisera-

mock, the manner of hanging it is not important; but if provided for the use of

city has appointed 52 physicians
sick in tenement houses during

* What is it,Johnny?” asked his pa.

for

panies its use by the youngsters.

The Yellowstone Park, which Congress has
set aside for a national pleasure ground, will
contain 3,575 square miles.
;

painter,

a place well enough

ble for children, on account of the lack

King Kalakau recommends the introduction
of narrow guage railways on the larger islands
of the Hawaiian group.

moral than ever before.
The distinguished Italian

children

be harmless.
If no other place is available, it may be hung between the pillars of

The Viceroy of Nanking, China, has degraded five high officers of State for indulgingin
opium smoking.

Thomas Jefferson signed the commission of
the venérable William Wertenbaker, now 80
years of age, who has been librarian of the

small

can get into it by the aid of a box or low
stool, and over soft ground, so that the
numerous tumbles that are probable will

The Massachusetts Total Abstinence Society
distributed 85,000 pages of tracts last year.

Two thousand pages

big enough to swing
a hammock.
A very

good one may be bought for $1.50 to §4.00,

Fifty thousand silk cocoons are annually produced in Europe.

0-0-0
+o

POULTRY.
3

j

A successful poultry raiser writes us
that he is now keeping 800 hens and 500
chickens, the business proving highly re-

‘Wm, Cullen Bryant, many years ago, was ‘munerative.
He has adopted the system
challenged to fight a.duel:by
a Mr.
Holland, iof ‘keeping the fowls in separate
houses,
editor of the Standard,
the provocation being
‘made toaccommodate fifty head each. There
a political editorial written by Mr. Bryant.
is a good range, in which the fowls mix
Mr. Bryant received the challenge coolly, and
together during the day,
returning to
immediately replied to it in a note which endtheir respective
roosts at night.
The
ed with words to this effect: “Were you a genhouses are made of wood, 20x14, eight feet
tleman and not & scoundrel,I should take some
notice of you, But you are a scoundrel.” Holhigh at thefront,and sloping to the ground
land quiesced, and the affair was not heard of at the back, with open lattice at either end
again,
for ventilation. | The roosts are movable,

six feet long, two inches wide and oneinch

Latest

thick; are frequently taken

News.

The Berlin Council on Saturday
principle, to close the Dardanelles

agreed,
to ships

in
of

war, to cede Batour to Russia and to make it

a free port.
The question of dismantling the
fortfications and forbidding the Russians to
fortify the coast remains to be settled. = Austria is to receive one side of Antivari Bay and
Montanegro Nicsics. Autonomy is also to be
accorded to
western
Roumania,
Epirus,
Thessaly and Crete.
The Austrians have concluded notto occupy Bosnia and Herzegovina

until August next.——The

Bold Robberies.
Here are two more instances of bcld,

pass

vine-curtained

member of a city stay-at-home club who

There are 169 convicts in the Vermont State
Prison.
L

A little boy, hearing some

very

The general idea is that hammocks are
only for the wealthy, the ¢ stylish,” or for
professional time-killers.
It is a great
mistake.
Every. well-to-do farmer—every owner of a cosy village home—every

Gen. J. D. Cox, who will not be a candidate
I
a. reported interview with President
for re-election to Congress, is about to take
yes at Wilkesbarre, Pa., the other day, on
up again, it is reported,
the practice of law in
eing informed that the Potter Committee had
Cincinnati.
:
—gdionrned;-hrede-said-toave remarked that-<it-1— “Geo. W. Childs, of Philadelphia, intends| to
was but of small consequence whether. they
‘erect and present. to the town of Long Branch,
N. J.. a handsome building for a public librawere in session, or enjoying a recess, and that
ry and a museum.
:
the whole affair so far was a farce, an examMr. David P. Smith, of Newmarket, N. H.,
ple, indeed, of much ery and a little wool, or,
more correctly, no wool at all. If “they had has-kept a memorandum the past 42 years, not
accomplished anything itwas the
reaffirming by Congress of his -title, which was probably what they did not start out to do. He
thought certain Republicans, some of whom
he named, originated the affair, and were con-

is the

It is restful, just to think

couches, without envy, is an example
of
virtue that is not often vouchsafed to one
with a genercus capacity for resting.

Gold leafis the 280,000th part
thickness.

missing a single day.

to

or ‘a

residence of Goy-

ernor Van Zandt at Newport; R:*T., was ‘Tobbed Saturday night of a watch and jewelry val-

ued at $3000.——1It is

stated that

the

Potter

committee will summon ox Secpiiany Chandler to testify relativeto what he knows about
buying up members of the: Louisiana Returning Board.——An explosion occurred Sunday
in Bpeirojeum factory at Lyons, France, causing the
death of 30 persons.

cleaned

apply

seems to
bees

be

work

a shrewd
the

year

down,

and rubbed with kerosene.

soaked,

These

sheds are thoroughly coated with lime
wash, occasionally mixed with a little car-

way

to make
but

make

it

pretty

hot

and 8¢ is an extreme
serviceable lots have

N. Y.,

and one-half

ports gathered from all parts

‘year.

of
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Special care of health, manners

Ve

I can
have used almost everything.
cheerfully recommend it to any one
in need of such a medicine.
Yours respectfully,

MRS. A. A, DINSMORE,
No. 18 Russel!

street.

Valuable Remedy.
SOUTH
MR. STEVENS,
Dear Siry~1

botties

of

| convinced

BostoN,

your

have

2 1850.

Feb

taken, several

Vegetine,

1

it is a valuable

Dygpepsia, Kidney Comp
| general debility of the syst

e321

can heartily recommend

it to

all

€ZEUNE | suffering from the above complaints.
y
|
Yours respectfully,
*ARKER,
Vegetine |
.

Street,

VEGETINE.
PREPARED

BY

:

H.R.Stevens, Boston, Ms.

JESTEY&

Vegetine is sold by

suburban
morals:

DIFFERENT

!

00.

all Druggists.

teow?
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STANDPOINTS.
authors,

PANSY & FAYE HUNTINGTON.
D.

LOTHROP

&

Le

CO.,

PUBLISHERS,

BOSTON.

Ayer’s Hair Vigor.

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY
;
COLOR.

BRATTLEBORO, VI.

AND

AYERS HAIR VIGOR,
by long and extensive
use, has proven thatit

stops the falling of the

Extensive Manufactory of Read Organs

hair immediately; oft.
en renews the growth;

IN THE WORLD!

tores

the

in

$750 are
and 86 @

:

ened; lost hair regrows with lively expression;
falling hair is checked and stablished; thin hair
thickens; and faded or gray hairs resume their
original color. Its operation is sure and harmless
It cures dandruff, heals all humors, and keeps the

scalp cool, clean and soft—under which conditions
diseases of the scalp are impossible.
PREPARED BY

DR. J.C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass.
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BUTTER.

when

It stim-

ulates the nutritive or.

$6 25 for the leading baands of St. Louis and Ili
nois, holders Sodie it difficult to obtain over $6
and 87 per bbl for the best winter wheats and the
best Patents. Some small lots of the new St,
Louis Flour has been pid at 8575 @ $6 per bbl,
and these are likely tobe the prices for leading
brands. Included
in the receipts of the week are
]

color,

RS Zans to healthy activi.
iy I] ll
A
Saat
di
ty, and preserves both
the hair and its/ beauty. Thus brashy, weak or
sickly hair becomes glossy, pliable and strength.
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faded or gray.
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and

appetite.

Dear Sir,—~This is to certify that I
have used your * Blood Preparation”
in my family for several years, anil
| think that, for Serofula or (Cankerous
Humors or Rheumatic Aflections, it
tanhot be excelled; and as a blood
urifler or spring medicine, it is the
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arriving in smal instalments from St. Louis, and
fair subjlies are looked for during the month.
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pounds

Possible

Unusual advantages

FROM

160 bbls, of which 2,600 bbls were to Liver, ool,
100 to Hayti, and 3,160 bbls to the British Provinces.
The market for Flour remains as dull as previously noticed, with no Jrospecs of any improvement,
as the supply promises to be most abundant both
. for consumption and export.. New Flour has been

from $10 50 @ $11, but now from $7 @
outside figures for the choicest Patents,

source

restored

Dressmaking, and Millinery. Send for catalogue.
C. C. BRAGDON, Principal.

and

bbls
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Insurance and Real metals Agent,
No. 49 Sears Building
Boston, Mass.
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BUTTEK, CHEESE, AND EGGS.
Reported by HILTON

for quartered

York, June 29. ~The market

news,

your-

declining

of great anxiety to all her friends.
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fall California 5,000 pounds Eoestern Texas,5,5001bs
pounds Western Texas and 2,000 pounds scoured

reading

ten

daughter

er

¥ egetine |

fornia, at 33 @ 3b¢, 3,000 pounds Eastera Texas at
18 @ 23¢, and on
private terms 19,000 pound old
“Otro, 10.000"
unwashed Westerns 200 bags
supper and lambs pulled wool, 3,000 pounds California
pulled2,000 pounds tubwashed 20,000 pounds
Georgia, 5,000 pounds unwashed Territory, 12,000
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for
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Ivania fleece at 36¢, 55,000 pounds spring clip Cali-

a magazine

much

Vegetine

225 §250

We note sales of 10,000 pounds

medinm

matteras can be found in periodicals of
four times the cost, could be produced
for the low sum of one dollar a year. Send

THAT.

Harp PurrYy. Break hard putty into
lumps gbout the size of heén’s eggs, place

New

The editor of *“ Andrews’ Bazar” has anas

Strength,

AND APPETITE.

EXCE LLED.

Pry

and

GIVES

Vegetine |

firm.

rent of which varies from $180 to $240 per
acre, according to situation and facilities
for irrigation.
>

notes,

Vegetine |

Vegetine] Health,

WOOL.

ural society offers premiums for the best

amusement

Cambridge, Mass,

CANNOT BE

HAY

exhibit at the annual fair.
There are said to be over 6,000 men,
women, and children engaged in growing
early asparagus, lettuce, carrots, and the

question, whether

:

Vegetine |

quarts of
over the

land

r

| I can assure them it is one of the best
medicines that ever was.
|
x
Muse; L. GORE,
|
Cor,
Magazine and Walnut Sts.,

POTATOES.
01d Potatoes are almost entirely neglected, and
there is no sale for any kind except Jackson
Whites, which command 20 @ 30¢c per bu. New
Potatoes have been in moderate supply and sell
ing at ¢2 26 per bbl from boat. We quote:
Old Potatoes—
:
20 @ 30
Jackson Whites. per ba
New Potatoes—
nD

the very best lots will command $17 § €18 per ton.
Poor and medium grrpes are plentiful
and dull at
at #10 @ 815 per ton.
Rye Straw is in fair demand
at $.2 @ $13 per ton,

upon

.

XX

The d2mand for Hay is quite moderate, and only

$50
in
the
au-
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a

net

and

steady

Evaporated,

A number of farmers of Amherst, Mass.,
intend to raise an acre or more of the amber sugar-cane this season.
The agricult-

giving - the latest fashions,

at

y

y egetine

DRIED APPLES.

stantly reduced $2.50 per week.

swered the

lots

more,

Vegetine |

Southern, quartered, new..
Do,
sliced..... Sernilve ereuniennes
North and Eastern, qr, & sliced, old........

A hull on the way to the cattle show at
the Paris Exhibition lately broke loose
and made things lively for the crowd. He
was finally taken by the horns by a stalwart and resolute workman.
‘A married man adopted an original way
of reducing household
expenses.
One
morning when he knew his wife would see
him, he kissed the servant girl. The expenses of running that house were in

Paris,

small

There is very little demand

mills,
of

in

any

Choice Canada, per bu..... Searsueddvaian 110a120
Common
do
Green Peas. ..cavsssssnsecss Ciiuenns ternary 110a120

Norfolk, per barrel

re-

Delaware Railroad this summer.
The
value is about $242,000.
Ex-Governor Seymore has offered a
medal as a prize for general excellence
cheese manufacture, to be shownfat
proposed cheese. fair ‘at Utica in the
| Bah
phat feat
rio

around

bu,
bu,
per

sliced, and prices are nominal.
Evapoiated are
in fair demand at 16 @ 18¢ per pound for choice.
We quote:
New York, quartered, new, ¥ pound
Do, .
sheed

The receipts of Butter for the week have heen
including 1,336 boxes and 15,946
tubs, against 10,245 packages for the correspondEducational.
ing week last yéar and 12.851 in 1876. Total re.
pts since the first of January
802,305 packages
Prof. J. L. Pickard, for many years the ef- in a kettle, cover with water and a little
against 247,380 packages for the same time last
linseed oil ; boil ten minutes, stirring when
year.
Exports
ror
the
week
have
been £14 pack.
ficient superintendent of the Chicagm public hot, pour off the water, and the result, we
ges.
schools, has been installed a® President of the are informed, will be putty as pliable as
Owing to the very warm weather and the excitement incident to the celebration of our Glorieus
Towa State University, where he is sure to be when freshly made.—N. Y, Tribune.
Fourth, trade has been unusually light and prices
heard from in effective work.——The Congrehave ruled somewhat in fayor of buyers. Receipts
Live ror APPLE-ORCHARDS. - We have about
same as last week, and fully ample to
gational Asseciation of Mich. has voted to enused lime on our apple-orchards’ for a meet allthedemands,
with a liberal stock” remain in
dow a chair in the Oberlin Theological Seminumber of years,and consider it beneficial
in receivers’ hands. From a statement annexe.
tt will be seen that receipts during May and June
nary by raising money from the several in moderate quantities;say. twenty bishels have
83,863 more
than the same time last
to theacre. We have an old orchard that ] Je been
churches.——The total expenses of the ChicaFor strictly fine lots of June make Vermont,
8¢ is an outside price, and it is difficult to
go Publie- Library during the past year bave has borne heavy crops for several years,
that we have limed with good results.— over 17%¢ per pound. Choice NewYork and Ver-get
been $38,787.58.——There
are in the United
mont dairies, have been selling at 16 @ 17¢ but at
J. Blackwell iu Gardeners’ Monthly.
the close very few purchasers are willing
States, under Baptist guidance, fifty-one acadCooKING. There are a goodly number
over 16/¢c for straight lots wilere a part «toof give
the
emies, with 4,286 students and more than of people who talk about cooking
make runs into the middle of
ay. Butter made
as if it daring
the hot weather will ‘sell slowly. Fair to
$1,000,000 in property. There are. thirty-four were some Eleusinian mystery, something
ew York and Vermont lots are slow
colleges, with 4,144 students, and having prop- as difficult to understand as the Choctaw Food
¢,and common quality runs lower. Ther atis 12less@
call for choice daily
erty valued at $4,492,000, and 136,000 ‘volumes tongue or Euclid’s Analysis, and as hard
packed Western, and 14 @ 15¢
about as high as'we can quote, though occasion
in the libraries.——The class of Cadets that en- to execute as a Greek slave, *: + The alis fine
lots go higher. All kinds of ladle and store
tered West Point Military Academy, four fact is, that any one in her right mind can gacked Western are very dull and hard to quote.
> little can be gold forover 10 @ 12¢ per pound.’
years ago,168 strong graduated on the 13th ult.’ -cook, if she wants to badly enough, if the Choice
range from 18 @ 20¢ er. pound,
incentive is strong
enough.— Harper's but onlycriameries
Only 47 held out to the end, the vigorous exfancy marks will bring the outside price.
Bazar.
i
:
We quote:
~
aminations to which they were subjected provBEET-ROOT SUGAR IN. GERMANY. GerCreameries........,.. sesean sstvananreveieal) B20
ing too much for them.——There are forty or
Choice dairy lots. ...
aioe
more agricultural colleges in the United States, many has made great progress in the manair t0 good .....ui
deers 12 G1
ufacture of sugar from beet-root. TwentyCommon to fair.
created by national or State bounty.
een - HH
five years ago there were only 184 factories,
Ba CTBueairinainninsssssnnsensseisrrnranrnny
--O--4
hh dn an on

The sules havn been
prices. We gnote:

of the State,

It is estimated that 5,040,000
strawberries have been shipped

like in and

last

PEAS.

says that this year’s grain crop is extremely promising.
;
runs

‘es

Red Kidneys

introduc-

Mifanesota boasts of 395 flour

common to good...

breathe

fag cured me; and I do feel to thank
God all the time that there is so
good
medicine as VEGETING, and 1 also
Vegetine athink
it one of the best medicines
.
.
for coughs, and weak,
feel\ egetine | ings at the stomach, sinking
and advise
A
| everybody to take the VEGETINE, for

lots are wanted at $2 70

We quote:

Yellow Eyes

in

tion of French and Flemish husbandry.
The San Francisco Bulletin, from

56,000,000

Vegetine

Pea, Northern H P per bu
Do Western H P
Do
common
Mediom, choice

Do

cheerfully
ber you have already received innumfi.
Yor of your great and good medicine
VEGETINE,
for I do not think enough
can
be said in its praise; for
troubled over thirty years with I was
dreadful disease, Catarrh, and that
had
such bad coughing-spells that
would seem as though | never couldit

Vegetine

Limed.

noticed

ARE

add my testimony to the great

Vegetine

P. E. Islan

tone

PROPERTIES

Mr. H. R. STEVENS,
Dear Siry—1 will most

Vegetine

Western ..

advanc-

ed from its low condition by the

1486

and

Eastern..vieies
Northern

gate of 50,000,000 bushels annually.

grind out

weak,

coming in, which are forced off at prices that buyers are williog to pay. We quote for fresh:

circumference.
It costs fifty-three cents to carry a barvel of flour from Minneapolis
to New
York.
Many farmers in Indiana have planted
from four to six acres each in artichokes
for hogs.
’
A cheese factory recently
started in
Spring Valley, Colorado, is expected to
use up the milk of 800 cows.
The consumption of oysters in the United Stutes has reached the enormous aggreThe agriculture of England was

System.

Reliable Evidence,

Vegetiné

:

and

at the close 13¢ is an extreme price for the best
Eastern, while fresh Northern are selling at 12 @
123c per dozen.
A great, many
stale
eggs are

meas-

inches

Invigorates

MEDICAL

Vegetine

:
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EGGS.

The market has been very dull

@ $2 75 per bu.

There are 38,000 Grangers in Texas.
Ivory is three times as heavy as elm.
Buckwheatis a native of China.
Every farmer should keep a scrap-book.
The cultivation of the poppy prospers
well in Mozanibique.

erating

ceeeyeerennss

Choice New
.
.
Common to good «veves sesresnasane sees

neys are gearce, and mall

bolic acid. The sitting nests are treated 1 The trade are purchasing only for present wants,
similarly. The feed consists of shorts and beand no prices at which receivers would sell, would
any inducement for jobbers to stock up. At
bran, wheat and oats, boiled beef heads,
this time last year Flour was full $350 @ $4 per
bbl higher than at the present time for all family
chopped cabbages and cern-stalks
and
brands. The best St. Louis and Illinois brands
boiled potatoes alternated.
Running waranged from $10 @ $1050, and the Lest Patent
ter passes through the sheds and coops.
Eight hundred hens consume ten pounds
of wheat and twenty pounds of oats daily.
Twenty-six dozen of eggs have been gathered in one day. The secret of success is
cleanliness, a variety. of good food ‘and
pure water. With these requisites there
need he no failare.~Am.
Cujtivator.

Common

bu, the outside for extra hand picked. Yellow
Eyes ave still in small supply, and sales can be
readily made at $2 2> @ $2 30° per bu. Red Kid-
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feet, nine

CHEESE.

Mediums have been made at $1 60 @ $1 65 per
with an occasional
fancy. lot at &170 yer
Pea is steady with sales a 170 @
$180

their

0-0
+40

An apple tree in Phenix,

Reno-

Alterative, Tonic, Solvyent and Diuretic,

No

week, but the demand is not active enough to
warrent any particular advance. Sales of choice

oppressor.

ures ten

NEW

figures.

Fair to good. eeeesvaes serene

The market sustains the firm

the

ITS

price for finest lots. Good
been selling at 7 & 7c per

pound, and poorer quality at lower
sale for skim Cheese. We quote:

if they
for

and

the Whole

last year. Exports for the week have been 1,756
boxeg. There has been a slow demand for Cheese

should take a notion to strike on the route
they could

" vates

99,078

Blood,

agamst 3,907 boxes and 6} tons for (he same week

top-dresings

round,

*ags.

133.841

CHEESE.
The receipts for the week have been 6,527 boxes

will return in the fall to take advantage of
the autumnal flowers at each point. This

A HAMMOCK,

a hammock

On such a soil

watch the lazy swing of one of these wrial

Roscoe Conklin is 48.
Paris has 2,000 photograph galleries.
Painting
on silk is a fashionable
ment.
‘

New York
to attend the
the summer.

in

luxury of repose.

Miscellaneous.

A thurch in Berlin, Prussia,
of paper.

rich.

Purifies ‘the

Exports,

Pkgs,

May and June, 1878,
Do)
do, 1877
1877.

of well rotted manure, alternating every
third year with a dressing of slacked lime.
Where grapes are being raised on damp
ground care must be taken to keep the
roots near the surface.— Western Rural,
A FroaTiNG
Ber-nouse.
A Chicago
honey dealer has constructed a floating
beeshouse, large enough to contain 2000
hives, and is having it towed up the
+-Mississippi river from—Louisiana-to-Minnesota, thus keeping pace with the blos- |
soming of the flowers and stimulating
the honey making ability of the bees.
He

happy I should be.”

rset
A + —een

peculiar heading for a news item, so do we as
we have just seen it in a daily paper.
Here is
the incident. On the eve of the Fourth a youth
dropped into a store in South Boston, and
bought a cigar. We quote from the Advertiser:
¢ Like a great many other boys who were out
last night, Patrick had in his pocket a quantity

out

The door with woodbine wreathed about,
And wishes his one thought all day:
¢ Oh! if I could but fly away

How
It is an item worth recording that amid the
crowds who thronged the beaches in the vicinity of New York city on the Fourth, there
was said to be a conspicuous absence of
drunkenness,

explosion of a cannon; and in the same

sugar. Whereas now ten hundred weight
suffice.
|
FERTILIZERS FOR GrArE VINES.
Bone
dust, wood ashes and such like fertilizers
are the best for grape vines in low ground.
Stable manure applied in large quantities
on damp soil will produce diseased vines.
On dry ground the effectis benficial. The
best soil for grapes is dry, light,warm and

' An old farmhouse with meadows wide,
And sweet with clover on each side;

played out #”

The Boston Herald is getting quite

in New

1.

3

of

been

less i—
Receipts,

dnd

level

have

exports 1,100 packages

hd

low

machines

and

SBA

the

of

ceipts this year are 33,863 packages more than last,

ba

descend to

Scores

destroyed, belonging to farmers who refused
to vield to the demand of the depredators.
’
* Is civilization a failure ?
§

in May and June, 1877 and 1878, shows that the ve.

or

tent, we

their grain.

©
|
great ex-

VEGIETING

The following comparative statement of receipts
and exports of Buatser at Boston for eight weeks

working
about: 868,000 tons of beet-root,
whereas in 1875, there were 334 factories,
consuming 1,878,640 tons.
Moreover, in
1850, it took fourteen hundred weight of
roots to produce
one hundred weight of

LN

The Glorious Fourth.
In the place of moralizing to any

Rural ad Domestic,

Still other reports come from the West of
farmers bging compelled to lay aside their
reaping machines and employ men to harvest

10, “1878,

-
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Buy it of your Bookseller or News Dealer, or
send to
1. Lothrop & Co., Pubs., Boston.

Schools,

Family Circle,
Rural and Domestic.
Literary Miscellany,
- Literary Review,
News

It is under the direction

Sumnmry,

and

&co&c.

patronage

of the

Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is

taken by many of other religious views, because of
its real worth.
:
TERMS: $3.00 per year; or, if paid in advance, $2,60,

REMITTANCES

must be made

in mon-

ey-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a

registered Jetter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please:
designate their STATE, as well as town, and give both the old and new ‘address when they
order a change in the direction of their paper.
* The Star

goes

to press Tuesday morning,

and communications for insertion ought to be
here on Saturday previous.
:
Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and -not
allow it to be in arrears.
S. 8S. PAPERS.

p

Two Spbbath-school L: ers, The Little Star
and Myrtle, are published alternate weeks, and
Lesson Papers of the International Series, for
both adults and children, are published monthly. Payment for these papers should be
in advance,
Sample copies sent free.
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*
Absolutely Pure.
Address,

Rev. I. D, STEWART,

3).

“ROYAL?

has a larger sale than all other b:hiking powders combined—hecause of its unquestioned:
Purity, Uniform Strength, Healthfulness and
cacy. Prepared from GRAPE CREAM
TARTAR
imported expressly for this peerless powder direct from the Wine district of France, it has reeivec
the indorsement and recommendation
of
the
L
New York Boardof Health, and of eminent hysicians.
andl geientific men eveyywhere. No family having once used the Royal Baking Powder will ever be
without it.
;
ROYAL has taken the place of Soda, Saleratus and Yeast; more convenient, makes third more

bread neyer sours nor cakes, never put up
eS

in paper packages, In tin cans only of Groots.

17%

-

